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ABSTRACT

LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION IN HYBRID QUANTUM PLASMONIC

SYSTEMS

by

JAKOB STRAUBEL

Dissertation accepted by the KIT Department of Physics

Attempting to implement quantum information related applications utilizing atoms and photons, as

they naturally form quantum systems supporting superposition states, hybrid quantum plasmonic

systems emerged in the past as a platform to study and engineer light-matter interaction. This

platform combines the unrivaled electromagnetic field localization of surface plasmon polaritons,

boosting the light-matter coupling rate, with the tremendous integration potential of truly nanoscale

structures, and both the significant emission rates of nanoantennas and photonic transmission

velocities.

In this work, a classical description of surface plasmon polaritons is combined with a light-matter

interaction model based on a cavity quantum electrodynamical formalism. The resulting compos-

ite semi-classical method, introduced and described in this thesis, provides efficient and versatile

means to simulate the dynamical behavior of radiative atomic transitions coupled to plasmonic cav-

ity modes in the weak incoherent coupling regime. Both the emission into the far field and various

dissipation mechanisms are included by expanding the model to an open quantum system.

The variety of light-matter interaction applications that can be modeled with the outlined method

is indicated by the four different exemplary scenarios detailed in the application chapter of this

thesis. The classical description of localized surface plasmon polaritons is benchmarked by repro-

ducing the experimental measurements of the molecular fluorescence manipulation through optical

nanoantennas in a collaborative effort with experimental partners. Furthermore, in the weak light-

matter coupling regime, the potential of achieving a higher nanoantenna functionality and simul-

taneously realizing more elaborate quantum dynamics is revealed by the three remaining applica-

tions. Each pivotally involving a bimodal nanoantenna and demonstrating different quantum optical

phenomena, the implementation of cavity radiation mode conversion, non-classical cavity emission

statistics, and non-classical cavity emission properties is shown and described in the application

chapter.
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1 Introduction

Technological progress has been the driving force behind the exponential growth
of global wealth since the Industrial Revolution [1]. While initially mechanization
replaced manual labor, the Information Revolution is characterized by computer-
based automatization of conceptual, managerial, and administrative functions and
the coordination of the production flow [2]. Consequently, the Information Age has
been accompanied by tremendous advancements in information and communica-
tion technology since its onset between 1945 and 1970.

The most prominent example and archetypal for such advancements is the de-
velopment of means to store, transmit, and process information from the mid-1980s
to the mid-2000s. In this period, characterized by the transition from predomi-
nantly analog to digital means, the development progressed at exponential growth
rates [3]. This progression brings Moore’s rule of thumb to mind, regarding the
predicted biennial doubling of the number of transistors in solid-state integrated cir-
cuits, which held throughout various evolutionary stages of transistor technology [4].
But with single transistors approaching spatial dimensions of tens of nanometers,
fundamental limits of this technological ansatz become evident. The line for further
down scaling has to be drawn due parasitic resistance, parasitic capacitance, and
thermal noise. Together they cancel out the benefits from further increasing the
integration density [5].

While reaching technological limits only affects the prospects of further develop-
ments in the same vein and not the prospects of an entire technological platform, it
does certainly call for a reevaluation of the chosen ansatz for the technological im-
plementation. Classical information sciene defines information itself, as reducing
the possible answers to a specific problem and can deal with the various technical
aspects of processing and transmitting information [6]. It also identifies information
as negentropy, which in turn inherently introduces the classical limitations of the
integration of information computation devices [7].

In light of the rapid advancements in the past, unhindered by aspects of the
technological implementation, the existence of fundamental classical limitations



renders reaching them only a question of time. Hence, the development of means
beyond classical information has emerged as one of the most relevant tasks of
the Information Age. This has motivated vast reaseach activity in and around the
topic of quantum information [8–10], its processing [11,12], transmission [13–15], and stor-
age [16–18].

Switching from classical bits to qubits, as coherent superposition states of quan-
tum two-level systems, the continuous quantum state amplitudes hugely surpass
the classical single bit in terms of information content. To perform quantum in-
formation processing, the initial quantum state must be controlled and the super-
position character must be preserved [19]. This is equivalent to the detachment of
the qubits from environmental influence, which immediately counteracts any pro-
nounced interaction with the environment to facilitate efficient external measure-
ments. Consequently, meeting such difficult requirements severely limits the num-
ber of promising physical platforms to implement quantum information processing.
With the spin of an electron and the polarization of a photon forming quantum two-
level systems that are well-investigated, technologically accessible and not least
fundamental in nature, atoms and photons arise as one such platform.

Light-Matter Interaction with Hybrid Quantum Plasmonic Systems

This renders the implementation of quantum information processing a question of
light-matter interaction and requires purposeful manipulation of individual atoms
and photons, whose coupling is specifically engineered in a controlled environ-
ment. While different systems, such as laser-cooled ion traps [20,21], have been
proposed and demonstrated to provide the functionality needed, optical nanoan-
tennas [22,23], featuring localized surface plasmon polaritons, have the potential to
contribute unique properties and elevate light-matter interaction towards the goal
of quantum information processing.

Providing the characteristic localization [24,25] of electromagnetic field energy that
has emerged as the trademark of plasmonic resonances, it is evident that metallic
nanoantennas are predestinated to be involved in the interaction of single photons
with single quantum systems. Furthermore, obviously advantageous with respect
to the suitability as a light-matter interaction platform, optical nanoantennas can
couple electromagnetic field energy to a variety of different individual quantum
systems, such as atoms, molecules, quantum dots, or nitrogen-vacancy centers
in diamond. Hence, any unique property any of these systems exhibit can be ex-
ploited utilizing plasmonic nanoantennas. Additionally, the field localization and
other properties of the nanoantenna can be directly controlled through its geo-
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INTRODUCTION

metrical shaping [26,27] in the fabrication process. Finally, since various classical
application scenarios [28–33] can benefit from the electromagnetic field energy lo-
calization and other properties of nanoantennas, there is already a long-standing
research activity, bringing forth a wide range of antenna geometries, immediately
available from experimental fabrication.

The quantized energy exchange involving single photons and single transitions
in quantum systems can be modeled employing a cavity quantum electrodynam-
ics formalism, with the cavity representing the plasmonic nanoantenna. Directly
including a quantum system featuring radiative transitions forms a hybrid quantum-
plasmonic system, the central subject of this thesis. Doing justice to the highly ra-
diative nature of the localized plasmon polaritons, resulting in significant emission
emanating from the nanoantenna, the hybrid quantum-plasmonic system needs to
be modeled as an open quantum system coupled to far-field radiation.

The central drawback, in light of all these benefits, are the Ohmic losses in-
herently linked to the metallic media and optical frequencies involved in surface
plasmon polaritons [34]. While the loss mechanism itself has found its own field of
biological applications [35], the Ohmic losses currently still remain energy dissipated
or information lost for any information or communication applications proposed so
far. Consequently, the losses form a hurdle that must enter the considerations and
ultimately must be overcome by any proposed scheme of photonic functionality
involving nanoantennas.

Aim and Structure of the Thesis

To characterize the nanoantenna properly, aiming to produce representative cal-
culations of the quantum dynamics with the interaction model, two fundamentally
different approaches are established at the inception of the work documented in
this thesis. On the one hand, Green’s function based methods that allow for a co-
herent modeling of classcial and quantum aspects with the Green’s function, hence
exploiting the classical character of plasmonic resonances [36]. But the expenses of
this approach amount to abundant numerical calculations necessary to obtain the
Green’s function for nanoantennas of arbitrary geometrical shape. On the other
hand, density functional theory allows for an entirely quantum physical modeling
of the hybrid quantum-plasmonic system and its dynamics. This is achieved by
decomposing the nanoantenna into individual atoms and calculating the electron
density states of the composite structure. While state-of-the-art computation facili-
ties manage to handle this numerical challenge, the extend of the numerical effort
involved can be indicated by the myriad of individual atoms that is necessary to
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represent a metal structure of the dimensions of at least a few nanometers.
The fact that both established approaches require tremendous numerical work

and capabilities has contributed to the disparity between experimental and theoret-
ical activity involving optical nanoantennas for quantum information purposes. The
aim of the work documented in this thesis is the development of a semi-classical
model to describe the light-matter interaction mediated by a plasmonic cavity. This
model shall both exploit the classical character of plasmonic resonances and ef-
ficiently handle arbitrary geometrical shapes of the nanoantenna. To facilitate the
merger of classical and quantum physical modeling, the classical foundations of
the surface plasmon resonance are outlined as well as the approximations and as-
sumptions of both quantum optical and cavity quantum electrodynamical elements
involved. The second chapter contains this theoretical framework of the classical
and quantum physical part of the model.

These requirements lead to a numerical light scattering method that can de-
scribe the weak light-matter coupling regime. This final model calculates quantum
dynamics while determining the parameters involving the plasmonic cavity through
classcial simulations. Chapter three details the model as well as the the classcial
simulations.

The qualitatively predicitve means of the classical modeling are demonstrated
by reproducing experimentally measured molecular fluorescence manipulations
due to nanoantennas, ranging from quenching to emission enhancement. Finally,
the proposed implementation of three different quantum optical applications is doc-
umented. These utilize not just the full semi-classical model but indicate the po-
tential of the weak coupling regime for quantum optical and ultimatively quantum
information purposes. Chapter four details the dynamics and phenomena involved
in a total of four different exemplary application, each published in a peer-reviewed
journal.

Chapter five as the final chapter contains a brief summary of the main elements
and results of the work documented in this thesis, as well as comments regarding
possible further developments.
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2 Theoretical Framework

At first it is crucial to outline the theoretical framework, within which classical nu-
merical calculations are used to generate parameters for the cavity quantum elec-
trodynamic light-matter interaction model. This is the core of the semi-classical
model that is developed in the context of this work and that is employed to study
quantum optical phenomena utilizing optical nanoantennas featuring localized plas-
mon polaritons.

Firstly, the classical foundations of the numerical simulations are summarized.
Then the plasmon resonance is introduced and its suitability for light-matter interac-
tion is illuminated, which leads to the study of localized surface plasmon polaritons.
These collective excitations yield a light-matter interaction scenario of light being
resonantly scattered by sub-wavelength metal structures.

By quantizing the electromagnetic field, photons as quantized field energy nat-
urally emerge. Quantized radiation fields in form of number states are introduced
and specific properties, such as entanglement in number stares, is described.

Finally, utilizing the means of cavity quantum electrodynamics, the actual quan-
tized light-matter interaction is described on the basis of the Jaynes-Cummings
model. This initially closed interaction system is opened up to radiation fields and
various loss channels through incorporation of a master equation formulation. Em-
ploying such open interaction systems allows for the description of light-matter
interaction influencing the radiation emitted into the far field.

With the theoretical framework delineated, the ensuing chapter is devoted to the
specific technical calculation of the cavity parameters by classical means. This al-
lows for the quantum physical dynamics to represent actual quantized light-matter
interaction systems involving optical nanoantennas.

Ultimately, the subsequent chapter outlines the engineering of the emission
for four applications, in form of radiation rate, radiation mode, non-classical ra-
diation statistics, and non-classical radiation properties, of light-matter interaction
systems, each containing a specially designed optical nanoantenna.



2.1 Elements of Solid-State Optics

Optical Field Equations

A theoretical description of the influencing of light-matter interaction through con-
trolling the photonic environment [37], naturally originates from Maxwell’s equations.
The most general form of the differential electromagnetic field equations is [38]:

∇ · D̃ (r, t) = ρ̃ext (r, t) , ∇ · B̃ (r, t) = 0 , (2.1)

∇× Ẽ (r, t) = −∂tB̃ (r, t) , ∇× H̃ (r, t) = j̃mac (r, t) + ∂tD̃ (r, t) . (2.2)

Here, the electric field Ẽ, electric flux density D̃, magnetic field H̃, and magnetic
flux density B̃ appear as three-dimensional vector fields, which are coupled to
one another. Furthermore, Maxwell’s equations identify external charge densities
ρ̃ext (r, t) as the source of the fields in Eqns. (2.1), while the electromagnetic fields
themselves circulate variations in time of the respective other field in Eqns. (2.2).
Additionally, the magnetic field circulates macroscopic electric current densities
j̃mac (r, t) as well. In this general form, the dynamics in media as a consequence on
an incident electromagnetic field are included with further material specific equa-
tions being given:

D̃ (r, t) = ε0Ẽ (r, t) + P̃ (r, t) & H̃ (r, t) =
1

µ0

B̃ (r, t)− M̃ (r, t) , (2.3)

with the electric polarization P̃ (r, t) and magnetization M̃ (r, t) as auxiliary re-
sponse fields specific to a medium [39].

As the introduction of auxiliary response fields already indicates, the general re-
lation between them and the electromagnetic fields is very intricate. Here, effects
such as linearity, homogeneity, isotropy, and locality have to be taken into consid-
eration. Dispersion is probably the most prominent among those effects and while
it leads to memory effects in the time domain, the Fourier transform to frequency
space according to F (ω) = 1

2π

∫∞
−∞ dtF̃ (t) eiωt introduces a frequency dependent

susceptibility χ (ω). At this point, it is important to point out, that a generally com-
plex susceptibility can be implemented for both electric and magnetic responses.
However, at optical frequencies it is reasonable to only consider electrical suscep-
tibility, as magnetic susceptibility in natural materials vanishes above microwave
frequencies [40]:

D (r, ω) = ε0E (r, ω) + ε0χele (ω) E (r, ω) & H (r, ω) =
1

µ0

B (r, ω) . (2.4)
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Here, this complex-valued electric susceptibility inherently assumes a linear medium,
as the the vector fields of E (r, ω) and D (r, ω) are linearly connected, a homoge-
neous medium, as no spatial dependence is included in χele (ω), and an isotropic
medium, as there is rather a scalar than a tensorial connection between the vector
fields of E (r, ω) and D (r, ω).

Free Electron Gas Model

In order to describe surface plasmon polaritons, the material response considered
in the following can be limited to metallic media. While phonons and electronic
transitions have to be incorporated to describe dielectric materials at optical fre-
quencies, metallic media responses are dominated by free electrons. Continuing
the purely classical description so far, the classical Drude model [41] of a free elec-
tron gas on top of an ionic background employs the classical analogy of a generally
damped movement due to an external force [42]:

∂2
t s̃ (r, t) + κ∂ts̃ (r, t) = − e

m
Ẽ (r, t) , (2.5)

with the electron’s displacement s̃ (r, t), the electron’s charge e, the electron’s mass
m, and a damping constant due to collisions κ. Next, it is reasonable to introduce
an electric current density of the form j̃ (r, t) = −Ne∂ts̃ (r, t) due to the moving elec-
trons. Applying the Fourier transform to frequency space and using the transition
of time derivatives ∂t to factors −iω yields

−iωj (r, ω) + κj (r, ω) =
e2N

m
E (r, ω) = ε0ω

2
plaE (r, ω) ,

with the plasma frequency ω2
pla = e2N

ε0m
. The solution establishes a complex conduc-

tivity σ (ω) connecting the electric current density j (r, ω) to the electric field E (r, ω)

j (r, ω) =
ε0ω

2
pla

κ− iω
E (r, ω) = σ (ω) E (r, ω) . (2.6)

Please note that the effects of an external field incident on a dielectric media, which
are omitted here due to brevity of the description, can be purely classically modeled
as well. The analogy of a driven, damped harmonic oscillator for the electronic
displacement away from the remaining ions [43] leads to an induced polarization
P (r, ω) rather than an induced current density j (r, ω). Hence, the same response
model and the following classical formulation can be straight forward expanded to
include dielectric media as well.

With the metallic material response at hand, the field equations (2.1) and (2.2)
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request to be revisited. While these equations allow for an intuitive discussion of
the relations and dynamics of observable physical quantities, the coupling of the
electromagnetic field dynamics is an immediately evident obstacle that needs to be
overcome in an attempt to solve Maxwell’s equations. With the Fourier transform
available as a versatile tool helping to solve differential equations by transforming
derivatives to algebraic factors and the immensely important material response
convenient as a complex-valued function of the frequency, the transformation to
frequency space is inevitable. Now, Maxwell’s equations take a form especially
useful in optical applications:

ε0∇ · E (r, ω) = ρext (r, ω)−∇ ·P (r, ω) , (2.7)

∇ ·H (r, ω) = 0 , (2.8)

∇× E (r, ω) = iωµ0H (r, ω) , (2.9)

∇×H (r, ω) = jmac (r, ω)− iωP (r, ω)− iωε0E (r, ω) . (2.10)

Here, the negligible magnetization M (r, ω) at optical frequencies has already been
discarded. Applying the curl to the curl equation of the electric field in Eqn. (2.9)
and then replacing the arising curl of the magnetic field with the corresponding
Maxwell’s equation (2.10) yields

∇×∇× E (r, ω) = iωµ0jmac (r, ω) + ω2µ0P (r, ω) +
ω2

c2
E (r, ω) ,

with the phase velocity in vacuum ε0µ0 = c−2. Now, both the induced polarization
P (r, ω) and the current density jmac (r, ω) can be replaced with expressions for the
electric field E (r, ω) according to Eqn. (2.3) and Eqn. (2.6) respectively. This leads
to the general complex-valued dielectric function ε (ω), or relative permittivity, the
canonical way of describing the linear material response in solid-state optics. Fur-
ther specifying the relative permittivity to metallic media with a dominating induced
current density j (r, ω), results in

ε (ω) = 1 +
iσ

ε0ω
= 1−

ω2
pla

ω2 + κ2
+ i

κωpla

ω (κ2 + ω2)
= ε′ (ω) + iε′′ (ω) . (2.11)

With this approach, on the one hand, it is possible to model the optical properties
through plasma frequency ωpla and damping constant κ. On the other hand, this ex-
pression gives the permittivity of metals, based on experimental measurements [44].
Including the metallic relative permittivity rooted in experimental measurements, as
it is carried out throughout this work, allows for the straight forward classic model-
ing of an extended catalog of metals [45].
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Numerical Solution

j

Ω

∂Ω

∂V

∂V

Venv
Vmet

Vmet

en

en

en

Figure 2.1: Boundary-value
problem for selected metal-
lic domains (Vmet) surrounded
by a linear, dispersion-less,
isotropic, local, homogeneous
media (Venv).

With the electromagnetic field equations in a
form that can be combined with the material
response of metals, and extended to cover di-
electrics as well, the next step is to face the
actual solution of these equations. While an-
alytical solutions provide absolute control and
fundamental understanding of a mathematical
problem, their rareness renders the symbolic
manipulations of mathematical analysis a so-
lution strategy very unlikely to succeed. Con-
sequently, numerical approximations of discrete
mathematics have enjoyed ever-rising interest in
the advent of scientific calculations using com-
puter software. To initially formulate the equa-
tion that shall be solved numerically, the curl is
again applied to Eqn. (2.9) and Eqn. (2.10) is subsequently inserted, but now a
potential material response is implemented through the relative permittivity and an
additional external current source is included:

∇×∇× E (r, ω)− ω2

c2
ε (ω) E (r, ω) = iµ0ωj (r, ω) . (2.12)

The satisfaction of this vector wave equation throughout a designated domain Ω

with a given set of boundary conditions on ∂Ω constitutes a boundary-value prob-
lem [46] as shown in Fig. 2.1. It is the central element of the numerical solution of
the field dynamics. In this general form it allows for arbitrarily shaped metallic struc-
tures to be included and hence scenarios involving spheres, spheroids, rods, bars,
discs, bow-ties, or other geometries can be described. Such a general approach
calls for an extremely versatile numerical solver among the multitude of tools and
techniques available to handle differential equations. The finite difference method
(FDM) and the finite element method (FEM) are two very common examples of
such numerical techniques.

Both FDM and FEM discretize the domain of the differential equation and give
results on nodes. The FDM approximates with a discrete differential operator
based on the difference quotient, which usually relies on environmental points in
a structured grid to calculate a derivative. Consequently, its strong suit are rather
simple geometries. FEM however, at the core discretizes space itself, but does not
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rely on a coherent or regular structure of the spatial discretization. Hence the FEM
is most powerful in three-dimensional scenarios involving different materials and
intricate geometries.

F(r,ω)=Σj fj(ω)wj(ω)

w1
w2w3w5

w6

∂V=AVmet
Venv

Figure 2.2: Combining coeffi-
cients fm and base functions wm

to the approximative solution field
F̄ (r, ω).

As all the classical simulations in this the-
sis have been done with FEM based meth-
ods, in the following their main ideas will be
shortly described. Starting with a differential
equation PF−Q = 0, with a general differen-
tial operator P, acting on an unknown field F,
a forcing function Q, and boundary conditions
B (F)|∂Ω = 0 [47], different solution strategies
can be implemented within the FEM. Com-
posing an approximative solution field F̄, as
a linear combination of unknown coefficients
fm and base functions wm, comes at a price
of a residual R = PF̄ − Q. The method of
weighted residuals aims to minimize, ideally
expunge, the residual in the considered do-
main Ω, hence providing the best approxima-

tive, ideally exact, solution. With the inner product 〈wj,R〉 in the function space
of the base functions, the residual R vanishes for an exact solution for vanishing
〈wj,R〉 with any test function wj. In case of an approximative solution, hence re-
maining residual, the inner product only vanishes for selected linear independent
weighting functions uj. With the inner product in form of an integral, the weighted
residual equation takes the form [47](∫

Ω

dΩwjPwm

)
{fm} =

∫
Ω

dΩwjQ

in the so called Galerkin procedure to determine the unknown coefficients fm.
Here, the residual is locally weighted through the weighting functions and inte-
grated over the entire domain. Unique to the Galerkin procedure, the base func-
tions wj are used as the weighting functions uj, with F̄ =

∑
m fmwm. The Galerkin

procedure is for example employed by the commercial software package COM-
SOL Multiphysics [48], which in turn is used to calculate all electromagnetic fields
for the plasmonic applications presented in this work. Please note, that unlike the
FDM, the FEM, or more specific the assembly of local solutions, does not require
a structured or regular spatial grid, as indicated in Fig. 2.2. Hence, the spatial

10
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discretization can rather take physical considerations into account, benefiting both
precision and efficiency. Following this general algorithm of FEM, the vector wave
equation (2.12) can be reformulated to [47]

0 =

∫
Ω

dΩ

[
(∇× E (r, ω)) · (∇×V (r, ω))− ω2

c2
ε (ω) E (r, ω) ·V (r, ω)

]
+

∫
∂V+∂Ω

dA [V (r, ω) · (en ×∇× E (r, ω))] + iµ0ω

∫
Ω

dΩV (r, ω) · j (r, ω) , (2.13)

with the approximative vector field V (r, ω) locally assembled from the sub do-
mains: V (r, ω) =

∑
j vjwj. Here the vector identity E · ∇ ×V = V · ∇ × E − ∇ ·

(E×V), and the divergence theorem have been used.
By employing these numerical means of solid states optics, the electromagnetic

dynamics in arbitrary geometrical setups involving metallic media of finite size can
be simulated. Consequently, any field distribution or dynamic can be incorporated
that results from light interacting with bulk metallic material.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, by employing classical solid-state optics and incorporating metallic
material characteristics through linear response theory, the electromagnetic field
can be described in presence of metallic structures at optical frequencies. Imple-
menting a numerical solution algorithm of differential equations based on the FEM,
enables the calculation of the electromagnetic field with arbitrary geometries in-
volved. This allows for engineering of the photonic environment via the presence
of metallic media, where the geometry of the metal structure can be completely
devoted to the desired environmental effect.
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2.2 Elements of Surface Physics

Plasmon Resonance

Given the capability to determine the electromagnetic field distribution in metal-
lic structures, revisiting the metallic material characteristics is worth the effort. The
classical assumption of a free electron gas led to the relative permittivity as given in
Eqn. (2.11). Plasma optics [49] further explores the consequences of this premise.
Neglecting possible collisions in the free electron gas for the moment and conse-
quently setting κ = 0, the simplified relative permittivity

ε (ω) = 1−
ω2

pla

ω2
(2.14)

ω/ωpla

0.0

1.0

2.0

1.0 2.0 ck/ωpla

Figure 2.3: Dispersion relation that
follows for plane waves in metallic me-
dia (solid blue line) in units of ωpla

(black dashes = light line).

follows. This suggests the conduction
electrons to move freely and without damp-
ing over a rigid positive ionic crystal. A
contribution of the ionic background to the
relative permittivity can easily be included
by adding a constant background permit-
tivity. But this does not essentially change
what shall be discussed in the following
and hence is omitted for the sake of sim-
plicity. Furthermore, considering a sce-
nario without external charge densities ρext

and macroscopic current densities jmac,
the general wave equation (2.12) reduces

to the well-known Helmholtz equation ∆E (r, ω) − ω2

c2
ε (ω) E (r, ω) = 0. Subse-

quently, the canonical harmonic plane wave ansatz with E (r, ω) = E0ei(k·r−ωt) and
the wave vector k leads to the dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves

ε (ω) ε0µ0ω
2 = |k|2 . (2.15)

Without sources of the electric field in form of external charge densities ρext, the
corresponding Maxwell equation takes the form ε0ε (ω)∇ · E (r, ω) = 0. Hence,
transverse electromagnetic waves (k · E (r, ω) = 0) obey the dispersion relation for
positive, arbitrary frequencies ω as described in Eqn. (2.15) and depicted in Fig.
2.3. The specific form of the simplified relative permittivity in Eqn. (2.14) indicates
two different dispersion regimes separated by the plasma frequency ωpla: For fre-
quencies above ωpla, the simplified relative permittivity is positive and |k| takes
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a real value, following Eqn. (2.15). Hence, for this frequency range, transverse
electromagnetic waves propagate in the medium with a transparent electron gas.
However, for frequencies below the plasma frequency, Eqn. (2.14) gives a nega-
tive ε (ω) and a purely imaginary wave vector follows from the dispersion relation.
This results in evanescent waves that are exponentially damped in the medium on
a characteristic length scale of 1

|k| . Please note, a complex-valued relative permit-
tivity, as follows from the initial free electron gas model in Eqn. (2.11), entails a
generally damped wave propagation in the medium.

While this treatment covers both attenuated and propagating transverse elec-
tromagnetic waves in metallic media, the transition between these two regimes
deserves special attention. Following the treatment above, these transitions coin-
cide with the roots of the relative permittivity: ε (ωlon) = 0, for the frequency ωlon, in
the simplified case ωlon = ωpla. Here, both the wave vector k and the field D (r, ω)

in the medium vanish through the dispersion relation in Eqn. (2.15) and the opti-
cal constitutive relation in Eqn. (2.4) respectively. With the continuing condition of
sourcelessness of the electric field in the scenario under consideration being sat-
isfied in this manner, reviewing the vector wave equation (2.12) at the frequency
ωlon without additional currents yields

∇×∇× E (r, ωlon) = 0 .

E

k

Figure 2.4: A longitudinal
plane wave affects metallic
media, with the field amplitude
E indicated at the top and the
wave vector k at the bottom.

Here, implementing the harmonic plane wave
ansatz again, this requirement transforms to k ×
k×E (r, ωlon) = 0. This results in longitudinally po-
larized waves with k||E (r, ωlon) as solutions. Re-
turning to the free electron gas model can further
illuminate the response of metallic media, as they
have been completely classically modeled so far.
In the simplified case, without electronic collisions
in the gas, i.e. with κ = 0, the displacement of
the conduction electrons s̃ (r, t) due to an incident
electric field obeys

∂2
t s̃ (r, t) = − e

m
Ẽ (r, t) .

Apparently, the individual electrons behave as simple harmonic oscillators re-
garding their displacement due to the prevalent electric field. As a result of the
longitudinal electromagnetic wave within the medium, the electron gas as a whole
experiences a harmonic oscillation of the electron density along the wave vector k.
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Figure 2.4 symbolically depicts this behavior. With a rigid crystalline structure of
ions, represented by the black circles in Fig. 2.4, each electron, represented by the
black dots, is displaced according to the local field, whose amplitude is indicated
by the arrows on top of the figure. This displacement, just like the local field, is
homogeneous perpendicular to the wave vector orientation, indicated by the arrow
at the bottom of the figure.

Metallic Surface Effect

Since the metallic material response in form of an electron gas is essentially mod-
eled as a plasma, a quantum of such a collective longitudinal excitation is called
a plasmon. Accounting for the fact, that the metallic medium has so far been as-
sumed to be an infinitely extended region, these collective excitations are called
volume plasmons [50], as they propagate through the volume of the crystal. They
were first observed in form of discrete energy losses of electrons transmitted by
thin metal films [51]. Other than in electron loss spectroscopy, volume plasmons can
also be excited through the inelastic scattering of X-ray photons [52]. The probabil-
ity to excite volume plasmons with photons drops proportional to the wave vector
squared, hence, photons of visible light, with an orders of magnitude smaller wave
vector, are far less likely to succeed. Consequently, volume plasmons with the
energy of ~ωpla can not be considered a suitable candidate to be involved in con-
trolling light-matter interaction.

However, attempts to describe such plasma losses by fast electrons in thin films
in more detail [53] revealed energy losses at sub plasma energies, just as they have
been measured in experiment. Consequently, the surface charges at the interface
between the metal domain and the surroundings require further treatment. As the
focus is again on the most characteristic features, it is reasonable to continue with
the model of a free or nearly free electron gas and a rigid ionic crystal to determine
the influence of an interface between two media, or more specifically the surface of
a metal domain abutting an insulator. But now a microscopic ansatz shall be initially
employed to discuss the situation. With moving electrons, that are attracted to the
fixed nodes of an ionic crystal, and repel each other, the following Hamiltonian
describes the electronic structure [54]:

H =
N∑
j=1

p2
j

2m
−
∑
R

N∑
j=1

Ze2

|rj −R|
+

1

2

N∑
u,v=1

e2

|ru − rv|
. (2.16)

Here, the individual electronic momenta pj are used in the first term to describe the
kinetic energy of the individual electrons. With the fixed positions of the ions in the
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crystal contained in the set of vectors R and the proton number Z of the specific
metallic material, the second term represents the attraction between the fixed ions
and each electron. Lastly, the inter-electron repulsion between each electron pair
with positions ru and rv respectively is covered by the third term. Obviously, such a
microscopic model results in a many-body problem. This can be solved directly by
taking single electrons and a one-electron Schrödinger equation and including the
influence of both the remaining electrons as well as the ions in a mean-field term
in the potential [55]. But as the character of the volume plasmon resonance in form
of a collective electron density oscillation already indicates, the treatment of the
electron, or more general charge, density seems rather preferable in comparison
to that of individual electrons. Consequently, following the density functional the-
ory [56], the many-body problem can be reformulated as a functional of the ground
state charge density ζ (r). The density, that in turn minimizes the aforementioned
functional, can be retrieved by solving coupled, ordinary differential equations [54]:

−1

2
∆ψj (r) + Veff (r)ψj (r) = Eiψj (r) . (2.17)

These equations, very similar to the Schrödinger equation, describe single-electron
state excitation eigenfunctions ψj and energies Ei [57]. While the electronic states
satisfy the Bloch condition ψj (r + T) = eik·Tψj (r) with the primitive translation
vector T in the ionic crystal lattice, the electron density is calculated through ζ (r) =∑

j |ψj (r)|2. Both the electron-electron interaction and the electron-ion interaction
appear in the effective potential:

Veff (r) = −
∑
R

Ze2

|r−R|
+

∫
dr′

ζ (r)

|r− r′|
+ Vexc (r) , (2.18)

with a separate exchange-correlation potential Vexc (r), whose implementation de-
termines the quality of such a formulation. Approximating the exchange-correlation
potential with the available one of a homogeneous electron gas [58] in the local den-
sity approximation is a very powerful, yet reliable, simplification.

The so called jellium model replaces a discrete ionic lattice with a uniformly
charged background. It correctly predicts the spill-out of electrons into the outside
domain [59] as well as electronic oscillations due to the screening of the charged
background. But continuing with a rather simplistic modeling, as only the most fun-
damental features shall be described, a one-dimensional band model is employed
to investigate the surface influence. Now, Eqn. (2.17) takes the form:[

−∂2
z + Vmod (z)

]
ψ (z) = Eψ (z) . (2.19)
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The assumed semi-infinite ionic crystal lattice on the one side and semi-infinite
vacuum on the other side are included via the model potential [54]:

Vmod (z) =

{
2Vgap cos (Tz)− V0 , for z ≤ Ξ

2
,

V0 , for z ≥ Ξ
2

.
(2.20)

Here, the one-dimensional crystal lattice consists of ions placed at zion = −mΞ with
m ∈ N0 and the distance between the ions Ξ. Vgap is half of the energy gap at the
Brillouin zone boundary and T = 2πΞ−1 is the wavenumber of the shortest recip-
rocal lattice vector. While the screened ions are modeled with a periodic potential,
the surface itself is included in form of a simple potential wall V0. Inserting a plane
wave ansatz ψ (z) = C1exp{ikz} + C2exp{−i (k − T ) z} in Eqn. (2.19) yields states
ψ (z) = exp{iδz} cos

(
T
2
z + φ

)
. Here, the wavenumber has been decomposed into

the Brillouin zone boundary and its deviation from it: k = T
2

+ δ, with an additional
phase φ. The corresponding energies as a function of the deviation δ from the
Brillouin zone boundary are

E (δ) =
T 2

4
+ δ2 ±

√
T 2δ2 + V 2

gap − V0 .

Imaginary δ lead to valid solutions if δ < Vgap

T
. These solutions that diverge in the

bulk can be matched with the exponential decay in vacuum, yielding a surface state

ψsur (z) =

{
eδz cos

(
T
2
z + φ

)
, for z ≤ Ξ

2
,

e−qz , for z > Ξ
2

.
(2.21)

This matching of the solutions in both half-spaces can be achieved through vari-
ation of the phase φ [60]. The wavenumber outside the solid state surface obeys
q =
√
V0 − E .

1.0

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

Vmod

ψsur

Vmod / V0 ψsur [arb. units] 
1.0

0.0

-1.0

0-2-4 2 z/Ξ

Figure 2.5: The model potential (red)
yields a surface state (green) for a 1D
interface between a lattice and vacuum.

Briefly recapitulating, while the be-
havior of a nearly free electron gas over
an ionic crystal is a many body problem,
the reformulation in terms of a charge
density and the approximation of local
homogeneity allow for a reduction to a
one dimensional problem. Already the
one dimensional combination of a peri-
odic potential of the crystal with vacuum
leads to a surface state [61] as it is shown
in Fig 2.5. Here, the black crosses indi-
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cate the positions of the ions, and both the resulting model potential (red) with
a semi-infinite periodicity and the resulting surface state (green), matched at the
boundary, are shown. Consequently, remaining within the free electron gas model,
surface states must be taken into consideration and in the following light incident
on a metallic surface shall be further examined.

Surface Plasmon Resonance
z

x

Vmet , εα(ω)

Venv , εβ(ω)

Figure 2.6: Scenario under consid-
eration: The metal-insulator inter-
face is normal to the z axis.

Assuming the most fundamental scenario of
an interface between a metallic material and
vacuum, an infinitely extended two dimen-
sional plane is considered. With the surface
normal of the plane parallel to the z axis, just
as it has been chosen before, and invariance
assumed in the y direction, the situation, rel-
evant to a surface state of the charge density,
can be chosen to be located in the xz-plane.
This very configuration is shown in Fig. 2.6.

With the aim to characterize the field dynamics, the description of the discrete
ionic crystal, indicated by black crosses in Fig. 2.6, returns again to a homoge-
neous metallic medium, where the behavior of the free electron gas is modeled by
a relative permittivity ε (ω). Consequently, the optical field equations (2.7) - (2.10)
in combination with the material permittivity are applied. In case of the specific sce-
nario depicted in Fig. 2.6, the homogeneity in y direction results in the vanishing of
the corresponding derivatives, while derivatives in x give ik for surface propagation
with the plane wave ansatz [62]. Utilizing this, the curl equations (2.9) and (2.10) for
the individual components of the vector field obey:

∂zHx − ikHz = −iωε0ε (ω)Ey , ∂zEx − ikEz = iωµ0Hy ,

∂zEy = −iωµ0Hx , ∂zHy = iωε0ε (ω)Ex ,

ikEy = iωµ0Hz , ikHy = −iωε0ε (ω)Ez .

As the grouping of the component equations in two columns indicates, there are
electromagnetic plane waves with two different polarizations, that satisfy these con-
ditions. Transverse electric waves with nonzero components Ey, Hx, and Hz yield
an electric wave equation from combining the equations in the left column:

∂2
zEy +

[
ω2

c2
ε (ω)− k2

]
Ey = 0 .
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In the metallic domain Vmet for z < 0 with the permittivity εα (ω) and the wavenumber
α = ω

c

√
εα (ω) the solutions for the non-vanishing components are:

Ey (z) = Eαeµ , Hx (z) = −iEα
√

ε0εα(ω)
µ0

eµ , Hz (z) = Eα

√
ε0

µ0

eµ ,

with µ = ikx + αz. In the surrounding domain Vsur for z > 0 with the permittivity
εβ (ω) and the wavenumber β = ω

c

√
εβ (ω) the solutions for the same non-vanishing

components are:

Ey (z) = Eβeν , Hx (z) = iEβ

√
ε0εβ(ω)

µ0
eν , Hz (z) = Eβ

√
ε0

µ0

eν ,

with ν = ikx−βz. Implementing the compulsory continuity of the field components
Ey andHx leads to the condition Eβ (α + β) = 0. A surface propagation additionally
requires both <{α} > 0 and <{β} > 0. Consequently, the condition is only met for
Eβ = 0 and Eα = 0. Therefore, a transverse electric wave cannot propagate
according to the desired surface confinement.

The combination of the right column of equations yields transverse magnetic
waves with nonzero components Ex, Ez, and Hy and a magnetic wave equation:

∂2
zHy +

[
ω2

c2
ε (ω)− k2

]
Hy = 0 .

The permittivity εα (ω) and the wavenumber α are again valid in the metal Vmet, and
the solutions of the wave equation are:

Hy (z) = Hαeµ , Ex (z) = iHα

√
µ0

ε0εα(ω)
eµ , Ez (z) = −Hα

√
µ0

ε0ε2
α (ω)

eµ ,(2.22)

with µ = ikx + αz. The permittivity εβ (ω) and the wavenumber β are valid in the
surroundings Vsur, and here the wave equation is solved by:

Hy (z) = Hβeν , Ex (z) = −iHβ

√
µ0

ε0εβ(ω)
eν , Ez (z) = −Hβ

√
µ0

ε0ε2
β (ω)

eν ,

with ν = ikx− βz. From the continuity of Hy and ε (ω)Ez follow both Hα = Hβ and
α
β

= − εα(ω)
εβ(ω)

. Hence, a different sign in the real parts of the relative permittivities
of the involved media is required to realize surface propagation. This is given in
the chosen scenario of a metal-vacuum boundary, or in general the combination
of a metal with an insulating material. The wave equation for the magnetic field
further yields α2 = k2 − ω2

c2
εα (ω) and β2 = k2 − ω2

c2
εβ (ω). Finally, these relations

between wavenumbers both parallel and perpendicular to the interface and relative
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permittivities in the different media can be combined to a dispersion relation for the
wave propagation along the interface itself:

k =
ω

c

√
εα (ω) εβ (ω)

εα (ω) + εβ (ω)
. (2.23)

Therefore, transverse magnetic waves can propagate along the interface between
metal and vacuum and the corresponding wavenumber obeys Eqn. (2.23). At
this point it is relevant to note again that the specific choice of vacuum for the
surrounding medium is motivated purely by simplicity and this treatment holds for
non-conducting media in general as well.

To illuminate the dispersive behavior of the surface propagation in more detail,
the free electron gas model for the metallic material shall be revisited. For this
purpose it is convenient to rewrite the metallic permittivity (2.11) according to

εα (ω) = ε′α (ω) + iε′′α (ω) = 1−
ω2

pla

ω2 + iκω
.

With both ω ∈ R and εβ (ω) ∈ R and assuming |<{εα (ω)}| > |={εα (ω)}|, the
complex wavenumber k = k′ + ik′′ resulting from Eqn. (2.23) takes the form:

k′ =
ω

c

√
ε′α (ω) εβ (ω)

ε′α (ω) + εβ (ω)
and k′′ =

ω

c

√(
ε′α (ω) εβ (ω)

ε′α (ω) + εβ (ω)

)3
ε′′α

2ε′2α
.

ω/ωpla

0.0

1.0

1.5

0.5

ck/ωpla1.0 2.0

Figure 2.7: For transverse magnetic
waves at a metal-vacuum interface,
the dispersion relation features <{k}
(blue solid line), ={k} (blue dotted
line), and a light line (black dashes)
in units of ωpla.

While k′′ describes absorption, k′ can be
discussed in terms of the real part of the
metallic permittivity. Both <{k} and ={k}
are plotted in Fig. 2.7 for the specific
scenario of a metal with negligible colli-
sions as in Eqn. (2.14) and vacuum with
εβ (ω) = 1. Here, for small k′ and with
smaller values, the dispersion relation ap-
proaches the light line (black dashed line)
from below, but k′ always remains larger
than ω

c
. The wavenumber of the surface

propagation grows for ε′α → −εβ, or in this
specific case ε′α → −1, until the frequency
reaches the so called surface plasmon fre-
quency ωsur = ωpla (1 + εβ)−1/2, or in this specific case ωsur =

ωpla√
2

. In the ideal-
ized situation of a collision-free electron gas, there is a region of purely imaginary
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wavenumber, hence precluded propagation for surface waves. This ends at the
plasma frequency and is followed by the transparency for higher frequencies, as
already observed for volume plasmons. At this point it is important to note that
when considering a more realistic material response model, with a complex rela-
tive permittivity, the wavenumber generally remains complex and the surface prop-
agation is connected to damping as well. Consequently, there is a maximum, finite
wavenumber at ωsur until which surface plasmons are supported, but the funda-
mental characteristics, as they are discussed in the idealized case, still hold.

Further important properties immediately follow from the considerations regard-
ing transverse magnetic surface waves so far: With the exponential decay of the
fields with increasing distance |z| normal to the interface, ∼ eαz for z < 0 and∼ e−βz

for z > 0, the spatial extension of the field follows from α and β. The amplitude
has dropped to 1

e
of the surface value at the characteristic distances zα = 1

|α| and
zβ = 1

|β| respectively. In case of the metal-vacuum interface under consideration [63]

zα =
c

ω

√
ε′α + εβ
ε′2α

& zβ =
c

ω

√
ε′α + εβ
ε2
β

follow. On the one hand, for small k close to the light line, the field expands signifi-
cantly into the outside domain from the solid state surface, resembling the guided
photon field of a Sommerfeld-Zenneck wave [64]. For larger k, on the other hand, the
spatial extensions become more similar and well below the vacuum wavelength.
This field localization at the surface is the most relevant aspect of surface plas-
mons for light-matter interaction purposes, as it allows to address individual quan-
tum systems, such as atoms or quantum dots, directly in a controlled manner.

While these propagating surface plasmons provide the field localization de-
sired, one fundamental problem remains with respect to light-matter interaction
purposes: As already mentioned, k′ always remains larger than ω

c
, which is below

the light line. Hence, at a given photon energy ~ω, any projection ~ω
c

sin θ impinging
under the angle θ of the corresponding momentum lacks a fraction ~∆k′. There
are ways to realize this phase-matching, e.g. with a grating coupler, where the
wavenumber parallel to the surface can gain integer multiples of the wavenumber
of the grating constant 2π

xgra
. Another possibility is the usage of an additional dielec-

tric medium with εγ > 1. The reflection at the interface of the dielectric results in a
wavenumber parallel to the surface of √εγ ωc sin θ and through tunneling of the exci-
tation fields a surface plasmon at the metal-vacuum interface can propagate. Two
techniques involving dielectric prisms are customary: the Kretschmann method [65]

and the Otto configuration [66].
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This enables the surface plasmon excitation with visible light and consequently
the introduction of surface plasmon polaritons as quasi particles characterized
by combined excitations of light quanta and quanta of collective surface electron
charge density oscillations. Hence, incident light from the far field can be trans-
formed to electromagnetic fields bound to a solid state surface. This is the exact
reason why surface plasmon polaritons are a very promising candidate for directly
influencing light-matter interaction. But one significant problem remains: To en-
sure the direct transformation of photonic energy into collective surface oscillation,
the aforementioned additional measures in form of either precise structuring of the
surface or preparation of multiple layers must be taken. But these measures inhibit
the means available to engineer the local field, hence undermining the intention to
utilize plasmon polaritons to influence light-matter interaction. Furthermore, both
the required surface grating or the layered media hinder a true miniaturization to
create compact on-chip devices, utilizing the atomic or molecular dimensions of the
interaction partner. Therefore, a further step to so called localized surface plasmon
polaritons must be taken. This will be discussed in the following chapter.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, continuing the description by classical means, the free electron gas
model for the metallic material response results in longitudinal propagation of the
electromagnetic fields associated with charge density oscillations. These charge
density waves can not be excited by visible light in the bulk. But the free electron
gas model enables a surface state of the charge density, which in turn can be
excited either trough structuring of the surface or layered preparation. However,
these limitations narrow the range of available geometrical modifications. Hence,
further optimization is desirable.
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2.3 Scattering of Light

Localized Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Venv

z
x

Vmet

Vmet

Venv

Figure 2.8: Regarding geometrical
features constraining the wave vec-
tor, a rough surface and closed sur-
face are analogous.

The transition from propagating to localized
surface plasmon polaritons most naturally en-
sues from considering more realistic circum-
stances than before. Namely, including the
aspect of surface roughness instead of the
assumption of an atomically smooth inter-
face. With the surface roughness rather small
in comparison to the incident wavelength,
but big in comparison to the atomic length
scale, the geometric shapes, deviating from
the smooth surface, can then support local-
ized resonances. But instead of a collective
charge oscillation propagating along the sur-
face, the ancillary geometrical boundary con-
ditions, that arise from the protrusions and
depressions in the interface constituting the
roughness, result in standing waves of sur-

face charge density, whose frequency follows from the permittivity of the bulk ma-
terial. This situation of the geometry of the surface additionally constraining the
wavenumber can be applied straightforward to metallic structures of the dimen-
sions mentioned (see Fig. 2.8). Accordingly, such metallic structures are respon-
sive to incident light at optical frequencies as well and support localized surface
plasmon polaritons. Furthermore, as the standing waves of the free surface elec-
tron gas are obviously accompanied by similarly localized agglomerations of field
intensity in form of hot spots, sub-wavelength metallic structures expand the field
localization to spot sizes on the nanometer scale. With respect to light-matter inter-
action, this finally enables the truly local addressing and interacting with individual
atoms, molecules, or more generally quantum systems.

In the general case of arbitrary geometries involved, as they can be numerically
handled using Eqn. (2.13), naturally further analytical expressions for the electro-
magnetic fields surrounding a metallic structure are precluded. But with the in-
tention to illuminate the most fundamental aspects involved in localized plasmons,
spherical symmetry shall be assumed for the moment. Furthermore, the extent of
the structure in question shall not exceed 1% of the wavelength of the incident elec-
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tromagnetic field. This is the regime of the quasi-static approximation [67], and even
though this treatment can be expanded to handle structures up to 10% of the irradi-
ating wavelength [68] through including perturbative corrections for dynamic effects,
for the moment, a metallic sphere with a diameter 2R in the single-digit nanometer
range, in accordance with the quasi-static requirements, shall be considered. As
the name of the approximation already indicates, due to the vast discrepancy in
dimension of the wavelength and the structure, the problem can be reduced to a
quasi-static one. Hence, spatially applying electrostatics, the Laplace equation for
the scalar potential can be solved. Utilizing the azimuthal symmetry of the problem,
the general solution can be written in terms of Legendre Polynomials Pl [38]:

∆Φ (r, θ) = 0 ⇒ Φ (r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0

[
Xlr

l + Ylr
−(l+1)

]
Pl (cos (θ)) ,

with the order of the polynomials l, and the polar angle θ. Assuming a finite poten-
tial at the origin of the coordinate system in the center of the sphere, and matching
the tangential electric field and normal flux density at the surface of the sphere, the
potential in the two domains involved, Venv and Vmet respectively, take the form:

Φmet (r, θ) = − 3εβ
εα (ω) + 2εβ

E0r cos θ

Φenv (r, θ) = −E0r cos θ +
εα (ω)− εβ
εα (ω) + 2εβ

E0R
3 cos θ

r2
.

Here, E0 is the amplitude of the incident field: E0 = E0ez. The frequency-dependent
permittivity εα is used to represent the metallic material response. It is apparent
from the scalar potential in the environment that the incident field is superimposed
by the field of an electric dipole that originates from the center of the dipole. Con-
sequently, the corresponding electric field, relevant for the light-matter interaction,
reads:

Eenv (r, ω) = E0 +
3n (r) [n (r) · p (ω)]− p (ω)

4πε0εβr3
, with (2.24)

p (ω) = 4πε0εβR
3 εα (ω)− εβ
εα (ω) + 2εβ

E0 .

In this formulation it is obvious, that the dipole, induced in the metallic sphere,
experiences a resonance for εα (ω) = −2εβ, the so-called Fröhlich condition. The
losses in form of ={εα (ω)} prevent a diverging behavior.

A similar treatment, resulting in analytic expressions of induced fields, can be
performed for ellipsoids [69]. In case of metallic structures larger than the size re-
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quirement of the quasi-static approximation, a rigorous electrodynamic treatment
of the retardation effects is still possible assuming spherical symmetry. Here, again
the symmetry of the problem is used and the fields involved are expanded in terms
of vector spherical harmonics [70] in the so called Mie theory [71]. But with a numer-
ical solver at hand that can deal with arbitrary geometrical scenarios and with the
intention to influence the light matter interaction through geometrical structuring of
the environment, the limitation to a specific type of geometry is not reasonable.
But this brief foray into spherical geometries already shows that the next step for
a comprehensive theoretical description is the investigation of the scattering and
absorption of light by metallic structures.

Scattering and Absorption by Metal

The investigation of the light scattering shall begin with fundamental energetic con-
siderations. The work being done in media due to an electric field results in a
change of the charge δe in the presence of a potential Φ. This change in charge
can be connected to a change in electric flux density D̃ (r, t) over a surface via
Gauß’s law. Furthermore applying the divergence theorem yields [40]:

δW = Φδe = −
∫
dAδD̃ (r, t) Φ = −

∫
dV∇ ·

(
δD̃ (r, t) Φ

)
.

As no further sources in form of external charge density distributions shall be in-
cluded and the potential can be replaced by the electric field, the work done can
be reformulated to:

δW = −
∫
dV
(

Φ∇ · δD̃ (r, t) + δD̃ (r, t)∇Φ
)

=

∫
dV Ẽ (r, t) · δD̃ (r, t) . (2.25)

A similar inquiry regarding the magnetic field can be performed. But the magnetic
field does no work on moving charges due to F̃ (r, t) ⊥ v, following from the Lorentz
force F̃ (r, t) = e

(
Ẽ (r, t) + v × B̃ (r, t)

)
. Consequently, the work done due to an

applied magnetic field results in induced electric fields, which in turn act on the
current sources of the magnetic field. The Lorentz force acting for δt on a charge
moving with v can be superimposed for accumulations of point charges, since the
term for the magnetic flux density vanishes. Including the charge density ρ per
volume dV instead of the charge and substituting the moving charge density with
the current j, leads to [72]:

δW =

∫
dV ρ δt v ·

(
Ẽ (r, t) + v × B̃ (r, t)

)
= δt

∫
dV j̃ (r, t) · Ẽ (r, t) dV .
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The current j̃ (r, t) can be replaced with the curl of the magnetic field, as no ad-
ditional changes of the electric field are considered. In the next step, the vector
product rule for the divergence of an outer product is applied. As the resulting vol-
ume integral over the divergence of Ẽ (r, t)× H̃ (r, t) can be transformed using the
divergence theorem and the surface infinitely expanded, it ultimately vanishes. To
reach the desired formulation, the curl of the electric field is substituted, according
to the corresponding Maxwell equation:

δW = −δt
∫
dV Ẽ (r, t) ·

(
∇× H̃ (r, t)

)
= −δt

∫
dV H̃ (r, t) ·

(
∇× Ẽ (r, t)

)
=

∫
dV H̃ (r, t) ·

(
δt∂tB̃ (r, t)

)
=

∫
dV H̃ (r, t) · δB̃ (r, t) . (2.26)

The change in energy due to both applied electric and magnetic fields accounted
for in this manner, a general electromagnetic energy density can be defined by
combining Eqn. (2.25) and Eqn. (2.26). The time derivative of this electromagnetic
field energy density, relevant for interaction dynamics involving the electromagnetic
field, yields:

∂tweme = Ẽ (r, t) · ∂tD̃ (r, t) + H̃ (r, t) · ∂tB̃ (r, t) . (2.27)

With the time derivative of the energy density at hand, it is natural to introduce
the electromagnetic energy flux density in form of the Poynting vector S̃ (r, t) =

Ẽ (r, t) × H̃ (r, t). It stands to reason, that an inspection of the sources and sinks
of the energy flux is of greater interest. From the divergence of the Poynting vector
follows:

∇ · S̃ (r, t) = H̃ (r, t) ·
(
∇× Ẽ (r, t)

)
− Ẽ (r, t) ·

(
∇× H̃ (r, t)

)
= −

(
H̃ (r, t) · ∂tB̃ (r, t) + Ẽ (r, t) ∂tD̃ (r, t)

)
− Ẽ (r, t) · j̃ (r, t) . (2.28)

Here, the vector identity for the divergence of an outer product of vectors ∇ ·
(E×H) is combined with the curl Maxwell equations (2.2). Equation (2.28) is
called Poynting theorem and describes the energy dynamics regarding electro-
magnetic fields. This becomes clearer once an integration over a finite domain
Ω is applied. From the divergence theorem follows the surface integral of the en-
ergy flow

∫
∂Ω
dA · S̃ (r, t), the volume integral of the energy density time deriva-

tive
∫

Ω
dV ∂tweme, and the volume integral of the work done on induced currents∫

Ω
dV Ẽ (r, t) · j̃ (r, t). This situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.9: The en-

ergy flow S normal to a closed surface ∂Ω accounts for both the change in electro-
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magnetic field energy ∂tweme and Ohmic losses in media in form of E · j.

Vmet

Venv

∂tweme∇⋅S

j⋅E
Ω

∂Ω

Figure 2.9: Setting that is consid-
ered in the Poynting theorem: two
mechanisms effectuating change
in electromagnetic field energy
within finite domain Ω.

This energy conservation in a limited spa-
tial domain Ω can be immediately transferred
to the light-matter interaction scenario of in-
terest. With electromagnetic energy in form
of radiation from the far field entering the
light-matter interaction domain, localized sur-
face plasmon polaritons supported by the
purposefully tailored metallic structure can be
excited. Hence, electromagnetic energy is
localized in form of concentrated hot spots
resulting from the geometry of the metallic
structure. As control of the location of the hot
spots can be exerted by controlling the geom-
etry of the metallic media structure, and with

quantum systems as interaction partners either placed according to the hot spots
or the structure geometrically adapted to the fixed positions of the quantum sys-
tems, this is the mechanism that allows control of light-matter interaction in these
hot spots unrivaled by other means and inherently nanoscopic in nature. Within the
free-electron gas model not just the localized resonances, but also the absorption
of energy is accounted for by Ohmic losses. And finally, the emission of electro-
magnetic fields into the far field either by the quantum system or by the metallic
structure is monitored by the power flux out of the light-matter interaction domain.

The characteristic electromagnetic power outflow from the finite light-matter in-
teraction domain into the far field, after an initial excitation of localized surface plas-
mon polaritons, can be detected in experimental setups. But as such detectors can
generally not follow the fast oscillations associated with optical frequencies, to pre-
dict measurable emission from the metallic structure, the description has to switch
from an instantaneous to a time-averaged Poynting vector. Additionally, a limitation
of the generally complex-valued electromagnetic fields to real-valued, measurable
quantities is necessary as well. Therefore,

〈S̃ (r, t)〉 =
1

tosc

∫ tosc

0

dtS̃ (r, t) =
1

4tosc

∫ tosc

0

dt
[
Ẽ (r, t) + Ẽ∗ (r, t)

]
×
[
H̃ (r, t) + H̃∗ (r, t)

]
=

1

2tosc

∫ tosc

0

dt
[
<{Ẽslo (r, t)× H̃∗slo (r, t)}+ C1 cos (2ωoptt) + C2 sin (2ωoptt)

]
=

1

2
<{E (r, ω)×H∗ (r, ω)} , (2.29)
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Vmet

Venv

Einc      +      Esca      =      Etot  

Figure 2.10: Incident field is scat-
tered by a structure and superim-
posing incident and scattered gives
total field.

follows, with the ansatz of slowly varying am-
plitudes multiplied with fast optical oscilla-
tions for the electromagnetic fields Ẽ (r, t) =

Ẽslo (r, t) e−iωoptt. The fast oscillating terms
vanish due to the time average and in the fre-
quency domain the averaged Poynting vec-
tor gives the simple form of the last line in
Eqn. (2.29). As the description of the energy
dynamics already indicates, the characteris-
tic localized surface plasmon polariton reso-
nance can be probed by scattering or extinc-
tion measurements. Such a scattering scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.10. With a
well-defined field with controllable properties incident on the structure, the mea-
surement of the scattered power outflow in relation to the incident irradiance Iinc,
in case of plane waves Iinc =

√
ε0

4µ0
E2

inc,0 with the field amplitude Einc,0, gives the
scattering cross section

Csca = I−1
inc

∫
∂Ω

dA · 〈S̃ (r, t)〉 =
1

2Iinc

∫
∂Ω

dA · [<{Esca (r, ω)×H∗sca (r, ω)}]

of the metallic structure. The comparison of the scattering cross section with the
geometrical cross section of the structure exposed to the incident radiation gives
a very reliable measure for the ability of the geometry to scatter light. Hence,
geometrical optimization both through numerical simulations and in experimental
measurement is possible. Similar to the scattering cross section, a absorption
cross section can be defined: Cabs = I−1

inc

∫
Ω
dVEinc (r, ω) · j (r, ω). Finally, through

the definition of an extinction cross section as Cext = Csca + Cabs, which can be
measured, the absorption cross section is also indirectly available.

At this point, having identified the processes participating in the local change in
electromagnetic field energy as scattering and absorption, and, provided that the
metallic structure is illuminated with a plane wave, having the corresponding cross
sections available through experimental measurements, the classical description
of the engineering of the photonic environment, or in other words the local elec-
tromagnetic field is complete and verifiable through measurement. The next step
consists of incorporating the light-matter interaction itself and, with its inherently
quantum physical nature due to individual transitions between electronic states
being involved, requires quantum optical means.
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Concluding Remarks

To summarize, in the last stage of the classical description, the field localization
accompanying the surface charge oscillation can be extended to hot spots of the
field by using metallic sub-wavelength structures, whose closed surface results in
standing surface charge waves. Now, the situation corresponds to a canonical
scattering scenario. Consequently, the characterization of the localized surface
plasmon polaritons can be performed by scattering means. This additionally en-
ables experimental verification of theoretical considerations by measurement, as
radiation into the far field is emitted.

Figure 2.11: The classical considera-
tions so far result in an extraordinary lo-
calization of electromagnetic energy.

Hence, on a completely classical ba-
sis, the control of the local field distri-
bution can be used to influence light-
matter interaction without describing the
light-matter interaction directly. This re-
versible conversion of freely propagat-
ing to precisely localized electromag-
netic fields has inspired the appellation
of ’nanoantenna’ to be bestowed upon
the structures that support localized sur-
face plasmon resonances.

The applications, whose description only requires classical means, range from
imaging [73–75], substance sensing [76–78], down to single molecules [79,80], proposed
molecular interaction detection [81], direct tumor [29,82] and related forms of ther-
apy [83,84], to antennas for energy harvesting [85,86], optomechanical nanoswitches [87],
nanoelectrometers [88], and nanometric hypersound generators [89]. Furthermore,
highly efficient light sources [90,91], telecommunication spectral demultiplexers [92,93],
photodetectors [94,95], wireless nanonetworks [96,97], electrooptic modulators [98,99] and
directional couplers [100,101] can be described in this manner.

But the classical description so far cannot capture all phenomena and features
involved in quantum information related purposes. Even though the direct coupling
of the collective standing surface charge waves to incoming and outgoing photons
follows a classical description, to include electronic transitions of quantum systems,
non-classical statistics, or non-classical properties of the radiation involved, it is
necessary to expand the modeling by incorporating elements of cavity quantum
electrodynamics and quantum optics, respectively. This is what the second part of
this chapter shall describe.
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2.4 Elements of Quantum Optics

Quantized Electromagnetic Fields

With the local electromagnetic field controlled by a nanoantenna, the light-matter
interaction itself shall be incorporated into the theoretical model. The interaction
between atoms, or more general, quantum systems and photons is inherently a
single or few photon process, and consequently a description by quantized means
is inevitable. Hence, the quantization of the electromagnetic field is the first essen-
tial step to take. An analogy to the classical Hamiltonian formulation [102], where
classical position qcla

j and conjugate momentum pcla
j of particle j provide the Hamil-

tonian expression for the energy of the system E = H
(
qcla
j , pcla

j

)
. If the dynamics of

the system follow the differential equations: ∂tqcla
j = ∂pcla

j
H and ∂tpcla

j = ∂qcla
j
H, the

system is expressed in canonical form and
(
qcla
j , pcla

j

)
are pairs of canonical vari-

ables [103]. Therefore, performing a canonical quantization consists of associating
available observables qj and pj with conjugate canonical variables and imposing
the commutation relations [qu, pv] = i~δuv with the Hamiltonian H (qj, pj). Similar
to the classical scenario of solving Maxwell’s equation, the decoupling, or in other
words identifying decoupled pairs of conjugate variables, is the first essential step
in attempting to quantize the electromagnetic field.

According to the conventional procedure for the field quantization, where a finite
cube with side length l is considered first. Inside the cube, the field is expanded
into spatial Fourier components according to [103]

Ẽv (t) =
1

l3

∫
V

d3rẼ (r, t) e−ikv·r are Ẽ (r, t) =
∑
v

Ẽv (t) eikv·r . (2.30)

Here, v is the integer component vector v = (vx, vy, vz) and each component ac-
counts for the 2π

l
periodicity of the kv vector. According to Eqn. (2.30), any field

within the cube in k space can be expanded in functions eikv·r. Again using the
transformation of derivatives after Fourier transform, Maxwell’s equations contain-
ing divergences (2.1) give kv·Ẽv (t) = 0 and kv·B̃v (t) = 0 for no additional sources.
Consequently, transversality of the electromagnetic fields is obvious within the
cube and the polarization, as the spatial orientation of the amplitude Ẽv (t), can
be defined in the plane normal to k: Ẽv (t) =

∑
p=1,2 Ẽvp (t) ev,p. Now, an addi-

tional polarization index p is combined with the three spatial indices contained in
v to yield the full quantization index ξ = (vx, vy, vz, p). Due to the corresponding
curl equation (2.2), each component Ẽξ (t) can be associated with B̃ξ (t), using
e′ξ = kξ × eξ.
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It is customary to introduce a vector potential A (r, t) with

Ẽ (r, t) = −∂tÃ (r, t) and B̃ (r, t) = ∇× Ã (r, t)

in radiation gauge with ∇ · Ã (r, t) = 0 and Φ̃ (r, t) = 0. Hence, the fields in k

space can be expressed through Ẽξ = −∂tÃξ and B̃ξ = ikξÃξ. Implementing these
substitutions in Maxwell’s equations leads to

∂tẼξ (t) = ω2
ξ Ãξ (t) and ∂tÃξ (t) = −Ẽξ (t) .

These equations for the dynamics of the electromagnetic field can be decoupled
by choosing Z±ξ (t) = 1

2
C−1

qua

[
ωξÃξ (t)± iẼξ (t)

]
, yielding ∂tZ

±
ξ (t) ∓ iωξZ

±
ξ (t) = 0

with the solution Z±ξ (t) = Z±ξ (0) e±iωξt. Returning to the fields by inverting the
definitions of the complex variables Z±ξ (t), gives Ãξ (t) = Cquaω

−1
ξ

[
Z−ξ (t) + Z+

ξ (t)
]

and Ẽξ (t) = Cqua

[
iZ−ξ (t)− iZ+

ξ (t)
]
. While these expressions for the field can be

inserted into the field expansions inside the cube, from
(
Z+
ξ (t)

)∗
= Z−ξ (t) follows

Ẽ−ξ (t) = Ẽ∗ξ (t) and Ã−ξ (t) = Ã∗ξ (t) and finally

Ã (r, t) =
∑
ξ

Cqua

ωξ

[
Z−ξ (t) eikξ·r +

(
Z−ξ (t)

)∗
e−ikξ·r

]
eξ ,

Ẽ (r, t) =
∑
ξ

Cqua

[
iZ−ξ (t) eikξ·r − i

(
Z−ξ (t)

)∗
e−ikξ·r

]
eξ . (2.31)

With the electromagnetic field expanded in transverse polarized monochromatic
plane waves, it is apparent that a set of normal modes in free space in form of
the plane waves has risen naturally. At this point it is important to note, that the
plane waves are not the only available set, as the field within a fixed volume l3

can be expanded in an arbitrary orthonormal complex vector function basis. The
plane waves have emerged due to the choice of a cube and consequently periodic
boundary conditions on its sides.

With the ansatz of integrating over the electromagnetic field energy density, ac-
cording to Eqn. (2.27), in free space within the volume of interest l3, the radiation
energy is Erad = ε0

2

∫
l3
dV
[
Ẽ2 (r, t) + c2B̃2 (r, t)

]
. Using the expansion of the fields

within the cube and due to the periodicity of the wave vector and the transversal
polarization, the energy is given by a sum over the energies of each normal mode
Erad = 2ε0l

3
∑

ξ C2
qua

∣∣Z−ξ (t)
∣∣2. Reformulating the evolution equations of the com-

plex variables ∂t<{Z−ξ (t)} = ωξ={Z−ξ (t)} and ∂t={Z−ξ (t)} = −ωξ<{Z−ξ (t)}, the
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equations

∂tqξ = ∂pξH with qξ =
√

4ε0l3ω
−1
ξ Cqua<{Z−ξ (t)} ,

∂tpξ = −∂qξH with pξ =
√

4ε0l3ω
−1
ξ Cqua={Z−ξ (t)} .

can be identified. From these equations, conjugate variables are identified as the
real and imaginary part of the complex mode amplitude variables. Next, associ-
ating the conjugate variables with operators that meet the required commutation
relations, the operator for the complex mode field amplitude is aξ = 1√

2~ (qξ + ipξ),
where the constant Cqua has been chosen for a convenient expression. Now, from
the Hamilton equations for the conjugate variables, the Hamiltonian of quantized
radiation follows

H =
∑
ξ

ωξ
2

(
q2
ξ + p2

ξ

)
=
∑
ξ

~ωξ
(
a†ξaξ +

1

2

)
. (2.32)

At this point, with the electromagnetic field decomposition in normal modes and the
quantized field dynamics in form of the Hamiltonian formulation at hand, the foun-
dation of the quantum description of a variety of effects involving light is possible.
While all these phenomena graspable by quantum optical means are fascinating,
the following shall be limited to what is relevant for the formulation of the interaction
of quantized light with quantized matter or for the selected applications that follow.

Number States and Selected Properties

The quantized radiation dynamics in Eq. (2.32) take a form analogous to an en-
semble of quantized harmonic oscillators. Introducing the number operator nξ =

a†ξaξ with non-negative integer eigenvalues [104] yields the eigenstates |nξ〉 that are
called number states and form a basis of the radiation states in each electro-
magnetic field mode. With the mode amplitude operators aξ |nξ〉 =

√
n |nξ − 1〉

and a†ξ |nξ〉 =
√
n+ 1 |nξ + 1〉 acting as annihilation and creation operators for the

harmonic oscillator, each number state can be connected to the vacuum state

|nξ〉 =
(a†ξ)

n

√
n!
|0〉. Furthermore, while omitting the zero-point energy for the moment,

the energy of the electromagnetic field in a number state amounts to 〈nξ|H |nξ〉 =∑
ξ′ ~ωξ′ 〈nξ| a

†
ξ′aξ′ |nξ〉 = n~ωξ.

Contemplating these properties of the harmonic oscillator applied to the quan-
tized radiation field, it is evident that each state |nξ〉 contains n quanta of energy
~ωξ, while the vacuum state |0〉 contains none of these quanta. Obviously, these
quantized excitations of the electromagnetic field can be identified as photons.
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In this context, the creation and annihilation operator, a†ξ respectively aξ, add or
remove single photons from each electromagnetic field mode ξ and the number
operator nξ gives the number of photons in each mode. At this point it is obvious
that number states are the desirable formalism to describe quantized light-matter
interaction. As Fig. 2.12 shows, from the decomposition of the radiation field into
normal modes immediately follows the energetic dynamics of a harmonic oscilla-
tor for each mode. This, however, enables the formalistic adding, removing, and
counting of photons in each mode and consequently the description of photons
originating from the quantized light-matter interaction.

This concept of a radiation mode populated by photons can be generalized to
multi-mode number states |n1〉 ⊗ |n2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |nξ〉 ⊗ . . . ≡ |n1, n2, . . . , nξ, . . .〉, where
any multi-mode radiation state can be expanded according to

|Ψrad〉 =
∞∑

n1=0

∞∑
n2=0

. . .
∞∑

nξ=0

. . . Cn1,n2,...,nξ,... |n1, n2, . . . , nξ, . . .〉 .

Figure 2.12: Normal
modes emerge from the
quantization itself, subse-
quently the Hamiltonian
formulation spawns har-
monic oscillator properties.

This is the most general expression of a pure state
of individual quantized radiation modes and, assum-
ing that these radiation modes can be distinguished
by polarization or radiation pattern in an experimental
scenario, any measurement or manipulation in gen-
eral of one mode does not affect the other modes.
While this can be a desirable circumstance for differ-
ent applications, such as encoding different informa-
tion in each radiation mode, it immediately leads to
the probably most prominent non-classical property:
entanglement [105]. The pure state consists of product
states and their superpositions. In contrast to such a
product state, by using joint observables, a state can
be prepared so that it is not factorizable. But due to
the superposition principle, it can be expressed as a
sum of product states [106] |Ψent〉 =

∑
µ,ν αµ,ν |µA〉⊗|νB〉

with complex amplitudes αµ,ν . In addition to informa-
tion about the separate measurements on arbitrary
subsystems A and B, the entangled state also con-

tains information about the correlations between the measurements. And these
correlations can exceed any classical counterpart. The example of an entangled
physical system most relevant for light-matter interaction is probably a pair of po-
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larization entangled photons emitted by a quatum dot [107–109]. But without further
discussing this example and remaining with number states, a two-mode state shall
be considered briefly. A state of the form [103] |Ψrad〉 =

∑∞
n=0 Cn |nµ, nν〉, with the

coefficients Cn and an equal number of photons in each mode, reveals perfect cor-
relation, and therefore entanglement, in the measurement of the photon number,
if more than one of the coefficients Cn is non-zero. Including the photon number
operators for each mode involved, nµ and nν respectively, yields

(nµ − nν) |Ψrad〉 =
∞∑
n=0

Cn (n− n) |nµ, nν〉 = 0 .

Hence, |Ψrad〉 is an eigenstate of the difference of photon numbers in each mode
and the corresponding eigenvalue is 0. Thusly, the perfect correlation between
the photon number measurements leads to vanishing fluctuations ∆ (nµ − nν) = 0

in the difference of the instantaneous photon detection, whereas fluctuations re-
main for individual measurements of each mode. Such a fluctuation suppression
can benefit various applications. Returning to more general considerations, if two
physical objects are entangled in a measurable property and since their state can
not be factorized, they are described as a single entity. As this circumstance holds
even if the two objects are spatially separated, entanglement is also referred to as
quantum non-locality. Entanglement in itself is a vast and fascinating topic of re-
search, not least because of its exclusive quantum physical nature. But in the con-
text of light-matter interaction with respect to quantum information purposes two
prominent applications can be named that indicate its importance: the implemen-
tation of teleportation of information and the detecting eavesdropping in quantum
cryptography to secure quantum communication

Through the introduction of entanglement the notion of mixed states in contrast
to pure states has become evident. While one can define a state vector |Ψpur〉 for a
pure state, the ideal way to deal with mixed states is through the density operator
ρmix =

∑
ξ wξ |Ψξ〉 〈Ψξ|, with

∑
ξ wξ = 1 and wξ > 0. The density operator provides

the same information as the state vector for a pure state and takes the form ρpur =

|Ψpur〉 〈Ψpur|, hence projecting on the state vector. The expectation value of an ob-
servableOpur for a pure state consequently yields 〈Ψpur| Opur |Ψpur〉 = Tr (Opurρpur).
This is most useful for mixed states, as Tr (Omixρmix) also holds for mixed states
and the expectation value of an observable. In the context of light-matter inter-
action, this formalism becomes especially advantageous when examining subsys-
tems that may not be possible to describe in terms of state vectors, but by a partial
density operator that is found by tracing ρtot over the subspace that is complemen-
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tary to the subspace of interest ρA = TrB (ρtot). With the partial density operator
the probability of an arbitrary state in the Hilbert space of subsystem A is given
by P|ΨA〉 = Tr (ρA |ΨA〉 〈ΨA|). The benefits or reducing the complexity of a larger
system to a subsystem of interest by such a procedure is evident and shall be of
use in the specific entanglement application to come.

The final aspect of the general quantum optical framework deals with the detec-
tion of a quantized radiation mode as it is introduced in Eqn. (2.31). It is common
practice to split the field into a positive and a negative frequency part [110]

Ẽ (r, t) = Ẽ+ (r, t)+Ẽ− (r, t) =
∑
ξ

C̃aξei(kξ·r−ωt)eξ+
∑
ξ

C̃∗a†ξe
−i(kξ·r−ωt)e∗ξ . (2.33)

From this form it is apparent that Ẽ+ (r, t) corresponds to the absorption of a pho-
ton around the space time point (r, t). With the quantized electromagnetic field
initially in state |Ψ1〉, the photon absorption that is associated with the detection of
a photon by some device, represents the transition to the state |Ψ2〉 of the field.

The probability of this transition is then given by [111]
∣∣∣〈Ψ2| Ẽ+ (r, t) |Ψ1〉

∣∣∣2. Since the
specific final state |Ψ2〉 is not relevant for a general detection event, it is reasonable
to sum over all possible final states. Additionally, in the general case, the initial
state may be a mixture of states rather than a pure state and consequently the
corresponding density operator as a sum over initial states shall be used

I (r, t) =
∑

Ψ1,Ψ2

hΨ1 〈Ψ1| Ẽ− |Ψ2〉 〈Ψ2| Ẽ+ |Ψ1〉 = Tr
(
ρΨ1Ẽ

− (r, t) Ẽ+ (r, t)
)

, (2.34)

with the intensity I (r, t) of the electromagnetic field and the probabilities of the
initial mixture of states hΨ1 . The final expression in Eqn. (2.34) can be identified
as a first order correlation function G(1) (r1, t1; r2, t2) = Tr

(
ρẼ− (r1, t1) Ẽ+ (r2, t2)

)
that deals with the amplitude correlation. In its normalized form it can be used to
determine the fringe contrast of two interfering fields [110]. While a general, normally
ordered n-th order correlation function can be defined, the second order correlation
function is of higher interest in the context of light-matter interaction. The intensity
correlations between two space time points separated by the time difference τ are
described by G(2) (τ) = Tr

(
ρẼ− (r, t) Ẽ− (r, t+ τ) Ẽ+ (r, t+ τ) Ẽ+ (r, t)

)
. Now, the

normalized form for a single mode quantized field can be expressed through the
harmonic oscillator operators and finally for a number state |n〉 follows [112]:

g(2) (τ) =
G(2) (τ)

|G(1) (0)|2
=

〈
a†a†aa

〉
〈a†a〉2

=
〈n2〉 − 〈n〉
〈n〉2

= 1 +
(∆n)2 − 〈n〉
〈n〉2

, (2.35)
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with the photon number variance (∆n)2. In case of a number state |n〉 the photon
number variance vanishes and Eqn. (2.35) simplifies to g(2) (τ) = 1 − 1

n
. With the

maximum of 1 of the normalized second order correlation for number states, the
simplified form of Eqn. (2.35) elucidates that intensity correlation measurements
of a radiation mode populated by a single photon yield 0. In this for quantum in-
formation purposes desirable situation, the photons can be assumed as separated
or anti-bunched [113]. The value for the correlation increases with the number of
photons in the measured mode and finally tends towards one for large numbers of
photons. As quantum optics tends towards classical optics in the limit of many pho-
tons, a measurement of intensity fluctuation can determine in this way the potential
quantum nature of the radiation field.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, in the first quantum physical part of the theoretical framework the
quantum optical means necessary for quantized light-matter interaction are iden-
tified: With the electromagnetic field itself quantized the creation and annihilation
of photons due to transitions between electronic states in the quantum systems
can be described in so-called number states. Additionally, entanglement in num-
ber states and a method to measure the quantum nature of a number state via
correlation functions are introduced.
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2.5 Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics

Electric Dipole Approximation

At this point, with quantized electromagnetic modes at hand, the quantized matter
and the energy exchange between the two finally enter the considerations. The
treatment shall begin with the interaction of an atom, or more general a quantum
system, with a classical field. The quantum system shall be characterized by a
single electronic transition between two states to determine the most fundamental
aspects of this interaction. Here, it is common practice to invoke the principle of
minimum coupling where the canonical momentum takes the form p = m∂tr +

eÃ (r, t). The corresponding Hamiltonian of semi-classical light-matter interaction
takes the form [114]

Hmin =
1

2m

[
p− eÃ (r, t)

]2

+ eΦ̃ (r, t) + V (r) .

Besides the electromagwhile the screenednetic potentials Ã (r, t) and Φ̃ (r, t), V (r)

is supposed to model the binding of the electron to some central point. Imposing
local gauge invariance, the physical predictions can not be affected by a gauge
transformation, hence a modification of the Schrödinger equation is in order [115]

i~∂tΨ (r, t) =

(
− ~2

2m

[
∇− i e

~
Ã (r0, t)

]2

+ V (∆r)

)
Ψ (r, t) . (2.36)

Here, radiation gauge with ∇ · Ã (r, t) = 0 and Φ̃ (r, t) = 0 has been applied again.
Additionally, for an incident plane wave on the quantum system, the corresponding
potential can be approximated by

Ã (r0 + ∆r, t) = Ã (t) eik·r0 (1 + ik ·∆r + . . .) ≈ Ã (t) eik·r0 = Ã (r0, t) .

Where the spatial coordinate is replaced by the location of the central point and the
displacement from the central point r = r0 + ∆r. This is naturally a valid approxi-
mation for k ·∆r� 1, which is, assuming displacement in atomic dimensions, well
met for optical frequencies and equivalent to a quasi-static field experienced by the
quantum system. But unlike for the quasi-static treatment of the optical nanoan-
tenna, this does not constitute a limitation for the desired applications in light-matter
interaction. Applying the gauge transformation Ψ̄ (r, t) = exp{i e~r · Ã (r0, t)}Ψ (r, t)
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and inserting Ψ̄ (r, t) into the Schrödinger equation (2.36) yields

i~∂tΨ̄ (r, t)=

[
p2

2m
+V (∆r)+er · ∂tÃ (r0, t)

]
Ψ̄ (r, t)=

[
Helc+er · ∂tÃ (r0, t)

]
Ψ̄ (r, t) .

|Ψg›

|Ψe›

≅

Figure 2.13: A two-level system
in an external field is equivalent
to an electric point dipole in low-
est order approximation.

In this formulation, the unperturbed dynamics
of the electron in the central potential V (∆r)

can be identified, governed by Helc. Replac-
ing the vector potential by the electric field, the
term responsible for the interaction between the
quantum system and the field takes the form:
Hint = er·∂tÃ (r0, t) = −er·Ẽ (r0, t). Now, d = er

can be identified as a dipole moment charac-
teristic for the quantum system under investiga-
tion, hence the name dipole approximation for
this simplification of the interaction between field
and quantum system. Consequently, electronic
transitions in a quantum system can be approxi-
mated by an electric dipole when interacting with
the free radiation field (see Fig. 2.13). Including
higher orders in k ·∆r would lead to the emergence of magnetic dipole and electric
quadrupole interactions [116], and consequently the restriction to an electric dipole
is not a fundamental limitation of the general formalism.

Jaynes-Cummings Model and Master Equation

This treatment of the interaction between quantized matter and a classical field is
the first connection between the two main constituents of the theoretical frame-
work: the classical and the quantum physical description. From the form of the
final interaction Hamiltonian follows that the quantum systems can be classically
modeled as electric point dipoles in this lowest order approximation.

Advancing from the semi-classical light-matter interaction, finally the interaction
between quantized matter and quantized electromagnetic radiation shall be mod-
eled. Compartmentalizing the problem in three parts: H = Hqus+Hfld+Hint, namely
the bare quantum system given by Hqus, the radiation field by Hfld, and the interac-
tion between the two by Hint, the bare quantum system shall be treated first. Con-
sidering photonic emission and absorption events involving photons that constitute
different transitions between eigenstates |Ψn〉 of the quantum system, the char-
acteristic eigenvalue equation of the quantum system reads Hqus |Ψn〉 = En |Ψn〉.
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Using the orthonormality of the eigenstates 〈Ψu|Hqus |Ψv〉 = δuvEu, the correspond-
ing Hamiltonian can be reformulated

Hqus =
∑
u,v

|Ψu〉 〈Ψu|Hqus |Ψv〉 〈Ψv| =
∑
u

Eu |Ψu〉 〈Ψu| .

Furthermore, to initially grasp the fundamental aspects of quantized light-matter
interaction, the quantum system shall be reduced to a two-level system with the
ground state |Ψg〉 and the excited state |Ψe〉. Neglecting constant energy terms in
the Hamiltonian formulation and according to the closure theorem follows [112]

Hqus =
1

2
(Ee − Eg) (|Ψe〉 〈Ψe| − |Ψg〉 〈Ψg|) =

1

2
~ωeg (|Ψe〉 〈Ψe| − |Ψg〉 〈Ψg|) .

Here, the transition energy ~ωeg necessary to facilitate the transition between |Ψg〉
and |Ψe〉 has been introduced. In the next step, the quantized field involved in
the light-matter interaction shall be considered. For this purpose it is expedi-
ent to recapitulate the preceding parts of the quantum physical framework. With
the quantized free field radiation in Eqn. (2.32) and following the notion of ini-
tially modeling only the essentials, the discrete set of available field modes shall
be reduced to solely one mode providing photons of the required transition en-
ergy ~ωeg with the Hamiltonian Hfld = ~ωega

†a. The last part remaining is the
actual energy exchange of the interaction itself between photons and the two-
level system Hint. The electric dipole approximation that emerged from the semi-
classical treatment Hint = −er · Ẽ (r0, t) shall be the starting point of the fully
quantized treatment [115]. In the context of a two-level system transition, the cor-
responding transition dipole moment duv = e 〈Ψu| r |Ψv〉 can be introduced via
er =

∑
u,v e |Ψu〉 〈Ψu| r |Ψv〉 〈Ψv| =

∑
u,v duv |Ψu〉 〈Ψv|. Since the interaction involves

photonic creation or annihilation, the field description according to Eqn. (2.33) is
beneficial and the local single mode electric field for a quantum system at the ori-
gin amounts to Epho (r0)

(
a+ a†

)
, with the single excitation field amplitude Epho (r0).

Combining the local field with the dipole transition, using dge = deg, and neglecting
vanishing dgg and dee due to assumed centrosymmetry yields

Hint = −er · Ẽ (r0, t) = −dge · Epho (r0) (|Ψe〉 〈Ψg|+ |Ψg〉 〈Ψe|)
(
a+ a†

)
= ~ g

(
|Ψe〉 〈Ψg| a+ a† |Ψg〉 〈Ψe|

)
.

Here, the light-matter coupling rate g = −~−1dge · Epho (r0) has been introduced.
Upon inspection of the terms emerging from (|Ψe〉 〈Ψg|+ |Ψg〉 〈Ψe|)

(
a+ a†

)
, those

involving the transition from |Ψg〉 to |Ψe〉 and the simultaneous creation of a field
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mode photon, as well as the transition from |Ψe〉 to |Ψg〉 combined with the annihi-
lation of a photon have been neglected, as they violate energy conservation in the
restricted model of a single field mode interacting with a single two-level system.
The energy balance features either a surplus or a shortage of 2~ωeg in the case of
the energy conservation violation and the resulting omission of the corresponding
terms is called rotating-wave approximation. Implementing the atomic state transi-
tion operators associated with the Pauli matrices σge = |Ψg〉 〈Ψe|, σeg = |Ψe〉 〈Ψg|,
and σz = |Ψe〉 〈Ψe| − |Ψg〉 〈Ψg|, the total Hamiltonian for the interaction of a single
two-level system with a single electromagnetic field mode reads

H = Hqus +Hfld +Hint =
1

2
~ωegσz + ~ωega

†a+ ~ g
(
σega+ a†σge

)
, (2.37)

|Ψg›

|Ψe›

Figure 2.14: Constituting components
of the Jaynes-Cummings model: A two-
level system photonically couples to a
single cavity mode field in form of a har-
monic oscillator.

and the corresponding interaction is de-
picted in Fig. 2.14. This descrip-
tion of fundamental quantized-light mat-
ter interaction is known as the Jaynes-
Cummings model [117]. It is an essential
part of cavity quantum electrodynamics
(cavity QED) [118] and shall be the foun-
dation for the quantized light-matter in-
teraction as it will be theoretically de-
scribed in the following. Recapitulating,
the two constituting ingredients for the optical Jaynes-Cummings model are a quan-
tum system that can be approximated by a two-level system in an optical frequency
range and a single electromagnetic field mode in the same optical frequency range.
There are plenty of suitable approximate two-level systems available in form of
Rydberg atoms [119,120], quantum dots [121,122], or nitrogen-vacancy centers in dia-
mond [123,124], and since the transition is the only property relevant for the model
itself, the broad variety of candidates can be fully exploited. The control over the
electromagnetic field modes on the other hand is realized through a cavity. The
functionality of a cavity in selecting field modes can be illuminated most plausibly
by briefly referring to a Fabry-Perot resonator [125]. Assuming an evacuated cham-
ber enclosed by perfect mirrors, the mode selection ability follows immediately:
With the mirrors setting boundary conditions that any mode inside must meet,
only modes with a wavelength equal to twice the distance between the mirrors or
smaller by integer multiples of half of the wavelength can satisfy such a condition.
Hence, the lowest frequency mode inside the cavity is the half-wavelength mode
and often referred to as the fundamental mode. With increasing frequency the
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mode density per spectral unit range rises as well. Consequently, such a simple
cavity provides a single mode electromagnetic field for a sizable frequency range
if the fundamental mode is used.

At this point, optical nanoantennas enter the treatment of quantized light-matter
interaction, as they can be considered as optical cavities as well. The actual res-
onance mechanism might be more elaborate, involving surface waves confined by
the geometry of the nanoantenna, but mode selection can also be realized with op-
tical nanoantennas. One additional aspect constitutes them the prime candidate to
facilitate quantized light-matter interaction: the proportionalities of the actual light-
matter coupling rate: g = −~−1dge ·Epho (r0). With the transition dipole moment dge

being both characteristic and fixed for the quantum system, the direct proportion-
ality of the coupling rate to the local electromagnetic field amplitude is the aspect
that can be exploited to manipulate the light-matter interaction. This is also the
mechanism due to whom quantized light-matter interaction benefits most from the
unprecedented field localization of surface plasmon resonances in general and lo-
calized surface plasmon resonances in particular.

Closer inspection of the Jaynes-Cummings model reveals on the one hand the
desired quantized light-matter interaction, but on the other hand completely re-
versible dynamics between the field mode and the two-level system. In other
words, with such a closed system there is no way to observe any effects resulting
from the manipulation of the light-matter interaction, because the photons within
the cavity are only coupled to the two-level system and not to the far field. But with
the observable far field incorporated into the model, the density matrix operator
ρ (t) =

∑
j wj |Ψj〉 〈Ψj| with the individual weights wj has to be employed to handle

the dynamics. Using the Schrödinger equation to determine the evolution of the
single states ∂t |Ψj〉 = − i

~H |Ψj〉, the evolution of the density matrix yields

∂tρ (t) =
∑
j

wj [(∂t |Ψj〉) 〈Ψj|+ |Ψj〉 (∂t 〈Ψj|)] = − i
~

[H, ρ (t)] . (2.38)

To generate an open quantum system, the closed system of the Jaynes-Cummings
model as a subsystem is combined with another subsystem representing the envi-
ronment. In this context, the Hamiltonian dynamics describe the so-called reduced
system while the environment is referred to as the reservoir. The theory of open
quantum systems itself is again an extensive but fascinating topic, where, for the
quantized light-matter interaction, only selected aspects are relevant. The cou-
pled dynamics of reduced system and reservoir are again modeled by a compos-
ite Hamiltonian consisting of parts governing the pure components and one part
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modeling the interaction. By assuming no influence of the reduced system on the
reservoir, due to weak interaction in form of the Born approximation, the evolution
can be limited to that of the reduced system. Furthermore, only considering short-
lived memory effects is called Markov approximation and can be well justified at
optical frequencies due to the orders of magnitude difference of optical frequen-
cies and the inverse of optical excitation lifetimes. Finally, in a last approximation,
the so called secular approximation, fast oscillating terms are averaged out and
the Liouville equation (2.38) can be transformed into a master equation in Lindblad
form [126]

∂tρ (t) = − i
~

[H, ρ (t)] +
∑
j

ΓjLj (ρ (t) ,Oj)

= − i
~

[H, ρ (t)] +
∑
j

Γj

[
Ojρ (t)O†j −

1

2

(
O†jOjρ (t) + ρ (t)O†jOj

)]
. (2.39)

Here, the sum of Lindblad superoperators Lj (ρ (t) ,Oj) with the corresponding
rates Γj can be considered a dissipator. While the Hamiltonian still models re-
versible interaction within the reduced system, consisting of cavity and two-level
system in the basic scenario of quantized light-matter interaction, the superopera-
tors acting on general operators Oj now model the irreversible interaction between
the reduced system and the reservoir, which in case of the light-matter interac-
tion scenario are the quantized electromagnetic radiation modes of free space. In
this formalism, the results of the reduced system emitting into free space radia-
tion can be modeled as an irreversible process and hence the complete dynamical
description of the infinitely many free space modes can be avoided. Such a mas-
ter equation in Lindblad form can be numerically represented and solved [127] with
non-commercial software [128].

Spontaneous Emission As Per Weisskopf-Wigner

Even though the quantized light-matter interaction has been modeled with a Jaynes-
Cummings model and it has been coupled to free space radiation through a master
equation formulation, one crucial element is still missing. While for significant cou-
pling between the two-level system and the cavity, the cavity already emits into
the far field, the emission of the two-level system itself is a process that needs to
be incorporated. Analogous to the previous treatment of the coupling between a
two-level system and a single cavity mode, now the coupling of the same two-level
system to many modes of free space radiation leads in the rotating-wave approxi-
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mation to

H =
1

2
~ωegσz +

∑
j

~ωja†jaj +
∑
j

~ gj
(
σegaj + a†jσge

)
.

Limiting the consideration to a single photonic excitation, and introducing the prod-
uct state basis with one state |Ψe〉 ⊗ |0〉 = |Ψe, 0〉 for the excited two-level system
and all radiation modes in the vacuum state, and many states |Ψg〉⊗ |1j〉 = |Ψg, 1j〉
for the two-level system in the ground state with one radiation mode containing the
single excitation. Assuming harmonic time dependency of the product states, the
Schrödinger equation gives [129]

∂tCg
j (t) = −igjei(ωj−ωeg)tCe (t) and ∂tCe (t) = −i

∑
j

gje
−i(ωj−ωeg)tCg

j (t)

for the expansion coefficients of the product state basis. A formal integration yields
∂tCe (t) = −

∑
j |gj|

∫ t
0
dt′e−i(ωj−ωeg)(t−t′)Ce (t′). Transitioning from discrete modes to

a mode continuum and considering different angles between the local mode field
and the transition dipole moment that determine the coupling rate gj, the amplitude
of the excited state obeys

∂tCe (t) = −γ
2
Ce (t) equivalent to Ce (t) = e−0.5γtCe (0) ,

utilizing a Laplace transform. The excited two-level system evidently decays with a
rate

γspo
ge =

ω3
ge |dge|2

3πε0~c3
(2.40)

when coupled to radiation. This is the Weisskopf-Wigner theory of spontaneous
emission. Thusly, the excited two-level system irreversibly decays when coupled
to the mode continuum of free space. While in the Jaynes-Cummings model, with
one mode coupled to the two-level system, a revival of the excited state of the
two-level system occurs. This revival is still possible with a finite probability for
each individual mode of the free-space field, but destructive interference between
different modes causes the irreversible decay when summing over all modes.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, the second half of the quantum physical part of the theoretical
framework initially introduced the semi-classical coupling between radiation and
a two-level system. Here, the dipole approximation embodies the first connection
between classical and quantized description. The actual quantized light-matter in-
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teraction is described in form of a Jaynes-Cummings model, coupling a single field
mode to a two-level system. To combine the Jaynes-Cummings model and the
radiation field, a master equation formulation in Lindblad form is employed. In the
last part, the Weisskopf-Wigner theory of spontaneous emission gives the rate for
the emission of a pure two-level system in dipole approximation.

Together with the elements of quantum optics, the influence of incident radiation,
classical or not, on the light-matter interaction between cavity mode and electronic
transition, in an open quantum system, can be described. Including all necessary
dissipation mechanisms, the subsequent interaction dynamics as well as the state
of radiation emitted back into the far field follow also from the model.

 
|Ψe1›

|Ψg1› |Ψg2›

|Ψe2›

Figure 2.15: The quantum physical considerations enable the coupling of transi-
tions in a quantum system to individual cavity modes and to both far-field radiation
and dissipation channels.

So far, the description of the cavity in the light-matter interaction model has not
been very specific. Limited to one cavity mode of photons that provide the transi-
tion energy of the quantum system, this is the way any optical cavity is modeled.
Recalling the direct proportionality of the light-matter coupling rate g to the local
field, it becomes evident that cavities featuring surface plasmon polaritons promise
particularly high coupling rates.

But these nanoscale metal structures are also characterized by a rather low
Q factor [130], when compared to other optical cavities. Distinguishing between ra-
diative and non-radiative losses, a low Q factor, i.e. high losses, results in bright
radiation emitted from the cavity modes. Even though this emission rate rivals the
light-matter coupling rate in the interaction dynamics, effectively reducing the bene-
fits of plasmonic cavities, fast quantum information applications require significant
emission rates, providing the desired information in form of photonic properties
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or statistics. Consequently, the interaction dynamics of specifically low-Q cavities
have been investigated [131–133], aiming to optimize the trade-off between the bright-
ness of the emission and the rate of the light-matter coupling.

But inextricably linked with these high radiative losses are also high non-radiative
losses due to the inevitable Ohmic losses of metal at optical frequencies [34]. These
absorption losses have to enter any general light-matter interaction consideration
involving plasmonic cavities [134] and any proposed functionality must overcome this
dissipation. This will also be a relevant aspect for the devices and configurations
discussed in the application chapter. Since the absorption losses are inherently
connected with plasmonic resonances, the topic of dielectric nanoantennas [135]

has emerged, promoting the benefits of low losses [136] over the surface plasmonic
field localization. However, facilitating and manipulating the interaction of single
photons with single atoms, surface plasmon polaritons remain the most promising
candidate. Besides attempts to optimize the fabrication and reduce the losses [137],
ideally, the absorption losses can constructively contribute to applications like pho-
todetection [138] and solar photocatalysis [139].

In the completed theoretical framework, the two chief constituents as classical
and quantum physical modeling have taken shape. Before any specific application
can be described or benchmarked, these two parts must be combined consistently,
which shall be detailed in the folowing chapter.
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3 Semi-Classical Model and Parameters

With the theoretical framework established, the two disjunct parts, the classical and
the quantum physical description, need to be combined to provide a coherent mod-
eling. The starting point for this merger is the cavity QED model, as it describes
the desired quantized light-matter interaction.

3.1 Cavity QED Interaction Model

The Jaynes-Cummings model is at the core of cavity QED and likewise the essen-
tial element of the quantized light-matter interaction as it is modeled usually and in
the following [119]. In this context, various aspects of the Jaynes-Cummings model
have been investigated with respect to their influence on the light-matter interaction
dynamics. Firstly, recapitulating two central approximations are applied to eventu-
ally yield the interaction of a single electronic transition and a single cavity mode:
the electric dipole and the rotating-wave approximation.

i.1 While the electric dipole approximation rather limits the transitions that can
be incorporated, as the corresponding dipole moment determines the cou-
pling rate between light and matter, transitions with vanishing dipole moments,
such as magnetic dipole [140–142] or electric quadrupole transitions [143,144], can
be included by expanding the treatment to higher order terms [116].

i.2 The rotating-wave approximation on the other hand neglects counter-rotating
contributions, whose interference with the present terms affects phase depen-
dencies [145].

With the approximations roughly classified in their impact on the dynamics of the
model, the fundamental single mode-single transition interaction can be expanded
or augmented in different ways. This widening of the basic Jaynes-Cummings
model is especially interesting from an application point of view, as more complex
behavior can be included and hence potentially more functionality implemented.
The first set of mentioned expansions focusses of the transitions or quantum sys-
tems involved:



ii.1 The inclusion of many identical electronic transitions in form of many quantum
systems leads to interesting behavior. The corresponding Tavis-Cummings
model [146] couples a single field mode to an ensemble of two-level quantum
systems. In the most prominent application, the so-called Dicke model [147], the
collective of spin 1/2 quantum systems form a coupled state with a collective
spin S and hence a collective quantum system with 2S + 1 equidistant energy
levels can be described [148,149].

ii.2 Another relevant topic are three-level quantum systems [150,151]. They are cat-
egorized in ladder (three states with increasing energy), V (two higher energy
states connected by negligible transition and shared lower energy state), or Λ

(two lower energy states connected by negligible transition and shared higher
energy state) configurations. They are particularly interesting, as they behave
like a two-photon process in a two-level system for strong detuning between
the single mode field and the intermediate state [152].

The other set of expansions focuses on the photonic part of the interaction, mean-
ing either the photons themselves or the photonic modes involved:

iii.1 Firstly, the interaction between an electronic transition and a single field mode
can be generalized such that general multi-photon interactions are consid-
ered [153,154]. Two-photon transitions constitute the simplest of these general
multi-photon processes [155,156]. While such multi-photon transitions enjoy fun-
damental theoretical interest, the stark shifts of energy levels proportional to
the photon number involved [157] need to be taken into account.

iii.2 Lastly, the expansion of the Jaynes-Cummings model to include multiple cav-
ity modes follows naturally, especially if the full potential of involved three-
or generally many-level quantum systems [158] shall be explored. Obviously,
including multiple field modes also holds potential when considering many
quantum systems in a cavity [159] or just a single two-level system [160,161]. For
two field modes interacting with a two-level system fluorescence quenching
can be predicted [162], while two modes coupled to a three-level system can
yield correlations between the initially uncorrelated modes [163].

From this plethora of expansions of the initial Jaynes-Cummings model, in the fol-
lowing the interaction between two distinct cavity modes and either a single two-
level system or a single three-level system in Λ configuration with the states |Ψe〉,
|Ψ1〉, and |Ψ2〉 shall be considered. This constitutes no limitation of the general
theoretical model, as all of the above mentioned expansions can be implemented
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in the Hamiltonian formulation, but is rather a conscious decision to realize very
specific applications that will be described in the later part of the thesis. Conse-
quently, expanding the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian for light-matter interaction
in Eq. (2.37) for the applications in the following yields:

Hlmi =
∑
ξ=1,2

1

2
~υeξσξ,z +

∑
ξ=1,2

~ωξa†ξaξ +
∑
ξ=1,2

~gξ
(
σeξaξ + a†ξσξe

)
, (3.1)

with the operators σξe = |Ψξ〉 〈Ψe| and σξ,z = σee − σξξ with ξ = 1, 2. To accurately
model the reversible energy exchange between the cavity field modes and elec-
tronic transitions involved the transition frequencies υeξ, the cavity mode frequen-
cies ωξ and the light-matter coupling rate gξ need to be determined and inserted
into the model. But before addressing each of these parameters individually, the
cavity QED model must be completed by considering an open system with the
density matrix ρlmi (t) coupled to different decay channels. The steady state of
the evolution is found by solving the stationary corresponding master equation in
Lindblad form:

0 = ∂tρlmi (t) = − i
~

[Hlmi, ρlmi (t)] +
∑
j

ΓjLj (ρlmi (t) ,Oj) . (3.2)

The different irreversible decay processes are represented by different superop-
erators Lj (ρlmi (t) ,Oj) = Ojρlmi (t)O†j − 1

2

(
O†jOjρlmi (t) + ρlmi (t)O†jOj

)
, and their

associated decay rates Γj. The principal examples for such a process are obvi-
ously the losses of the cavity itself. Briefly returning to the picture of a Fabry-Perot
resonator enclosed by two mirrors, the imperfect reflectivity of one of these mir-
rors results in emission into free space, at a rate Γrad, that can be measured in
the far field and hence motivated the introduction of the open quantum system
ansatz. Additionally, this radiative decay of the cavity can be extended to include
a non-radiative cavity decay at a rate Γnon as well. This does not require the in-
troduction of a new dissipator, but rather a general cavity decay channel at a rate
Γtot = Γrad + Γnon combined with a radiative efficiency η = Γrad/Γtot of the cavity.
Here, the Lindblad operator takes the form [164]

Lcav
ξ (ρlmi (t) , aξ) = aξρlmi (t) a†ξ −

1

2

(
a†ξaξρlmi (t) + ρlmi (t) a†ξaξ

)
, (3.3)

as every mode supported by the cavity is modeled with its own decay channel. An-
other obvious decay mechanism worth incorporating is the emission of the quan-
tum system into modes not supported by the cavity. This interaction with the infinite
set of free field modes is treated in the epitome of the Weisskopf-Wigner theory in
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the theoretical framework yielding the decay rate γspo
ge (see Eqn. (2.40)) for a two-

level system or each transition in a general quantum system respectively. The
associated Lindblad operator reads [164]

Lspo
ξe (ρlmi (t) , σξe) = σξeρlmi (t)σeξ −

1

2
(σξeσeξρlmi (t) + ρlmi (t)σξeσeξ) . (3.4)

For the sake of completeness, a direct incoherent pumping of an electronic tran-
sition in the quantum system can be realized by interchanging σξe and σeξ in Eqn.
(3.4). With these two prevalent decay mechanisms incorporated, it is important
to mention that the cavity decay has the more pronounced impact on the energy
exchange and associated phenomena such as collapse and revival [165]. This high-
lights once again why optical nanoantennas, whose decay properties can be influ-
enced through their geometrical shape, are the favorable candidate to implement
any purposeful manipulation of quantized light-matter interaction.

Inserting Eqns. (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) in Eqn. (3.2) gives the complete quantum
physical dynamics that can be solved numerically, e.g. with the Python toolbox
QuTiP2 [128]. But for these calculated quantum dynamics to represent a specific
quantized light-matter interaction scenario, with a specific quantum system and a
specific optical nanoantenna as a cavity, a characteristic set of parameters, as-
sociated with the very scenario, has to be used in the calculation. The origin and
numerical value of these parameters is the next step to provide a coherent descrip-
tion.
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3.2 Model Parameter Genesis

With the goal to use optical nanoantennas for the quantized light-matter interaction,
to benefit from their unique advantages, the cavity in the quantum model shall be
realized by the metallic structure. Hence, the cavity modes, easiest to imagine
as standing waves between the mirrors of a Fabry-Perot resonator [125], are now
the longitudinal standing surface charge waves associated with localized surface
plasmon polaritons. How the parameters, required for the model of the quantum
dynamics can be extracted from classical simulations shall be illuminated in the
following.

Quantum System Parameters

But firstly, these parameters can be grouped into parameters characteristic for the
quantum system and its transitions and parameters resulting from the cavity in-
volved. The quantum system parameters can be gathered either from experimen-
tal measurements and the corresponding literature or calculated by means such
as density functional theory. The following can be identified as quantum system
parameters:

A.1 The transition frequency υeg, which is determined by the difference in energy
between the two states involved Ee − Eg = ~υeg. Measurements [166,167] and
calculations [168,169] can give the desired value. Please note that in the light-
matter interaction model υ will denote transition frequencies to clearly distin-
guish them from cavity mode frequencies denoted by ω. This is motivated by a
deliberate detuning between cavity modes and transition frequencies that will
play an important role in two of the four applications discussed in this thesis.

A.2 The spontaneous emission rate of the quantum system transitions into modes
that are not supported by the cavity. As these emission processes can be
considered as emission into free radiation modes, the Weisskopf-Wigner the-
ory can be applied, yielding the rate γspo

ge =
υ3

ge|dge|2

3πε0~c3 from Eqn. (2.40). Con-
sequently, to determine the spontaneous emission rate, the transition dipole
moment dge is required additional to the transition frequency υge. Similarly to
υge, dge can be either measured [170,171] or calculated [172,173].

A.3 Rates of additional decay processes such as dephasing can be taken from
literature as well, if the decay process needs to be included.
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Cavity Parameters

This leaves parameters characteristic to the cavity, in form of an optical nanoan-
tenna, involved. These shall be calculated with the help of the classical consid-
erations outlined at the beginning of theoretical framework. The parameters in
question are:

B.1 The resonance frequencies ωξ of the modes that are supported by the cavity
and that shall be utilized in the light-matter interaction.

B.2 The coupling rate gξ between each cavity mode and the transitions in the
quantum system.

B.3 The cavity decay rate Γtot that in the following shall be considered to consist
of both a radiative decay Γrad and a non-radiative decay Γnon with Γtot = Γrad +

Γnon.

At this point it is important to mention that in the dipole approximation for the cou-
pling rate the following expression can be found g = −~−1dge · Epho (r0). Besides
the transition dipole moment dge, characteristic for the quantum system, this ex-
pression requires the local cavity mode electric field Epho (r0) that is equivalent to
a single photonic excitation contained in this very cavity mode.

Circumventing Mode Normalization

This single photon cavity field can be extracted from classical calculations by nor-
malizing the electromagnetic energy contained in the field mode to the energy of
a photon of the corresponding cavity resonance frequency. The electromagnetic
field energy per mode can be calculated according to [40]

W (ωξ) =
1

2

∫
dV ε0∂ωξ [ωξ<{ε (ωξ)}] |Epho (r, ωξ)|2 +

1

2

∫
dV µ0 |Hpho (r, ωξ)|2 ,

following from Eqns. (2.25) and (2.26). While the aspect of cavity mode volume
and the field energy contained within can be immediately addressed for dielectric
cavities or optical microcavities [174–176], the same concept of mode volume fails for
optical nanoantennas, as they naturally emit radiation into the infinitely expanded
far field. At the time of the work documented here, the issue of plasmonic mode
volumes in terms of scattering modes of the far field, as they are used for all men-
tioned quantum optical purposes, has not been resolved. Consequently, an alter-
native way of determining the coupling rate needs to be employed.

As already mentioned in the classical part of the theoretical framework, the exci-
tation and resonance of optical nanoantennas can be characterized by considering
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the scattering of light by the metallic structure. The incident radiation can either
originate from laser far field illumination in form of plane waves or from a localized
source, such as an electric point dipole that represents a single quantum system
transition in the dipole approximation. Since the excitation and decay of a localized
plasmon resonance via incident photons or emitted photons respectively, can be
treated as a plasmon polariton, the resonant behavior can be observed by mon-
itoring the scattered energy. Using the electromagnetic field flux density in form
of the time averaged Poynting vector from Eqn. (2.29), the scattered energy from
within the light-matter interaction domain Ω is accounted for by

Wsca (ω) =
1

2

∫
∂Ω

dA · [<{Esca (r, ω)×H∗sca (r, ω)}] . (3.5)

Incorporating the energy conservation in the light-matter interaction domain Ω,
Ohmic losses can be identified as another channel to change the electromagnetic
field energy inside. Because the currents involved can not be induced at optical
frequencies, the time averaged Ohmic losses in metal can be determined by

Wabs (ω) =
1

2

∫
Ω

dV [<{Einc (r, ω) · j (r, ω)}] . (3.6)

At this point the two decay channels, one radiative and the other non-radiative, of
the cavity QED interaction model have been identified as the light scattering of the
metallic nanoantenna and the Ohmic losses in the metal respectively. All the fields
required to calculate both Wsca (ω) and Wabs (ω) can be extracted from a numerical
simulation of the scattering of light by the optical nanoantenna. Additionally, by
recording a spectrum over optical frequencies of the scattered energy Wsca (ω), the
resonance frequency of the localized plasmons may already be identifiable by the
scattering maximum. But to actually calculate the desired decay rates Γrad and
Γnon more information about the scattering of a single photon or the absorption of
a single photon due to Ohmic losses are required.

Alternative Modeling of Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Hence, to obtain both the light-matter coupling rate gξ and the decay rates Γrad
ξ and

Γnon
ξ for each mode ξ an alternative model is required, as the direct calculation via

the single photon fields is fails. A brief investigation of the nature of the surface
plasmon resonance shall resolve this problem.

Firstly, the electromagnetic fields associated with a surface plasmon deserve
to be revisited. From Eqns. (2.22) and the required continuity at the interface
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follows [177]

E (r, ω) = −Aspw

√
µ0

ε0εα,β

(
iex +

1
√
εα,β

ez

)
eikxe−|z|

√
k2−ω2

c2
εα,β

for an interface normal to ez and a propagation assumed to be parallel to ex. For-
mally, the exponential decay proportional to the distance |z| away from the inter-
face itself can be incorporated by only considering the field at the interface. Now,
a square of side length l of the interface shall be considered with discrete, 2π

l
-

periodic wavenumbers. In other words, with the field at the surface at hand, a
canonical quantization procedure can be applied, involving the two-dimensional in-
terface supporting the surface plasmon wave [177]. This results in discrete surface
modes and ultimately complex surface mode field amplitudes revealing harmonic
oscillatory behavior. Even though this result would allow for an alternative model-
ing of the surface plasmon polaritons, this quantization cannot be used, because
these are not the surface fields relevant for the optical nanoantenna. These fields
originate from the assumption of a smooth, infinite interface. These are also not
the surface plasmon polaritons of interest, as these plasmon surface waves do not
directly couple to propagating light below the plasma frequency (see Fig. 2.7).

An analogous quantization procedure can be performed for spherical nanoan-
tennas [178], since the analytical expressions for the local fields are available. But to
meet the classical description and incorporate arbitrary cavity geometries, an ap-
proximative ansatz contained entirely within the established theoretical framework
shall be employed.

To describe arbitrary geometrical structures, it is reasonable to return to the gen-
eral considerations of phenomena involved with the surface of a metallic medium.
Recalling, the one-dimensional modeling of the interface between an ionic crystal
lattice with an electron gas and a potential wall, representing a passive dielec-
tric, yields a surface state (2.21) that decays on atomic length scales. Thusly, the
field localization already follows from the one-dimensional interface, independent
of its form or roughness. Hence, any rough or closed surface can be decomposed
into locally flat compartments. These local compartments can be considered as
quasi-one-dimensional with respect to the surface state, when the standing sur-
face charge wave is approximately constant across their spatial extent. Since the
desired surface state also exists for the one-dimensional interface, the correspond-
ing fields can be derived under the same approximation.

In the general Coulomb gauge without additional sources, the scalar potential
Φ (r) obeys the Laplace equation ∆Φ (r). Accounting for the exponential decay of
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the surface state with distance |z| to the interface, the corresponding scalar surface
potential reads [54]

Φ (r) = Φ0eiksur·rsure−ς|z| .

Here, the surface is oriented normal to the z axis, just as in every treatment in
the theoretical framework and consequently, both ksur and rsur are locally in the xy
plane. From plasma optics [49] in Eqn. (2.5) without collisions follows m∂2

t s̃ (r, t) =

−eẼ (r, t) for the displacement s̃ (r, t) of a free electron due to a field Ẽ (r, t). Includ-
ing a harmonic time dependence e−iω0t leads to eẼ (s0) = mω2s0. The field in the
surface plane is proportional to the electronic displacement. Consequently, from
these quasi-static considerations follows an electric field due to the displacement
of the electron gas that reads as [54]

Ẽ (r, t) = Ẽ0 (ksur, t)

(
ksur

|ksur|
+ f (ς)

)
eiksur·rsure−ς|z|e−iω0t .

Here, ς is the projection of the wave vector along the z axis. Consequently, even
the local fields for an one-dimensional interface generate a surface field of the gen-
eral surface plasmon form [179]. With such a surface field approximated for rough
and closed surfaces, the composition as a sum of local fields for discrete wave vec-
tors follows. But focusing on energetic dynamics, including additional 2T -periodic
dynamics in form of f(t) =

∑
n fnei

mπ
T
t gives the vector potential [180]

Ã (r, t) =
∑
ksur

Aksure
iksur·re−ς|z|

∑
n

ei(
mπ
T
−ω)t .

Inspecting the change in electromagnetic field energy, according to Eqn. (2.27),
the change of surface fields within a time window [0, T ] can be determined via

Weme =

∫ T

0

∫
sur

dAdt
[
Ẽ (r, t) · ∂tD̃ (r, t) + H̃ (r, t) · ∂tB̃ (r, t)

]
.

Using the relations between the vector potential and the required fields: Ẽ (r, t) =

−∂tÃ (r, t) with D̃ (r, t) = ε0ε
(
ω − mπ

T

)
Ẽ (r, t), and H̃ (r, t) = µ−1

0 ∇ × Ã (r, t) with
B̃ (r, t) = µ0H̃ (r, t), for processes that occur at frequencies much lower than op-
tical frequencies 1/T � ω [180], the total energy of the surface plasmons follows
from [181]

Weme =
∑
sur

dAε0ω
2f (S)

[
AksurA

∗
ksur

+ A∗ksur
Aksur

]
,

with the surface S involved. The behavior analogue to a harmonic oscillator im-
mediately follows from this energy expression for the surface plasmons. Corre-
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sponding operators in Eqn. (2.32) are introduced, but due to eiksur·r, these are
still propagating surface modes. Standing wave modes can be constructed ac-
cording to 1/

√
2
(
eiksur·r + e−iksur·r

)
=
√

2 cos (ksur · r) and 1/
√

2
(
eiksur·r − e−iksur·r

)
=

i
√

2 sin (ksur · r). Associating the complex mode amplitudes with operators accord-
ing to Aksur → f̄ (S) aξ and A∗ksur

→ f̄ (S) a†ξ, the construction of such standing
wave modes is equivalent to the unitary transformation [103]

b†+κ =
1√
2

(
a†+ξ + a†−ξ

)
, b†−κ =

1√
2

(
a†+ξ − a

†
−ξ

)
.

Recalling the central role of photon numbers and the vacuum state for the number
states, it is important to note that a unitary transformation, like the one that yields
standing wave modes, does not alter the vacuum state. Similarly, the observable
total photon number, neglecting the zero-point energy, remains conserved under
the standing wave transformation with

H =
∑
ξ=1,2

~ωξa†ξaξ =
∑
κ=1,2

~ωκb
†
κbκ .

In summary, decomposing any closed or rough surface in approximative locally
flat, one-dimensional interfaces, the corresponding local surface fields take the
form of surface plasmon fields. The canonical quantization involving the interface
and these surface fields leads to harmonically oscillating surface plasmon polariton
energy dynamics that hold also for standing surface waves instead of propagating
ones.

Lorentzian Resonance Lineshape
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Figure 3.1: Lorentzian line shape
results from harmonically oscillat-
ing mode fields.

The quantization shall not be used directly,
but the harmonic oscillator behavior is the
central point of the alternative route to deter-
mine the cavity parameters necessary for the
quantized light-matter interaction. Hence, a
driven, damped harmonic oscillator shall be
used as the alternative model of the fields in-
volved either in the scattering of light to de-
termine the radiative decay rate Γrad or in the
absorption of light in form of Ohmic loss to
determine the non-radiative decay rate Γnon:

∂2
t o (t) + Γj∂to (t) + ω2

0o (t) = Qe−iωt , (3.7)
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with j = rad or j = non respectively, for both mechanisms. With an ansatz o (t) =

P (ω) e−iωt follows the amplitude

P (ω) =
Q

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓj

,

taking the form of a spectral Lorentzian line. Hence, the mode fields involved in the
energy exchange harmonically oscillate and produce Lorentzian lines spectrally,
as Fig. 3.1 shows. The central frequency of the line shape then corresponds to
the resonance frequency ω0 of the harmonic oscillation and the full width at half
maximum of the line shape Γj corresponds to the damping rate of the oscillation.
But modeling both the scattering and the absorption associated with a localized
surface plasmon mode of the optical nanoantenna as driven, damped harmonic
oscillations, the power spectra resulting from either the integration of the electro-
magnetic field energy flux density or the integration of the Ohmic losses require a
line fit in form of

|P (ω)|2 =
Q2

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2
+ ω2 (Γj)2

. (3.8)

Fitting the simulated scattering and absorption spectra with the expression in Eqn.
(3.8) yields both the cavity parameters ωξ and Γtot

ξ . While the considerations above,
revealing the harmonic oscillations of the mode fields, are chosen to justify the as-
sumption of a Lorentzian line shape and the corresponding fit to determine the cav-
ity parameters, there are more indicators that are worth mentioning to strengthen
this crucial assumption:

> The actual quantized light-matter interaction is modeled by means of cavity
QED and the role of the cavity is primarily the selectivity regarding the sup-
ported modes. Investigating the mode density of a generally damped cavity
via the calculations of multi-time correlation functions and the corresponding
power spectrum reveals a spectral Lorentzian distribution [115]. This feature
can be traced back to be a result of the Markov approximation, which omits
any memory effects on the evolution of a system [182]. Since optical nanoan-
tennas feature resonant behavior in scattering, see Eqn. (2.24), they can be
considered as cavities, independent of the underlying physical mechanism.
Consequently, the Lorentzian line shape is in agreement with the light-matter
interaction model and would exclude scattering phenomena that do not match
the cavity mode characteristic required.

> In both the theoretical framework and the semi-classical model, the descrip-
tion of the plasmonic resonance itself relies on the very simple model of a
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free electron gas over a rigid ionic crystal. This implicitly follows the notion of
elementary excitations [183], where weakly excited states of macroscopic struc-
tures are modeled as noninteracting elementary excitations. These elemen-
tary excitations can take the form of quasi particles or collective excitations
and can represent fundamental physical properties of the macroscopic struc-
ture. This can be immediately transferred to the relatively low excited states
corresponding to a few moving charge carriers in metal [184]. Already early
solid-state optical investigations of plasmonic resonances found harmonic os-
cillatory behavior for the excitation and deexcitation of plasmons from purely
classical considerations, deemed to hold for quantum physical treatment as
well [185]. Furthermore, initial disagreements between experiment and theory
could be resolved by expanding the idealized treatment based on a simple ma-
terial response model in form of Eqn. (2.14) rather than introducing anoma-
lous bulk properties of the metal [186]. Similarly, recent comparative studies
of plasmonic resonances of nanometer scale structures in experiment and
numerical simulation reveal accurate classical numerical predictions [36,187,188]

based on purely classical material response models [189–191]. Hence, the ideal-
ized modeling of the metallic media still holds for numerical modeling of truly
nanometer structures, indicating the validity of subsequent plasmonic excita-
tion properties following from the same metallic modeling.

> Finally, the free electron gas can be treated by means of plasma physics. Ap-
plying a collective-variable ansatz [192] to describe the plasma, density fluctua-
tions are separated into collective plasma and individual particle components.
An oscillatory equation can be found for the collective component [193]. Simi-
larly, implementing a Hamiltonian formalism, harmonic oscillatory behavior is
retrieved for the excitation of plasmons [194]. The approximations involved in
such a treatment are the dispensation of collisions in the plasma, linear sys-
tem equations due to only small deviations from equilibrium distribution of the
plasma, the absence of coupling between different Fourier components in the
Coulomb interaction of the electrons, and lastly only minor influence of the
interaction on the systems properties. Additionally, the free electron gas as a
quantum plasma, with a comparably low electron density, can only be treated
as idealized with the weak coupling of classical plasmas [193].

Incoherent Weak Coupling Regime

Assuming harmonic oscillatory behavior and consequently a Lorentzian line shape
for the excitation dynamics of localized surface plasmon polaritons, enables the as-
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certainment of both the resonance frequencies ωξ and decay rates Γj
ξ of the cavity

modes of the optical nanoantenna. This leaves only the coupling rate gξ to be de-
termined. Revisiting the evolution of an open cavity, featuring one resonant mode,
that contains a quantum system characterized by one electronic transition, decay
mechanisms and corresponding rates can be phenomenologically introduced in
the Langevin theory [182]. For a master equation (2.39) with a Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian (2.37) and both dissipation through spontaneous emission (3.4) and
cavity decay (3.3), the evolution of the population is governed by [195]

∂t
〈
a†a
〉

= −Γtot
〈
a†a
〉

+ g 〈σega〉+ g
〈
a†σge

〉
, (3.9)

∂t 〈σegσge〉 = −γ 〈σegσge〉 − g 〈σega〉 − g
〈
a†σge

〉
, (3.10)

∂t 〈σega〉 = −γ + Γtot

2
〈σega〉+ g

[
〈σegσge〉 −

〈
a†a
〉]

. (3.11)

This evolution exhibits two distinct regimes: weak and strong coupling. In the
strong coupling regime [196] the coupling between the cavity mode and the elec-
tronic transition at a rate g is the fastest process [197], i.e. dominating. Strong
coupling is also a prerequisite for the coherent, reversible exchange of energy
quanta between the quantum system and the cavity mode [198]. Due to the impor-
tance of coherence for any elaborate quantum information application, the strong
coupling regime has been the focus of many theoretical [199–202] and experimental
studies [199,203–206]. In the weak coupling regime, which is equipollent to the incoher-
ent energy exchange between quantum system and cavity mode, the coherences
in the evolution equation set (3.9) - (3.11) can be adiabatically eliminated, yield-
ing [207]

∂t
〈
a†a
〉

= −
(
Γtot +R

) 〈
a†a
〉

+R 〈σegσge〉 , (3.12)

∂t 〈σegσge〉 = − (γ +R) 〈σegσge〉+R
〈
a†a
〉

. (3.13)

Here, R takes the role of the effective coupling rate between the quantum system
and the cavity mode. The quantum system can either decay via spontaneous
emission at rate γ or exchange energy with the cavity mode at rate R, while the
cavity mode can, additional to the energy exchange, decay at rate Γtot. R is given
by R = 4g2

Γtot . In the weak coupling regime with R � Γtot, the quantum system
relaxes at a rate of γ + R in Eqn. (3.13). Hence, the coupling to the cavity opened
up another relaxation channel via the cavity mode at rateR. Consequently, defining
an emission enhancement due to the coupling to the cavity of the quantum system,
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using the cavity efficiency η = Γrad/Γtot yields [178,208]

Fqed =
γ +R

γ
= 1 +

4g2η

γΓtot
, (3.14)

as the ratio of the quantum system’s relaxation rate with and without the coupling
to the optical cavity in form of the nanoantenna. The enhancement of sponta-
neous emission can also be calculated classically [209,210] through the ratio of emit-
ted power with and without the presence of the nanoantenna. For nanoantennas
of arbitrary geometry, this can be numerically calculated via Eqn. (3.5). Conse-
quently, equating [211] the classical emission enhancement due to the nanoantenna
with the enhancement in the cavity QED model with the cavity mode coupling yields

Fcla (ω0) =
W na

rad (ω0)

W fs
rad (ω0)

=

∫
∂Ω
dA · [<{Ena

tot (ω0)×Hna∗
tot (ω0)}]∫

∂Ω
dA ·

[
<{Efs

tot (ω0)×Hfs∗
tot (ω0)}

]
= Fqed = 1 +

4g2η

γΓtot
, (3.15)

where the superscript ’na’ indicates the presence of the nanoantenna and ’fs’ its
absence. Additionally, integrating over the total fields includes the spontaneous
emission of the bare quantum system as an oscillating dipole as well. With the
knowledge of the total cavity decay rate Γtot this enables the calculation of the
coupling rate g, but this is only valid in the weak coupling regime of incoherent
energy exchange. After the classical simulations are successfully performed, both
Γtot and g are available, characterizing a resonant cavity mode and its light-matter
coupling. Hence, for every application that shall be further discussed in this thesis,
the cavity mode can and will be examined regarding the coupling regime to any
transition, i.e. the ratio between Γtot and g. Once the weak coupling is ensured,
which is the case for all quantum optical applications discussed, the cavity QED
modeling can commence.

Summary of the Model Parameter Genesis

At this point, all parameters necessary for the cavity QED light-matter interaction
model shown in Fig. 3.2 are determined. The quantum system parameters, such
as the transition dipole moment dge and the transition frequency υge, are tabulated
from external sources. The spontaneous emission rate γspo

ge of the bare quantum
system is calculated according to Eqn. (2.40). The cavity parameters, such as the
cavity mode resonance frequency ω0 and the cavity decay rates Γj, are determined
through a spectral Lorentzian line fit of the scattered and absorbed power, Eqn.
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(3.5) and (3.6) respectively. Finally, the light-matter coupling rate g is calculated
by equating the classical emission enhancement with the enhancement from the
cavity QED model. This procedure can be carried out separately for each mode ξ
that is supposed to enter the cavity QED model considerations.

 

|Ψe1›

|Ψg1› |Ψg2›

|Ψe2›
dge1 dge2

υeg2υeg1

γeg1
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ℏω1
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ℏω2

ℏω2

Γrad1 Γrad2

Γnon1 Γnon2

Figure 3.2: Open cavity QED model used in this work. The necessary parameters
ωξ, Γj

ξ, and gξ are derived based on a semiclassical model.

Beyond Single Lorentzian Line Shapes

With the assumption of a Lorentzian line shape being a crucial part of the alter-
native route to determine the parameters necessary for the quantized light-matter
interaction model, it is reasonable to elaborate a little further on this point, as count-
less spectra of optical nanoantennas have been experimentally recorded and many
spectral features were noted. While the resonance frequency ω0 and the decay rate
Γj for one cavity mode and the decay mechanism, either radiative or non-radiative,
are determined through the line fit of the one corresponding Lorentzian, the en-
tire method is by no means limited to only a single Lorentzian. Without further
knowledge of the mode structure of any nanoantenna, its excitation through an
incident illumination will assumingly excite multiple nanoantenna modes. Hence,
accounting for the presence and excitability of multiple modes, in an initial attempt
to reconstruct a spectrum, either experimentally recorded or numerically simulated,
an incoherent sum of Lorentzians, according to

∣∣Ptot (ω)
∣∣2 =

[∑
ξ

|Pξ (ω)|

]2

=

∑
ξ

Qξ√(
ω2
ξ − ω2

)2
+ ω2

(
Γj
ξ

)2


2

, (3.16)
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shall be employed to reproduce all notable spectral features. The correspond-
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Figure 3.3: (a) Spectrum exhibiting four distinct local maxima, corresponding to
four underlying Lorentzian lines. (b) Less obviously, again four Lorentzian lines are
combined to form a spectral profile.

ing spectra may very clearly indicate that Lorentzian lines with different central
frequencies, different line widths, and different amplitudes are the underlying fea-
tures, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and in experimental measurements [212–220]. But judg-
ing only from the spectral profile, which is rather symptomatical for an experimental
characterization of nanoantennas, the situation may not be such obvious [216,221–230].
Figure 3.3(b) depicts a spectral profile that is composed of four Lorentzian lines as
well, but here the association of underlying Lorentzian lines is certainly not as ap-
parent. However, by employing a number of Lorentzian lines to reconstruct spectral
features, the characteristic parameters, such as the central frequency and the line
width, of each individual mode involved can be straight forward determined.

At this point it is important to recall the direct method of calculating the decay
rate by integrating the scattered power of the single photon field. The problem of
multiple nanoantenna modes contributing to the scattering complicates the direct
calculation significantly, because the relative excitation strength of each mode in-
volved is required to unequivocally determine the decay rate corresponding to each
mode. This information automatically follows from such a line fit procedure as it is
outlined here, since the fit also produces a mode amplitude for each Lorentzian
line.

Fano Resonance Features

But another phenomenon demands consideration when discussing the assess-
ment of modal features in the spectral response to excitation of nanoantennas
or optical cavities in general: distinctly asymmetric line shapes, often associated
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with the Fano effect [231,232] and quite extensively observed and discussed [233–235].
Without any further elaboration on the origin of the mechanism behind it, the asym-
metry of the line shape can be attributed to interference of multiple resonances [236].
Please note that the line shape typically attributed to the Fano effect, as shown in
Fig. 3.4(a), emerges from coupled resonances that differ significantly in line width.
But the following shall demonstrate that a general asymmetry follows for all Fano-
related line shapes with different sets of parameters. Consequently, expanding the
simple harmonic oscillator model for a single plasmonic resonance to two coupled,
damped oscillators, while only one of them is driven, to represent two interacting
electromagnetic cavity modes [237] yields [238]

∂2
t odri + Γj

dri∂todri + ω2
driodri + Θocou = Qe−iωt , (3.17)

∂2
t ocou + Γj

cou∂tocou + ω2
couocou + Θodri = 0 . (3.18)

Here, odri denotes the driven harmonic oscillator, while ocou denotes the second
oscillator that is coupled to the first, but not driven itself. The ansatz odri/cou (t) =

Ddri/cou (ω) e−iωt, identical to the one used for the single oscillator, gives the ampli-
tudes

Ddri (ω) =
ω2

cou − ω2 − iωΓj
cou(

ω2
dri − ω2 − iωΓj

dri

)(
ω2

cou − ω2 − iωΓj
cou

)
+ Θ2

Q , (3.19)

Dcou (ω) = − Θ(
ω2

dri − ω2 − iωΓj
dri

)(
ω2

cou − ω2 − iωΓj
cou

)
+ Θ2

Q , (3.20)

for the driven and the coupled oscillator respectively. Consequently, for the purpose
of fitting a spectral profile, either generated through scattering or absorption, the
corresponding squared absolute values of the amplitudes read

|Ddri (ω)|2 =
µcou

Θ4 − 2Θ2
[
ω2Γj

driΓ
j
cou − νdriνcou

]
+ µdriµcou

Q2 , (3.21)

|Dcou (ω)|2 =
Θ2

Θ4 − 2Θ2
[
ω2Γj

driΓ
j
cou − νdriνcou

]
+ µdriµcou

Q2 . (3.22)

Here, two variables were introduced to ensure rather compact expressions, µdri/cou =(
ω2

dri/cou − ω2
)2

+ ω2
(

Γj
dri/cou

)2

and νdri/cou =
(
ω − ωdri/cou

) (
ω + ωdri/cou

)
. Monitor-

ing the spectra of the two squared absolute values of the amplitudes, the coupled
oscillator exhibits two separate maxima, roughly located at the resonance frequen-
cies of the individual oscillators. The different widths of the resonances - the cou-
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pled resonance is narrower - is also reflected in the amplitude spectrum shown in
Fig. 3.4(b). These observations still hold for the amplitude spectrum of the driven
oscillator: two distinct maxima emerge at the corresponding oscillator frequencies,
while the coupled resonance is narrower than the driven one. But the relevant
aspect of the spectrum of the driven oscillator is the visible asymmetry of the cou-
pled oscillator line shape shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The asymmetry manifests in visibly

(a) (b)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Power spectrum shown for the driven oscillator. (b) Power spectrum
shown for the coupled oscillator. The insets display the ratios of the characteristic
parameters and the vertical dotted lines indicate the locations of ωdri and ωcou.

different slopes on either side of the resonance line as well as in destructive in-
terference on the side of the steeper slope that significantly diminishes the total
scattered or absorbed power. This combination of narrow peak and destructive
interference is the most recognizable feature of a Fano resonance [233,239] and has
been frequently observed in experiments [240–242].

But Fano resonance lines can also take quite different shapes. The following is
meant to concisely show how the choice of the characteristic parameter set ωdri,
Γdri, ωcou, Γcou, and Θ influences the spectral profile of the Fano resonance. For this
reason the characteristic parameters of the canonical Fano resonance with narrow
peak and destructive interference as used in Fig. 3.4 shall be considered as the
default ratios.

As an initial modification, reducing the spectral separation of the driven and the
coupled resonance results in a cancellation in the power spectrum at the reso-
nance frequency of the coupled oscillator [243], while the driven resonance remains
generally unaltered [239]. This behavior is shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and even though
there are still two maxima visible, the significant difference in width of the two res-
onances can not be concluded from the spectral profile anymore. Similar profiles
have been experimentally measured [244–251].

The next modification of the default parameters in form of a narrower coupled
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Figure 3.5: (a) Fano resonance with cancellation feature shown for parameter ra-
tios inset. (b) Fano resonance with spectral step feature shown for parameter ratios
inset. The vertical dotted lines indicate the spectral locations of ωdri and ωcou.

resonance results in a step-like feature signified by an inflection from concave to
convex functional dependency as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). This is remarkable, since
it can be accompanied by the presence of a saddle point, which culminates in the
disappearance of any local extremum of the coupled resonance [239]. Consequently,
only the asymmetry on the tail of the driven resonance line indicates the existence
of another mode that should be taken into consideration. This has been experimen-
tally observed as well [252–254]. Another parameter modification that tremendously
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Figure 3.6: (a) Fano resonance displaying an isolated maximum shown for param-
eter ratios indicated in the inset. (b) Fano resonance featuring two shifted maxima
shown for parameter ratios indicated in the inset. The vertical dotted lines indicate
the spectral locations of ωdri and ωcou.

changes the appearance of the spectral profile of the Fano resonance is shown
in Fig. 3.6(a). Here, the two resonances, both narrower than in the default set,
but still widely separated, form a single sharp resonance line spectrally between
each’s resonance frequency. The sole indicator that this is not a single Lorentzian
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resonance is the asymmetry between the slopes of the two tails [255], similar to the
canonical Fano resonance. Such Fano resonance spectra have been measured in
experiments [256–259].

The repercussions of the last parameter modification on the line shape resem-
ble the first ones, depicted in Fig. 3.5(a): Figure 3.6(b) features two visible local
maxima that enclose a local minimum. This characteristic spectral profile [260,261]

originates from the interaction of two resonances of the illuminated nanostruc-
ture - just as the three preceding examplary spectral profiles have - but similar
to the singular peak profile shown in Fig. 3.6(a), the spectral locations of the res-
onances involved do not correspond to the maxima of the profile. In agreement
to the first modification, the local minimum rather signifies one of the resonance
frequencies, but deviating from the first modification, there is a significant spec-
tral distance between the second resonance frequency and the closest spectral
maximum. Differing from the first modification, two equally broad resonances with
very little spectral separation cause this spectral profile that has been recorded in
different experiments [252,262–267].

Having identified different phenotypes of spectral profiles resulting from Fano
resonances, more complicated scenarios in form of combination of Fig. 3.6(a) &
(b) [268] or Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.6(b) [269] can be characterized as well. Addition-
ally, the central distinctive feature between uncoupled Lorentzian lines and coupled
Fano line becomes clear: symmetric individual spectral lines indicates uncoupled
resonances, while asymmetric individual spectral lines indicate coupling between
the resonances.

Finally, at this point it is important to mention that the alternative determination
of the parameters, vital for the modeling of the quantum physical dynamics, so far
only considered plasmonic cavities, while the cavity QED formalism is much more
general. The dynamics of the quantum model describe the interaction of localized
quantum systems with cavity modes without any further specification concerning
the type of the cavity. But the assumption of a Lorentzian line profile for an in-
dividual cavity mode also holds beyond plasmonic cavities. Additional to experi-
mental evidence of Lorentzian spectral profiles for semiconductor cavities with em-
bedded quantum emitters featuring exciton-photon coupling [203], there is also the
theoretical deduction [270] of Lorentzian line shapes for morphology-dependent res-
onances, such as whispering gallery modes [271,272]. Consequently, both the cavity
QED model as well as the corresponding parameter genesis via Lorentizian line fit
can be expanded to treat semiconductor cavities as well as optical microcavities
supporting morphology-dependent resonances.
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4 Optical Nanoantenna Applications

With both a theoretical model available to describe the dynamics of plasmonic
cavity modes coupled to quantum systems and the ability to determine model pa-
rameters corresponding to realistic quantum systems and optical nanoantennas,
the next step is to explore the possible dynamical behavior that the combination of
optical nanoantenna and quantum system can offer.

The following four exemplary setups of optical nanoantennas and quantum sys-
tems shall systematically highlight different aspects or properties of the combined
system. To emphasize that only the fundamental field localization and enhance-
ment, provided by optical nanoantennas, are required for the different applications,
the basic geometry of the nanoantenna shall remain the same for all four appli-
cations: the nanorod or nanowire. A cuboid or cylinder, significantly and one-
dimensionally elongated along the symmetry axis and made from metal. The most
prominent response of such structures are the longitudinal resonances of transver-
sal wire modes that occur due to the finite length of the nanorod [273]. The funda-
mental antenna mode thusly emerges when the extent of the nanorod matches
half of the wavelength. Then the surface charge oscillation causes the ends of the
nanorod to be oppositely charged, resulting in a dipolar charge distribution [274] with
pronounced emission properties in both pattern [275] and strength [276].

Hence, the fundamental plasmonic mode can be directly controlled through the
length of the nanorod or -wire. This is done during the fabrication process, which
can be both achieved by self-assembly [277] or growth [278] and lithography [279]. It is
important to notice that the pertinent resonance wavelength is not the one in free
space, but rather a shortened effective wavelength, due to the excitation electro-
magnetic field penetrating the metal domain at optical frequencies [280], resulting in
optical resonances of nanowire geometries at truly nanometric scales [281]. These
properties render the nanorod or -wire a tractable and reliable nanoantenna ge-
ometry, both in theory and experiment, to realize multifarious applications from
fluorescence enhancement [282] to single molecule sensing [283] and in vivo cancer
therapy [284].



The crucial building blocks for any of the outlined applications in this part are
symbolically shown in Fig. 4.1 and shall be the following: nanorods, made either
from gold or silver with a square cross section and a total length below any free
space optical wavelength, different kinds of quantum systems, characterized by
one or more dipole transitions with particular transition dipole moment magnitudes
and orientations, and laser illumination from the far field, approximated as locally
incident plane waves.

Figure 4.1: Symbolical depiction of building blocks, crucial for the presented ap-
plications, as they are listed: nanorods, characterized by their length, quantum
systems, characterized by their position and transition dipole moments, and laser
illumination, incident on the respective setup.

Consequently, the quantum systems located in close proximity to the nanorod
antennas, or more precisely the dipole transitions of the quantum systems, can be
influenced through the interaction with the nanoantenna, acting as a cavity featur-
ing resonances at optical frequencies.
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4.1 From Quenching to Emission Enhancement

Initiated by the landmark experimental demonstration of spontaneous emission en-
hancement of fluorescent molecules in the middle of the 20th century [285], influenc-
ing of quantum systems, or more precisely their properties, through engineering of
their environment [37] has remained in the focus of ongoing research activity.

The enhancement of fluorescence [286,287] as the performance bottleneck pro-
vides immediate benefits for plasmon-enhanced microscopy [28,288,289], fluorescence
imaging [81,290], and light emitting devices [291,292] or light sources [293–295]. Conse-
quently, the experimental demonstration of fluorescence enhancement through op-
tical cavities in general [296–301] and plasmonic nanostructures in particular [302–306]

has been the first step to establish different materials and geometries as viable for
photonic applications involving the aforementioned phenomena.

Since photonic fluorescence enhancement only requires the fluorophores to
emit at optical frequencies, various quantum systems have been used for exper-
imental demonstration. One very promising group of candidates are molecular
monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides. These quasi two-dimensional materi-
als contain localized emitters with specific transition dipole moments and they fea-
ture excitons sensitive to doping [307,308] and exhibit the piezoelectric effect [309]. Ad-
ditionally, they have been shown to perform as both sensitive photodetectors [310,311]

and in low threshold lasing [312].
The combined experimental and theoretical investigation of the fluorescence

enhancement potential of monolayer molybdenum diselenide (MoSe2) due to the
coupling to plasmonic nanoantennas, described in the following, was performed
in collaboration with the research group of Prof. Yuri Kivshar from the Nonlinear
Physics Centre of the Australian National University. The experimental realization
was supervised by Prof. Dragomir N. Neshev and mainly executed by Haitao Chen.
The results that are illustrated in the following have been published in H. Chen, et
al., Scientific Reports 6, 22296 (2016) [313].

Quenching

After prima facie considerations, the mechanism behind the fluorescence enhance-
ment due to the nanoantenna generally follows from the incoherent, weak coupling
between the fluorescent transition in the MoSe2 monolayer and a resonant cavity
mode of a nanoantenna in close proximity. As already outlined Eqn. (3.12) and
Eqn. (3.13), the presence of an optical nanoantenna featuring a resonant cav-
ity mode increases the relaxation rate of the quantum system by the rate R = 4g2

Γtot .
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With the same rate, the quantum system couples to the cavity mode of the nanoan-
tenna, which in turn emits into the far field at a rate of Γrad. Since the emission
rates of nanoantennas usually exceed bare molecular rates of spontaneous emis-
sion, the overall emission rate from the fluorescent molecule is enhanced. This
enables an accelerated traversing of the cycle of excitation and relaxation of the
molecular transition involved in the fluorescence, which in turn can be measured
systematically in a corresponding experiment.

The corresponding experiment, set up in Canberra, revolves around the follow-
ing layout [313]: Initially, a SiO2 substrate is coated with a 10 nm layer of indium tin
oxide (ITO). This allows for the preparation of arrays of gold nanorod antennas
on top, through electron beam lithography. These arrays consist of individual rect-
angular antennas with a cross section of 40 nm by 40 nm and different lengths be-
tween 70 nm and 130 nm. The arrays are composed of identical antennas, aligned
to maintain a separation distance of at least 400 nm in each direction. Additionally,
the arrays do not cover the complete surface of the coated substrate to allow for a
direct measurement of the fluorescence enhancement, as will be described in the
following. Each sample, with an antenna array on top of the substrate, is charac-
terized in transmittance regarding the fundamental resonance to identify the arrays
resonant with the 785 nm photoluminescence peak of MoSe2.

Figure 4.2: The considered experimental scenario: An array of gold nanorod an-
tennas is fabricated on a glass substrate topped by an ITO layer. The array is
covered by a glass spacer layer (optional) and a flake of monolayer MoSe2. For
reference purposes, an area without the nanorod array is measured as well.

In the next step, some selected the samples, featuring suitable arrays, are cov-
ered by silica layers of different thickness, through physical sputtering. These silica
layers allows for a precise control of the distance between the nanoantenna array
and the MoSe2 monolayer flake that is subsequently mechanically exfoliated from
the bulk crystalline material and transferred to the sample. This means the suitable
antenna arrays are covered by silica spacer layers, whose thickness ranges from
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0 nm, i.e. no spacer, to a few nm. Since the antenna array intentionally does not
cover the entire sample, if the monolayer flake is positioned accordingly, each indi-
vidual sample contains areas with the monolayer on top of the antenna array, with
a specific spacing, as well as areas with the monolayer on top of the bare coated
substrate. This situation is symbolically depicted in Fig. 4.2.

The fluorescence measurements are performed by exciting the MoSe2 molecules
with a supercontinuum laser at 532 nm with a spot size of about 1 µm. The lumines-
cence of the molecules at 785 nm is mapped with a scanning confocal microscope
with additional spectral filtering. Recalling the theoretical model, the fluorescence
enhancement is expected to be proportional to the cavity emission rate Γrad as well
as the effective cavity coupling rate R ∼ g2. Here, the light-matter coupling rate
g enters the considerations, with g ∼ dge · Esca (rTLS, ω). As the transition dipole
moment dge is fixed for MoSe2, the local field Esca (rTLS, ω) is the parameter that
can be influenced in the experiment. Due to the plasmonic nature of the cavity
resonance of the nanoantenna, the local field closest to the surface is expected to
feature the most pronounced hot spots. Consequently, the samples without spacer
are expected to feature the strongest enhancement.

Figure 4.3: Experimental setup used for photoluminescence measurement: MoSe2

flake covering both nanoantenna array (left) and bare substrate (right). Scanning
electron microscope (a) [313] and optical image (b) [313] of measurement sample.
Corresponding spatial photoluminescence mapping of the same sample (c) [313].

Electron microscopy and optical images of the sample setup without spacer
are shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and (b) as well as qualitative photoluminescence mea-
surements in Fig. 4.3(c). The fluorescence enhancement for the sample fol-
lows from combination of the photoluminescence measurements according to:(

1 − 2
)
/
(

3 − 4
)
. But closer inspection of the actual measurement image Fig.

4.3(c) without any further calculation already reveals prima facie counterintuitive
behavior: The complete area of the MoSe2 flake covering the nanoantenna array
is depicted darker, i.e. generating less photoluminescence, than the flake area
positioned on the bare substrate.

The presence of the nanoantenna array has consequently quenched the fluo-
rescence instead of enhancing it, as has been reported in literature [314]. Hence,
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the experiment has revealed that the modeling of a single cavity mode coupled to
the relaxation transition of the MoSe2 is insufficient.

Excitation Enhancement

To reveal the origin of the quenching, the investigation must begin with the excita-
tion of the MoSe2 flake by a laser illumination at 532 nm.

Numerically, the gold nanorod is modeled as a cuboid with the length of 127 nm,
a square cross section of 40 nm by 40 nm, and radiused edges with a curvature ra-
dius of 10 nm. This results in a fundamental dipole resonance along the symmetry
axis around the fluorescence wavelength of 785 nm of MoSe2 with the dispersive
material properties of gold modeled according to experimental data [45]. The mod-
eling will be restricted to the dynamics surrounding single nanorods in the antenna
array, since the individual nanoatennas are separated by at least 400 nm in any
direction in the antenna array plane. Hence, any plasmonic enhancement effects
due to neighboring antennas can be neglected. In agreement with the experimen-
tal situation (illumination spot size 1 µm for 40 nm by 40 nm by 127 nm cuboid) is
modeled as an incident plane wave polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the
nanorods in the antenna array plane.

Since the excitation enhancement relies on the same mechanism as the emis-
sion enhancement, the assistance through a cavity resonance, the corresponding
rate is increased by R = 4g2

Γtot . Although the nanoantenna is not designed to explic-
itly support the excitation with a tailored resonance, the influence of the nanoan-
tenna can still be quantified via the proportionality of the light-matter coupling rate:
g ∼ dge · Etot (rTLS, ω). Consequently, the excitation enhancement is given by

Γna
exc

Γfs
exc

=

∣∣∣∣nTLS · Ena
tot (rTLS, ω)

nTLS · Efs
tot (rTLS, ω)

∣∣∣∣2 . (4.1)

Here, nTLS denotes the orientation of the transition dipole moment and rTLS the
position of the two-level system, while Etot stands for the total electric field, with
(superscript na) or without the nanoantenna (superscript fs).

As Eqn. (4.1) clearly reveals, both the position and the orientation of the tran-
sition dipole moment are crucial for the light-matter coupling and hence any plas-
monic enhancement processes. Since neither its specific position nor its specific
orientation can be easily controlled [315], in case of a sizable MoSe2 monolayer
flake covering a myriad of individual nanoantennas, a qualitative description can
be achieved by modeling a single nanoantenna and characteristic positions and
orientations of the transition dipole moment.
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Consequently, accounting for an arbitrary orientation in the monolayer plane,
the amplitude of the total field is averaged according to nTLS · Etot (rTLS, ω) =√
|Ex (rTLS, ω)|2 + |Ey (rTLS, ω)|2, with the sum over the field components parallel

to the monolayer Ex,y. The resulting excitation rate enhancement mapping in a
layer 7 nm above the top face of the actual nanoantenna is depicted in Fig. 4.4(a).
Clearly visible are the distinct excitation enhancement along the outside and edge
of the long sides of the nanorod geometry in contrast to the reduced excitation
rate in the area above the central region of the top face of the nanoantenna. This
leads to the selection of two characteristic points to further study the nanoantenna
influence, while the distinguishability of the two points is included into the consid-
erations: the first point above the geometrical center of the top face of the nanoan-
tenna and the second point above one of the four rounded corners of the top face.
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Figure 4.4: (a) [313] Excitation enhancement mapped in a layer 7 nm above the
nanoantenna. (b) [313] Excitation enhancement shown over vertical distance to
nanoantenna for characteristic points.

The influence of the vertical distance between the nanoantenna’s top face and
the excitation enhancement in the two selected points in shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Even
though the excitation rate is mostly enhanced for the corner spot (green), except
for a small region around 5 nm, and the excitation rate is mostly reduced for the
central spot (purple), except for distances above 25 nm, the general behavior of
the line graphs roughly coincides: For small distances the excitation rate reduces
initially with increasing distance, up to around 5 nm. For greater distances the
excitation rate generally increases with increasing distance to the nanoantenna.
This behavior indicates a common mechanism for both points that is related to
close proximity to the nanoatenna and detrimental to the desired enhancing effect
of the nanoantenna.
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Emission Enhancement

In the next step, the emission from the MoSe2 monolayer shall be modeled to further
illuminate any detrimental influences on the fluorescence. To this end, two specific
transition dipole moment orientations, once parallel to the long axis of the nanorod
and once perpendicular to it, but both times in plane with the monolayer flake, are
simulated for two-level systems located at the previously determined characteristic
locations: the central and the corner spot. Figure 4.5 portrays this conjuncture.
These four individual scattering scenarios are realized with electric point dipoles
corresponding to the transition dipole moments and positioned at different vertical
distances s that account for different spacer thicknesses in the experiment.

Figure 4.5: Symbolical depiction of the scenario: Transition dipole moments with
specific orientations located at characteristic positions above the nanoantenna.

The fluorescence enhancement that the experiment is designed to investigate
can be calculated according to [22]

Γna
flu

Γfs
flu

=
Γna

exc

Γfs
exc

ηna
emi

ηfs
emi

. (4.2)

Apparently, the excitation enhancement, as it is shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and (b), needs
to be combined with the enhancement of the emission efficiency ηemi due to the
presence of the nanoantenna. This emission efficiency enhancement in turn is
composed of the radiative efficiency of the antenna itself ηrad = Γna

rad/ (Γna
rad + Γna

non)

and the intrinsic quantum yield of the two-level system ηiqy according to [22,313]

ηna
emi

ηfs
emi

=
Γna

rad

Γna
rad + Γna

non +
1−ηiqy

ηiqy

Γfs
rad + Γfs

non +
1−ηiqy

ηiqy

Γfs
rad

. (4.3)

From the individual scattering calculations for the different positions, orientations,
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OPTICAL NANOANTENNA APPLICATIONS

and spacer thicknesses, the required parameters in Eqn. (4.3) can be determined
through Eqns. (3.5) and (3.6) and the result is shown in Fig. 4.6(a).
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Figure 4.6: (a) [313] Emission efficiency enhancement plotted over different spacer
thicknesses s above the nanoantenna. (b) [313] Corresponding fluorescence en-
hancement shown over spacer thickness s. (c) [313] Radiative Enhancement plotted
over spacer layer thickness s. The differently colored line graphs correspond to
different positions and orientations above the top face of the nanoantenna, as indi-
cated by the insets showing a symbolical top view in each plot.

For these calculations, the intrinsic quantum yield of MoSe2 is assumed to be
around ηiqy = 0.05 [313,316]. The systematic behavior depicted in Fig. 4.6(a) shows
a continuously decreasing emission efficiency enhancement for any orientation at
the corner point for increasing distance to the nanoantenna. For the central point
on the contrary, the orientation parallel to the nanorod symmetry axis increases
from initial efficiency reduction up to a spacer distance of about 5 nm to roughly
match the behavior at the corner point and decrease for bigger spacer distances.
The other orientation in the central point starts at a significant emission efficiency
reduction and only slightly increases farther from the nanoantenna top face.

Summarizing, this means that the emission efficiency enhancement in the cen-
tral spot shows the same general behavior as the excitation enhancement: the
plasmonic enhancement is spoiled in close proximity to the nanoantenna itself.
For one orientation in the central spot, there is a form of recuperation of the en-
hancement visible as the distance increases. The corner spot on the other hand
behaves as expected from coupling to a single highly radiative plasmonic mode:
smaller plasmonic enhancement farther from the nanoantenna.

This general behavior also manifests for the fluorescence enhancement accord-
ing to Eqn. (4.2), as depicted in Fig. 4.6(b): Enhancement in the corner spot and
reduction in the central spot. The fact that this leads to a fluorescence quenching
for the entire antenna array and the monolayer flake for low spacer thicknesses, as
shown in Fig. 4.3(c), can be explained by geometrical arguments: Firstly, only a
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fraction of the fluorescent two-level systems within the flake are located in the vicin-
ity of the nanoantenna due to the vast spacing between the nanoantennas. This
means the overall enhancement will not profoundly enlarge the averaged emission
measurement from a certain area. Secondly, only the regions around the edges
of the nanoantenna top face contribute to the enhancement for thin spacers, while
the geometrically bigger central region of the antenna top face rather diminishes
the emission of two-level systems. Hence, without further statistical analysis it is
evident that too few of the two-level systems benefit from the enhancement at the
nanoantenna edge.

With the experimental quenching measurement qualitatively reproduced, the
question of its origin obtrudes. Since the corner spot shows exactly the expected
behavior for the model of a single plasmonic cavity mode supporting the emission
process, this model applies at least partially. It rather requires expansion to cover
the behavior in the other positions as well. This assumption is verified by inves-
tigation the radiative enhancement due to the nanoantenna for the different spots
and orientations, as it is shown in Fig. 4.6(c). Here, all spots and orientations
generally behave in the same manner: The radiative enhancement is reduced with
increasing spacer thickness, since the enhancement relies on the enhancement of
the local field, which in turn becomes less pronounced with increasing distance to
the nanoantenna surface.

Combined with the emission efficiency behavior from Fig. 4.6(a), this means
that the quantum systems located at the corner spots or around the edge indeed
only couples to a single highly radiative plasmonic mode supported by the nanoan-
tenna. But for the central spot the non-radiative losses must disproportionately
increase, in comparison to the coupling to a single mode, to cause the drop in ef-
ficiency for thin spacer layers. This is the result of the excitation of an additional,
higher order plasmonic mode that only contributes in form of non-radiative losses.
The dark mode may or may not exhibit significant radiative losses, the observed
behavior that shall be modeled only allows the conclusion that the non-radiative
losses have to be taken into account. The interplay between such bright [265,317]

and dark [318,319] plasmonic modes has been observed before [261,320] and is in no
way prohibited in the experimental setup with the near field coupling [321,322] be-
tween the quantum system and the nanoantenna, even though it was not intended
by design of the experiment. This means that the quenching results from the si-
multaneous excitation of a bright and at least one dark mode. The coupling to
the dark mode results in an enhancement of non-radiative losses which lowers the
fluorescence enhancement through the drastically lowered emission efficiency.
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But a solution to restore an overall enhancement due to the presence of the
nanoantenna is also at hand: the emission efficiency enhancement exhibits a max-
imum for a spacer of about 7 nm and the enhancement catches up to the corner
spot for one orientation. This means that the dark mode excitation is a true near
field effect and hence it is reduced with increasing distance. Combined with the re-
duced plasmonic enhancement with increasing distance, this trade-off ensures an
optimal spacer thickness with both biggest enhancement through the bright mode
and lowest reduction through the dark mode.

Figure 4.7: Experimental setup used for photoluminescence measurement with
thicker spacer layer: MoSe2 flake covering both nanoantenna array (left) and bare
substrate (right). Scanning electron microscope (a) [313] and optical image (b) [313] of
measurement sample. Corresponding spatial photoluminescence mapping of the
same second sample (c) [313].

Ultimately, this conjecture regarding an overall restored flourescence enhance-
ment due to the nanoantenna can be experimentally proven for a spacer thick-
ness of 7 nm, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a) to (c). Including a spacer layer of 7 nm

thickness drastically alters the measurement outcome: The desired enhancement
of the emission and fluorescence due to the presence of a specifically tailored
nanoantenna is shown in Fig. 4.7(c) in region 1 in comparison to region 3 .

Concluding Remarks

Even though the experimental measurements revealed a more complex behav-
ior than initially expected, ultimately, the adjusted model could qualitatively re-
produce the observed phenomena of both fluorescence quenching and enhance-
ment, solely determined through the thickness of the spacer layer between the
antenna array and the monolayer flake under realistic experimental conditions.
Based on this fundamental agreement between theoretical description and experi-
mental measurement, more elaborate processes can be outlined and theoretically
described to motivate further experimental efforts in such a direction. It seems
natural to initially further investigate the near-field interaction that played a crucial
part in the previous interaction scenario.
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4.2 Mode Conversion within Bimodal Nanoantennas

With the fundamental manipulation of emission properties in form of quenching
and enhancement of a fluorescence rate demonstrated in an experimental context,
the next logical step is to aim for higher functionalities in the form of the influencing.

The obvious ansatz is to investigate photonic devices, aiming for the unmatched
plasmonic confinement [323] to either reduce their size or enhance their performance.
Especially miniaturization mechanisms and integration techniques are still lacking
for optical signal-processing schemes to compete with modern electronics [324]. At
this point, plasmonics can provide a controllable means to elude the seemingly
omnipresent diffraction limit, hence presenting itself as the stepping stone towards
high-performance integrated photonic chip technology [325]. Consequently, active
and passive devices combining high speed performance with compact geometri-
cal dimensions, such as photodetectors [138,326–329], electrooptic modulators [330–333],
plasmonic de- [334,335] and multiplexer [336–338], antennas for energy harvesting [339–341],
waveguides [342–347], and waveguide couplers [348–354] have been investigated.

Bimodal Nanoantenna

The following three application examples shall extend the variety of photonic de-
vices by a further, crucial mechanisms, beginning with the conversion between
different modes [355] supported by the nanoantenna. The work presented in the fol-
lowing has been published in three devoted publications [356–358]. The benefit from
such an interplay between cavity modes is to utilize or even exploit specific or even
unique properties of nanoantenna modes in a controlled manner [359].
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Figure 4.8: The spectrum of
a bimodal nanoantenna shows
two resonant modes at ω1 and
ω2; here in green resp. pur-
ple [358].

The most obvious conversion scenario involves
an optical nanoantenna supporting two plasmonic
modes as shown in Fig. 4.8. These modes may
either appear as single Lorentzian peaks, as de-
picted in green and purple, or as a collective re-
sponse in form of the sum of the two Lorentzians,
as depicted in the dash-dotted yellow line graph.
Such a spectral response constitutes what shall
be called a bimodal nanoantenna throughout the
following. But for two of the three following appli-
cations - the first and the last - most importantly,
the modes must exhibit a sizable spectral mode
overlap.
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Returning to the conversion scenario, if one of the two modes is excitable via
far-field illumination while the other one is not, the benefit of the mode conversion,
in form of access to a prior inaccessible mode, is at hand. At this point, it is im-
portant to point out that the nomenclature used here, regarding bright and dark
modes, follows concepts introduced in context with the Fano effect [237]: namely
that the excitability determines the brightness resp. darkness of a mode. This is
relevant since the literature is not consistent in this point. Hence, in case of laser
illumination a responsive mode is considered bright, while a mode without mea-
surable response is considered dark. This does not stipulate any other property
of the modes involved per se, especially not the magnitude of the loss rates or the
ratio of radiative and non-radiative loss rate. The results and dynamics presented
in the following have been published in J. Straubel, et al., Optics Letters 41 (10),
2294 (2016) [356].

Figure 4.9: Symbolical: The double
nanorod antenna contains a two-level
system whose transition dipole moment
is aligned with the symmetry axis of the
nanoantenna. The entire configuration
is embedded in a glass matrix and illu-
minated by a plane wave.

The implementation of the bimodal
nanoantenna in this specific case
takes the form of two aligned golden
nanorods, each with a square cross
section of 20 nm by 20 nm. The two
nanorods have lengths of 130 nm resp.
140 nm and enclose a gap of 10 nm.
This gap in turn houses a two-level sys-
tem in a central position whose transi-
tion dipole moment must be aligned with
the nanoantenna symmetry axis to en-
sure the functionality of the conversion
scheme. Finally, this assembly is en-
gulfed in a glass matrix with the relative
permittivity of εenv = 2.25 as it is shown
in Fig. 4.9.

The ansatz of a bimodal nanoantenna in form of an aligned nanorod dimer origi-
nates on the one hand from the deliberation to rely on a well-investigated [261,360–363]

and experimentally available [364–368] nanoantenna geometry to achieve a proof of
principle of this photonic functionality. On the other hand, with two structures in-
volved, each featuring its own resonances, and utilizing dipolar modes, potentially
of higher order, a great deal of control through fundamental geometrical features
over the spectral positions and further modal properties seems achievable, even
though mode hybridization [369–373] is to be expected.
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Performing scattering calculations for two different excitation scenarios reveals
the behavior desired for the envisioned mode conversion scheme: While illumi-
nated by a plane wave polarized parallel to the nanoantenna’s symmetry axis and
propagating parallel to the nanoantenna’s top face normal, only mode 1 shows a
visible scattering response, hence is identified as the bright mode for the conver-
sion.
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Figure 4.10: (a) [356] Scattering spectra of the bimodal nanoantenna: Purple circles
represent scattering due to dipole excitation at the two-level system position, with
the two dashed lines in purple shades showing the modal contributions of assumed
Lorentzian shape. The green crosses show the scattering following plane wave il-
lumination. (b) [356] Distribution of the characteristic field component mapped 10 nm
above the nanoantenna’s top face on resonance for ω1 & ω2.

Following the illumination of an electric dipole located in the geometrical cen-
ter of the nanoantenna gap and oriented according to the corresponding transition
dipole moment of the two-level system - parallel to the nanoantenna’s symmetry
axis, the scattering spectrum shown in Fig. 4.10(a) features two distinct peaks.
The spectrally local fit with Lorentzian lines according to Eqn. (3.16) determines
the associated mode parameters [356]: Mode 1 is centered at ω1

2π
= 484 THz with a

width in scattering of Γrad
1

2π
= 28 THz and a width in absorption of Γnon

1

2π
= 42 THz.

Mode 2 is centered at ω2

2π
= 442 THz with a width in scattering of Γrad

2

2π
= 10 THz

and a width in absorption of Γnon
2

2π
= 8 THz. The emergence of mode 2 for the near-

field excitation [321,322] with the localized electric point dipole identifies mode 2 as
the dark mode for the conversion. The dipole moment for these scattering calcu-
lations has been chosen to represent a nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond with
a value of deg = 3.7 × 10−29 Cm [374]. Equating the classical Purcell enhancement
for the dipole excitation with the emission enhancement of the cavity QED model
according to Eqn. (3.15) results in coupling rates of g1

2π
= 51 GHz and g2

2π
= 40 GHz

for a spontaneous emission rate of γspo
ge

2π
= 35 MHz in the glass matrix.
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Inspection of the field distribution characteristic for each mode as depicted in
Fig. 4.10(b) confirms the identification of bright mode 1 and dark mode 2: Employ-
ing the resonance behavior of a nanowire [273] to describe the hybridized modes of
the nanorod dimer, the mode number 6 can be assigned to the bright mode that
exhibits a π phase difference between both ends of the dimer, which highlights
the excitability through a local plane wave field. Whereas the mode number 5 can
be assigned to the dark mode [254,375,376] with the field at both ends of the dimer
in phase, resulting in the lack of response to the plane wave. However, the field
distribution in the gap is similar for both modes and can be provided by a localized
dipole. Consequently both modes are bright with respect to the dipole excitation.

Even though the dimer nanorod antenna with two nanorods of different lengths
meets the requirement of symmetry breaking to generally provide far-field access
to both longitudinal modes of even and odd nodal numbers [242,320,377,378] or couple
the two [379], the scattering due to the plane wave illumination demonstrates that the
two-level system is required to enable access to the dark mode.

Mode Conversion

Since any process involving a two-level system essentially operates on the single
excitation and single photon level, the usage of the cavity QED light-matter inter-
action model is at hand. Incorporating the two plasmonic modes supported by the
bimodal nanoantenna, the two-level system transition at υeg

2π
= 470 THz represent-

ing the nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond [374], and the external laser drive at ωdri

and the strength expressed in terms of the Rabi frequency Ω, the corresponding
Hamiltonian, in a frame rotating with the drive frequency, reads [356]:

Hcon/~ =
∑
ξ=1,2

(ωξ − ωdri) a
†
ξaξ + (υeg − ωdri)σegσge

+
∑
ξ=1,2

gξ

(
σegaξ + a†ξσge

)
+ Ω

(
a†1 + a1

)
. (4.4)

Pivotal for the conversion scheme, the Hamiltonian (4.4) contains the direct driving
of the bright nanoantenna mode 1 by an incident laser field at strength Ω. Mode 1

in turn is coupled to the two-level system transition via coupling rate g1 and mode 2

couples to the two-level system transition at rate g2. This Hamiltonian immediately
reveals the working of the two-level system as a bridge to connect the two modes
and hence grant access to the dark mode. To properly model any emission of
the system back into the far field, the system needs to be opened up to radiation
fields and other decay processes via a master equation formulation in appropriate
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Lindblad form [356]:

∂tρcon (t) = − i
~

[Hcon, ρcon (t)] +
∑
ξ=1,2

Γtot
ξ Lcav

ξ (ρcon (t) , aξ)

+γspo
ge Lspo

ge (ρcon (t) , σge) + γdepLdep (ρcon (t) , σegσge) . (4.5)

Here, the decay channels, rivaling with the reversible energy exchange between
cavity modes and two-level system, are the cavity losses of both modes ξ = 1 and
ξ = 2, implemented with each a total loss rate Γtot

ξ = Γrad
ξ + Γnon

ξ , the spontaneous
emission of the two-level system into the far field, at the previously mentioned
rate in glass of γspo

eg

2π
= 35 MHz, and the dephasing [380,381] of the two-level system,

at a characteristic rate γdep

2π
in the low MHz range for nitrogen-vacancy centers in

diamond [382].

The stationary solution of Eqn. (4.5), acquired numerically [128], provides the
desired dynamics regarding the emission from the dark mode 2 into the far field,
as a consequence of an external laser driving of the bright mode 1 and bridging via
near-field coupling to the two-level system.

The cavity QED modeling of the mode conversion and its evaluation has been
implemented by Dr. Karolina Słowik from the quantum mechanics division of the
Nicolaus Copernicus University Torún in cooperation with Dr. Robert Filter from the
Abbe Center of Photonics of the Friedrich Schiller University Jena. At this point it
is important to highlight that the ratios of the obtained quantum model parameters,
namely all cavity loss rates well in the THz range combined with coupling rates lim-
ited to the GHz range, locate the performance window of the proposed mode con-
version scheme well within the incoherent weak coupling regime. Consequently,
the semi-classical cavity QED interaction model, as it has been previously outlined,
is perfectly well-suited to describe the desired mode conversion dynamics.

To properly analyze the mode conversion performance, the definition of specific
figures of merit emerges naturally. An emission rate into the far field can bench-
mark the measurable result of the conversion. Based on Eqn. (4.5), the stationary
modal emission rates into the far field can be established according to [356]

rξ = Γrad
ξ 〈a

†
ξaξ〉 , (4.6)

with the modal population 〈a†ξaξ〉 and the modal radiative loss rate Γrad
ξ . Figure

4.11(a) shows the dark mode emission rate r2, pertinent to the conversion per-
formance, over two parameters that are available for in situ modifications in an
experimental realization: the strength Ω and the detuning δωdri = ωdri − υeg of the
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external driving of the bright mode 1. This plot primarily shows the combination
of two mechanisms: The dark mode emission rate r2 increases proportional to the
strength of the driving Ω up to a saturation at r2 ≈ 70 MHz. Additionally, the desired
rate r2 is reduced with increasing detuning of the driving from the two-level transi-
tion frequency. This behavior is both intelligible and expected, as the conversion is
fed by the driving and mediated by the two-level transition.
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Figure 4.11: Dark mode
emission rate r2 in (a) [356] and
mode conversion efficiency
ηcon in (b) [356] plotted over the
strength Ω and detuning δωdri

of the external driving.

The second figure of merit shall be the conver-
sion efficiency according to [356]

ηcon =
r2

r1 + r2

. (4.7)

Determining the ratio of photons emitted in the
desired dark mode compared to the total emit-
ted photons in both modes, the conversion effi-
ciency roughly benchmarks the return on invest
in pumping. The conversion efficiency is plotted
over both driving strength Ω and detuning δωdri in
Fig. 4.11(b). While ηcon reacts similarly to an in-
creased detuning as the emission rate r2, with an
immediate decrease, the reduction of ηcon with in-
creasing pump strength reveals the most efficient
conversion regime, with ηcon ≈ 0.5, for low pump-
ing strength. Using the far-field driving strength the
trade-off between conversion emission rate and ef-
ficiency can be scanned.

The asymmetry of both the optimal dark mode emission rate and the optimal
dark mode conversion efficiency with respect to the detuning δωdri visible in Fig.
4.11(a) and (b) is a consequence of the coupling of the two-level system to de-
tuned nanoantenna modes [356] analogous to the vacuum Lamb shift [383] and with a
magnitude of approximately 0.3 GHz [383].

Even though this investigation shall only serve as a proof of principle of the
mode conversion scheme via plasmonic light-matter interaction, it is possible to
outline the potential performance on this general setup. Since the central point
of the mode conversion relies on the mode coupling via the two-level system, the
coupling rates g1 and g2 crucially determine the quality of the bridging role the two-
level transition plays for the overall mode conversion. Hence, the two figures of
merit, dark mode emission rate r2 and conversion efficiency ηcon are shown in Fig.
4.11(a) and (b) over the two light-matter coupling rates.
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Figure 4.12: Dark mode
emission rate r2 in (a) [356] and
mode conversion efficiency
ηcon in (b) [356] plotted over the
coupling rates g1 and g2 be-
tween the two cavity modes
and the transition of the two-
level system. The white
squares highlight the param-
eter regime achievable with
this very nanoantenna.

Both the emission rate and the efficiency ex-
hibit the same general behavior for an increase in
the coupling rates: both show an initial increase
as well, since the mode coupling directly depends
on high coupling rates via the two-level system.
But there is also an overall limit for the benefit of
the mode conversion through increased coupling
rates: The coupling rates directly compete with the
cavity loss rates. This competition does not just
classifies weak or strong coupling regimes, it also
determines whether the excited cavity mode emits
into the far field or couples back to the two-level
system. In case of the excited mode 1 the coupling
is desired, while an excited mode 2 shall rather
emit into the far field to ensure optimal mode con-
version and efficiency.

The performance window achievable with the
described bimodal nanoantenna and variation of
the position of the two-level system along the sym-
metry axis within the nanorod dimer gap is shown
as white squares in Fig. 4.11(a) and (b). Coupling
parameters beyond the white squares may be real-

izable with an optimized nanoantenna design.

Concluding Remarks

Through the proof of principle of cavity mode conversion mediated by light-matter
coupling to a two-level system, a higher level of photonic functionality is realized in
the incoherent weak coupling regime for the hybrid system of bimodal nanoantenna
coupled to a quantum system characterized by an electric dipolar transition. At the
core the mode conversion scheme relies on the near-field excitability of plasmonic
cavity modes that already emerged in the theoretical modeling of the first applica-
tion. But this time the near-field excitability has been deliberately employed to gain
access to a cavity modes that remains dark for far-field excitation.

But to truly render itself a technology suitable for the next generation of informa-
tion processing applications, the light-matter interaction utilizing plasmonic cavities
must also demonstrate its aptitude in scenarios involving quantum information ap-
plications. This is what the following two examples shall illuminate.
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4.3 Bimodal Nanoantenna as Single Photon Source

In light of the ambitious aspiration of purely photonic transfer [384] and process-
ing [385,386] of information that promises to surpass any classical limitations or bench-
marks [387], the importance of the availability of single photons, both in dependable
supply and on demand, to accomplish light-matter interaction on the atom-photon
level [19], is indisputable.

Consequently, single photon sources, allocating a fundamental utensil, such
as the elementary portions of electromagnetic energy for quantum physical ex-
periments or applications of any fashion in a controlled manner, have been the
subject of long-standing research activities. Resulting in no shortage of differ-
ent incarnations: from spontaneous parametric down-conversion in nonlinear crys-
tals either supplemented by spectral filtering [388–390] or a surrounding cavity [391–397],
to four-wave mixing in magneto-optical traps [398–400], electroluminescent quantum
dots [401–403], and localized two-level systems driven by ns- to ps-pulses [404–406].

But considering photonic devices utilizing plasmonic resonances, a plasmonic
implementation augurs unique advantages, mainly with respect to a compact form
and integrability [407]. But actually, any plasmon-mediated light-matter interaction
with a single quantum system coupled to a radiative cavity mode meets the con-
dition of single photon emission, given proper driving, may it be optically [408–411]

or electronically [412–415], due to the inherent single photon nature of the quantized
interaction.

Bimodal Nanoantenna

However, the following example shall incorporate higher functionality on the side
of the plasmonic cavity: The outlined plasmonic single photon source shall not just
operate solely upon excitation with a plane wave laser drive, without any further
requirements than a fixed frequency, it shall in addition allow for the implementa-
tion of a triggered modus operandi, realizing single photon generation on demand.
Not to mention that the aforementioned triggered functioning does not require any
change in fabrication or preparation. It can be controlled entirely by the laser illu-
mination.

The implementation of such a plasmon-enhanced single photon source, includ-
ing an optional trigger mechanism, relies once again on the interaction dynam-
ics between plasmonic cavity modes and electric dipole transition between higher
and lower energy states of a quantum system. The single photon generation also
involves a bimodal nanoantenna composed of a nanorod dimer, but the pivotal
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difference to the previous examples provides the quantum system in form of a
level scheme more complicated than a mere two-level system. Incorporating a
three-level system instead, more specifically a Λ-type quantum system, naturally
enables more sophisticated dynamical behavior. The results and dynamics pre-
sented in the following have been published in J. Straubel, et al., Physical Review
B 93 (19), 195412 (2016) [357].

While the basic process that grants the single photon nature, including the trig-
ger mechanism, has been already discussed in form of a Λ-type system coupled to
a single mode of a high finesse optical cavity [416], this application example shall not
just demonstrate the realization with a realistic plasmonic cavity, but also increase
the performance by including two cavity modes. With the Λ-system at the core of
the single photon generation, naturally the bimodal nanoantenna is geometrically
tailored to accommodate its properties, mainly the two dipolar transitions involved
in the single photon generation.

Figure 4.13: Symbolical: L-shaped
nanorod dimer houses the Λ-type quan-
tum dot in its vertex. The dipole transi-
tions are shown through transition dipole
moment orientations in green and purple
and each nanorod is tailored to couple to
one transition. The whole configuration
is embedded in a glass matrix.

Self-assembled semiconductor InAs
quantum dots have been investigated
and shown to feature the desired Λ-
type level scheme with two lower en-
ergy states and a shared higher energy
state [417–419]. While the transitions be-
tween each lower and the mutual higher
energy state are electric dipolar in na-
ture, the transition between the lower
energy states themselves is dipole for-
bidden. This behavior is rooted in the
different polarizations of the two dipole
transitions to the higher energy state,
i.e. the 90◦ angle between the transition
dipole moment orientations of the two
transitions. Consequently, employing a
nanorod dimer as the bimodal nanoan-

tenna, it now takes an L-shaped form to couple to both dipolar transitions.

The single photon generation configuration involving a Λ-type quantum system
is shown in Fig. 4.13. The nanorods each have a square cross section of 20 nm by
20 nm, lengths of 160 nm resp. 250 nm and are made from silver. Both nanorods
have been positioned in such a way that they form an L-shape, enclosing a gap
around the vertex of the L-shape by symmetrically displacing each nanorod 13.5 nm
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from it. The Λ-type quantum dot is positioned in the vertex of the L-shape in a way
that each transition dipole moment is parallel to one of the two nanorods. Finally,
the entire setup is engulfed in a glass matrix with εenv = 2.25.

At this point it is important to note that the change of the nanoantenna geometry
from aligned nanorod dimer to L-shape with two nanorod arms does in no way con-
stitute a constraint regarding the availability of such nanoantennas for experimental
use or controllability of their geometrical features, as these nanoantennas are just
as well investigated [363,420] and experimentally tested [364–366,368,421]. In general, also
other nanoantennas could have been considered.

Incipiently, scattering simulation are performed with an electric dipole located
in the vertex of the L-shape. The associated dipole moment, whose orientation is
scanned in the plane of the nanorod dimer, is chosen with deg = 6 × 10−29 Cm so
that experimentally measured spontaneous emission rates for quantum dots [419,422]

can be reproduced according to Eqn. (2.40) from Weisskopf-Wigner theory.

Resulting scattering spectra for four characteristic dipole orientations are shown
in Fig. 4.14(a). The corresponding angles of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ are measured
with respect to the symmetry axis of the shorter nanorod. The scattering spectra,
especially for 0◦ and 90◦, shown in Fig. 4.14(a) reveal the behavior the nanoan-
tenna is designed for: two nanoantenna modes at ω1

2π
= 270 THz (dark green line)

and ω2

2π
= 250 THz (dark purple line) for two perpendicular orientations of the dipole

moment in the nanoantenna plane. These two modes are the essential contribution
of the nanoantenna and will couple to the transitions of the Λ-type quantum system.
The central frequencies of these two modes are chosen according to typical val-
ues for quantum dots, hence can be easily shifted to another spectral range while
still maintaining the single photon generation scheme, as long as the nanoantenna
modes resonantly match the transitions of the Λ-type quantum system.

The modes are again fitted with Lorentzian lines according to Eqn. (3.16). This
yields decay rates of Γrad

1

2π
= 11 THz, Γnon

1

2π
= 11 THz, Γrad

2

2π
= 16 THz, and Γnon

2

2π
=

35 THz. In the next step, the classical emission enhancement is again equated to
the enhanced emission rate in the cavity QED model to determine the light-matter
coupling rates for both cavity modes: g1

2π
= 91 GHz and g2

2π
= 92 GHz. Considering

the values of Γtot
ξ and gξ, the incoherent weak coupling regime is ensured.

With the crucial light-matter interaction model parameters determined from two
characteristic scattering and absorption spectra, the spectra for dipole moment
orientations in between the characteristic values of 0◦ and 90◦ displayed in Fig.
4.14(a) expose a smooth transition from exclusively exciting one mode to exciting
both modes with different strengths to exclusively exciting the other mode.
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This behavior also shows in the field distributions in a plane 5 nm above the
nanoantenna on resonance for each mode. These mappings display each mode
mainly causing a response from the nanorod arm that the dipole moment is aligned
with. Consequently, a rotation in the nanoantenna plane results in a corresponding
projection of the dipolar field distribution on the two nanorod arm. This agrees with
a continuous excitation of each mode according to the dipole orientation. Since
the transition dipole moments of the suitable quantum dots intrinsically maintain
the 90◦ angle, only the overall orientation of the quantum dot transition moments -
each aligned with a nanorod - needs to be realized in an experiment. Ensuring this
specific orientation is elementary for the single photon generation scheme, since
each cavity mode should predominantly couple to only one of the two transitions.
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Figure 4.14: (a) [357] Scattering spectra of the bimodal nanoantenna shown for dif-
ferent dipole orientations: dark purple for 0◦, bright purple for 30◦, bright green for
60◦, and dark green for 90◦. (b) [357] Distribution of the characteristic field compo-
nent mapped 5 nm above the nanoantenna’s top face on resonance for ω1 & ω2.

Furthermore, the distributions of the characteristic field components on res-
onance depicted in Fig. 4.14(b) display not just the expected mode hybridiza-
tion [369–373], but also another important difference between the two nanoantenna
modes: The dominant field distribution of mode 1 at ω1 along the longer nanorod
exhibits a π phase difference between the two ends of the nanorod. Just like in
case of the mode conversion example, this means that this mode is excitable via
far-field plane wave excitation. In contrast, the dominant field distribution of mode 2

at ω2 along the shorter nanorod shows both ends of the nanorod in phase. Regard-
ing far-field excitation, mode 1 is bright and mode 2 dark. But both modes scatter
into the far field upon point dipole excitation as shown in Fig. 4.14(a).
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Single Photon Generation Scheme

To model the actual single photon emission dynamics the cavity QED light-matter
interaction model is once again called into action and once again the quantum
modeling is performed by Dr. Karolina Słowik and Dr. Robert Filter. As already
mentioned, to implement the single photon emission the Λ-type quantum system,
consisting of the lower energy states |Ψ1〉 with the energy ~υ|Ψ1〉 and |Ψ2〉 with the
energy ~υ|Ψ2〉 and the shared higher energy state |Ψe〉 with the energy ~υ|Ψe〉, is
coupled to two cavity modes - each transition to one mode. Additionally, with mode
1 being bright, i.e. receptive to far-field plane wave illumination, a direct far-field
drive with ωdri through mode 1 can be carried out. The corresponding Hamiltonian,
in the frame rotating with ωdri, reads [357]

Hsin/~ =
∑
ξ=1,2

(ωξ − ωdri) a
†
ξaξ +

∑
ξ=1,2

υ|Ψξ〉σξξ +
(
υ|Ψe〉 − ωdri

)
σee

+
∑
ξ=1,2

(
gξa
†
ξσξe + g∗ξσeξaξ

)
+
(

Ωa†1 + Ω∗a1

)
. (4.8)

Here, σαβ denote the state transition operators of the quantum system according
to σαβ = |Ψα〉 〈Ψβ|. Besides the free evolution of both the cavity modes and the
quantum system in the first line of Eqn. (4.8), the second line contains the previ-
ously mentioned coupling between each transition and one cavity mode as well as
the direct drive of mode 1 with the strength Ω. The drive acting on the quantum
system itself can be safely neglected due to the large polarization of the nanoan-
tenna [357,423].

With the intention to emit single photons into the far field, the cavity mediated
light-matter interaction from Eqn. (4.8) naturally has to be transformed to an open
quantum system by the usual means of master equation in Lindblad form [357]:

∂tρsin (t) = − i
~

[Hsin, ρsin (t)] +
∑
ξ=1,2

Γtot
ξ Lcav

ξ (ρsin (t) , aξ)

+
∑
ξ=1,2

γdep
ξe L

dep
ξe (ρsin (t) , σee − σξξ) + γdep

12 L
dep
12 (ρsin (t) , σ22 − σ11)

+
∑
ξ=1,2

γspo
ξe L

spo
ξe (ρsin (t) , σξe) + γnon

12 Lnon (ρsin (t) , σ12) . (4.9)

This includes again the cavity losses of both cavity modes with the corresponding
rates Γtot

ξ = Γrad
ξ +Γnon

ξ . Additionally, the spontaneous emission of the quantum sys-
tem is included that transitions the excited state |Ψe〉 to either lower energy state,
|Ψ1〉 resp. |Ψ2〉. The spontaneous emission rate for suitable quantum systems
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can be estimated to remain within the MHz range, i.e. γspo
ξe ≈ MHz [419,422]. Fur-

thermore, with the dipole-forbidden radiative transition between the lower energy
states, a non-radiative population transfer, accessible for external pumping, should
be incorporated. A typical value for quantum dots amounts to about an order of
magnitude smaller than the spontaneous emission rate γnon

12 ≈ γspo
ξe /10 [419]. The de-

phasing of each transition is also taken into consideration: the radiative transitions
from |Ψe〉 to one of the lower energy states at a rate γdep

ξe in the GHz range [418,424–427]

and the non-radiative transition from |Ψ2〉 to |Ψ1〉 at a rate γdep
12 ≈ 10 MHz [418].
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Figure 4.15: Single photon generation scheme [357]: Starting from the bottom left,
clockwise, mode 1 is driven from the far-field (green dashed line). The population
in mode 1(yellow dashed line [357]) couples to the quantum system, which transi-
tions to |Ψe〉. From |Ψe〉 (turquoise dashed line [357]) the quantum system eventually
transitions to the other lower energy state (bright orange dashed line [357]). This
transition couples to mode 2 (purple dashed line), emitting into the far field.

Finally, the stationary solution to Eqn. (4.9) is determined numerically with open
source software [128]. To investigate the dynamical behavior, the hybrid system con-
sisting of the quantum system coupled to the nanoantenna was designed for, it is
convenient to introduce the probabilities to find the Λ-type quantum system in any
of the different states according to

P|Ψj〉 = Tr (ρΛqs |Ψj〉 〈Ψj|) , (4.10)

with ρΛqs = Trcav (ρsin), the corresponding partial density operator ρΛqs and j =
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{1, 2, e}. Monitoring these quantum system state probabilities together with the
cavity mode populations 〈a†ξaξ〉 with ξ = {1, 2}, the single photon generation and
emission mechanism can be outlined as is depicted in Fig. 4.15.

Initially, the Λ-type quantum system shall be in state |Ψ1〉, the lowest energy
state out of the three. Since mode 1 is bright to external laser illumination, it can
and shall be driven with a continuous laser field. This external drive fuels both
radiative and nonradiative losses, characteristic to mode 1 (mode 1 symbolically
shown in Fig. 4.15, bottom left, green dashed line). Given an appropriate strength
Ω of the external drive, the cavity mode losses Γtot

1 can be surmounted, resulting
in a built-up of a critical population in mode 1. But, through populating mode 1 with
polaritons of suitable energy, the transition from |Ψ1〉 to |Ψe〉 of the quantum system
via light-matter coupling at rate g1 is impelled, as the nanoantenna is designed for
mode 1 to be resonant with this transition at ω1

2π
=

υ|Ψe〉−υ|Ψ1〉
2π

= 270 THz. Eventually,
the quantum system will transition to the mutual excited state, dropping the popula-
tion in mode 1 momentarily. But given the continuous external drive, the population
in mode 1 will increase again up to the eventual steady state value according to the
equipoise of losses in mode 1 and driving strength (population in mode 1 shown in
Fig. 4.15, middle left, yellow dashed line).

Once in the highest energy state |Ψe〉, there are multiple relaxation paths for the
quantum system to take: On the one hand, the transition back to |Ψ1〉, either via
spontaneous emission with γspo

1e , concatenated with the omni-directional emission
of a photon into the far-field, or via excitation of the cavity mode 1 due to the light-
matter coupling with g1. In any case, the transition back to |Ψ1〉 simply resets the
single photon generation scheme back to the beginning, since the driving is still
applied and the excitation of the quantum system is continuously impelled. On
the other hand, the quantum system can transition to |Ψ2〉. This is done either via
spontaneous emission with γspo

2e , concatenated with the omni-directional, or at least
not specifically directed emission of a photon into the far-field, or via excitation of
the cavity mode 2 due to the light-matter coupling with g2, as mode 2 is resonant
with this transition at ω2

2π
=

υ|Ψe〉−υ|Ψ2〉
2π

= 250 THz by design.

Formally, both relaxation processes, each with two possible paths, are equal:
there is a spontaneous emission path and a cavity mode excitation path. The
spontaneous decay does result in the emission of a single photon into the far-
field, but this emission is uncontrolled, i.e. omni-directional, hence undesired, if
the single photon shall be used for subsequent quantum information purposes.
However, the excitation of a cavity mode enables the coupling back to the quantum
system, resulting in the transition back to |Ψe〉. This would also only set the single
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photon generation back a step. But the excitation of the cavity mode is not just the
most likely scenarios with the highest rate, it also the desired process.

While the excitation of mode 1 causes the emission of a photon into the far
field with the efficiency η1 =

Γrad
1

Γtot
1

, mode 2, when excited, emits a photon with the

efficiency η2 =
Γrad

2

Γtot
2

. But the crucial difference is that mode 1 constantly emits
photons due to the continuous driving. However, mode 2 only emits a photon after
the whole procedure involving the transition to and from the excited state |Ψe〉 of the
quantum system is traversed and most importantly, once in state |Ψ2〉 the quantum
systems remains in this meta-stable state (evolution of quantum system states
shown in Fig. 4.15, top). Even though there is a decay mechanism back to |Ψ1〉,
it can be neglected on time scales of these single photon generation dynamics
as the transition in general is dipole forbidden. This in turn guarantees no further
population of mode 2 and no more emission from mode 2 (mode 2 population
depicted in Fig. 4.15, middle right, bright orange dashed line), as the external
drive, while still populating mode 1, causing emission here, can neither impel the
transition from |Ψ2〉 to |Ψe〉 nor from |Ψ2〉 to |Ψ1〉.

Consequently, the cavity photon emitted by mode 2 into the far field (mode 2

symbolically shown in Fig. 4.15, bottom right, purple dashed line) remains a singu-
lar event providing the single photon nature. Further emission rate enhancement
or a specific radiative pattern can be achieved through optimizing the geometry,
which is omitted here.

Implementing Trigger Mechanism

To advance the functionality of the hybrid system composed of bimodal nanoan-
tenna and Λ-type quantum system to generate single photons on demand, no
actual change in the setup is necessary. As already mentioned in the previous
description of the single photon generation scheme, the transition from |Ψ2〉 to
|Ψ1〉 can be impelled by external illumination. Consequently, applying appropriate

pumping in form of a series of Gaussian pulses [357]: Π (t) = Π0

∑
κ e−

(t−tκ)2

2τ2 with
the amplitude Π0 = 2 THz and width τ = 1 ns. With the reset transition enhanced
enough to significantly contribute to the dynamic behavior, it has to be taken into
consideration with an extended Jabłoński diagram, as shown in Fig. 4.16(a), and
an additional term in Eqn. (4.9) in form of [357]: Π (t)Lpum (ρΛqs (t) , σ12). If the ex-
ternal driving subsequently also takes the form of a series of Gaussian pulses [357]:

Ω (t) = Ω0

∑
κ e−

(t−t∗κ)2

2τ2 with the amplitude Ω0 = 2 THz, the performance of the
hybrid system for single photon generation on demand can be investigated.
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g(2) (0) plotted over drive Ω0 and pump
Π0 strengths.

To that end an exemplary series of
driving and pumping pulses centered at
the times t∗1 = 4 ns, t∗2 = 28 ns, t∗3 =

64 ns, t1 = 16 ns, and t2 = 40 ns, as
depicted in Fig. 4.16(b) shall be inci-
dent on the hybrid system. Following
a driving pulse, the quantum system ul-
timately transitions to state |Ψ2〉 as de-
scribed for the single photon generation
scheme, since the incidence of a driv-
ing field does not affect the desired sin-
gle photon emission once state |Ψ2〉 is
reached. This determines the appropri-
ate driving pulse width and strength. Af-
ter the photon emission from mode 2,
the quantum system remains in state
|Ψ2〉 until the whole procedure is re-
set by pumping |Ψ2〉 back to |Ψ1〉 with
a pulse and the quantum system re-
mains in |Ψ1〉 until a drive pulse sets the
eventual photon emission from mode 2

in motion. The evolution of the |Ψj〉
according to Ω (t) and Π (t) from Fig.
4.16(b) are shown in Fig. 4.16(c) and
follow the described causal chain of events.

Finally, to determine the single photon nature of the emission from mode 2, it is
reasonable to resort to g(2) (τ) as it has been introduced in Eqn. (2.35). For mode
2 at zero time-delay this reads [357]:

g(2) (0) =
〈a†2a

†
2a2a2〉

〈a†2a2〉2
. (4.11)

Recalling, a g(2) (0) value of 0 signifies the number state |1〉, the optimum for any
single photon emission scenario.

Mapping g(2) (0) over different driving Ω0 and pumping Π0 strengths reveals an
outstandingly high single photon quality in the emission, rendering the triggered
single photon emission scheme successfully implemented. The reset through
pumping is not detrimental for the single photon nature, because the emission
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rate Γrad
2 exceeds driving and any light matter-coupling rate gξ, i.e. mode 2 decays

before any additional population can be transferred to it.

Concluding Remarks

For the implementation of the triggered single photon generation, the nanoantenna
facilitates direct access to the radiative transitions of the quantum system. By
deliberately feeding and extracting far-field photons to and from these transitions,
the plasmonic cavity enables both control over and increase of emission of single
photons in time without degrading the single photon nature.

The optical nanoantenna can provide even more functionality by originating the
desired quantum optical phenomenon instead of only influencing it, as the final
application shall demonstrate.
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4.4 Bimodal Nanoantenna Emitting in Entangled Modes

Entanglement [428] is not just the most prominent phenomenon exclusive to quan-
tum physical systems, it is also the central prerequisite for quantum computation
schemes to elevate information processing performance to nonpareil heights [103,429].

Consequently, entanglement has been the subject of numerous general con-
ceptual investigations [430–434] as well as examinations of both different applica-
tion scenarios [435–440] and aspects related to quantum information processing, di-
rectly [11,441–444] or indirectly [445–449]. Considering the possibilities and functionalities
provided by cavity QED and its plasmonic implementation, corresponding research
activity regarding entanglement follows naturally. This includes entanglement gen-
erally in context of quantum systems and photons [450–452] and especially involving
cavities explicitly [453–455].

To systematically make use of entanglement for any purpose, reliable sources
of entangled photons [456–458] or means of entangling quantum systems [459–461] are
in demand. Focusing on the realization of entanglement involving photons, the
enhancement of the emission rate of any source of entangled photons through an
optical nanoantenna [462] is evident. But as already mentioned, the optical nanoan-
tenna can provide much more than just enhancement, as the following example
shall outline. The results and dynamics presented in the following have been pub-
lished in J. Straubel, et al., Physical Review B 95 (8), 085421 (2017) [358].

Bimodal Nanoantenna

The fundamental process involved in the entangled emission is the coupling of the
electric dipolar transition of a quantum system to two cavity modes, hence entan-
gling the photon number in these modes. The generation of entanglement in this
manner has already been conceptually described [463] and the involvement of a gen-
erally bimodal cavity follows naturally. The following shall illustrate the realization
of this entanglement generation scheme using a plasmonic nanoantenna.

In fact, the very nanoantenna design from the previous example shall be the
starting point to discuss the basic principle. Consequently, there are two nanorods,
made from silver, whose symmetry axes are perpendicularly oriented, arranged
in an L-shape by moving each nanorod 13.5 nm away from the vertex of the L-
shape along each’s symmetry axis. Both nanorods have square cross-sections
of 20 nm by 20 nm and different lengths. The lengths of each nanorod shall be
the one parameter of the nanodimer geometry whose influence on the desired
entangled emission shall be investigated throughout the following. Initially, the
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lengths are 160 nm and 250 nm respectively. Also similar to the previous example,
the vertex of the L-shape, as the gap in the nanodimer, contains the quantum
system. Furthermore, the entire hybrid system is once again embedded in a glass
matrix with εenv = 2.25, as Fig. 4.17 shows.

Figure 4.17: Symbolical: L-shaped bimodal
nanorod dimer houses two-level system
in its vertex. The single mode excitation
dipole moment orientations corresponding
to the new, higher frequency range are
shown through the dashed lines in green
and purple. The entire configuration is em-
bedded in glass.

The nature of the quantum sys-
tem constitutes the essential differ-
ence to the previous setup for trig-
gered single photon generation. In-
stead of a Λ-type quantum system
with two radiative transitions, in this
scenario a two-level system featur-
ing a single radiative transition suf-
fices for the purpose of entangled
emission. Consequently, the bimodal
nanoantenna is not designed for any
of the modes to resonantly couple to
the dipolar transition of the two-level
system. The one elementary condi-
tion for the entangled emission to be
successful is that both nanoantenna
modes share a spectral overlap and

for the two-level transition frequency to be spectrally located within this spectral
overlap. Thusly, the transition is generally coupled to both modes. But the relax-
ation of the excited state involves the emission of only one photon by orders of
magnitude of probability. Hence, the emitted photon can either be directly emitted
into the farfield, being lost for the entanglement, or it can couple to a cavity mode.
Since it can not be deterministically inferred which mode will be populated by the
quantized energy from the relaxation, the generation of entanglement is generally
possible and can be controlled by engineering the coupling of the transition to the
two cavity modes as the following will show. The resulting emission from the cavity
is a photon in one of the two modes. But in case of ideal calibration of the cou-
pling, the photon can be detected in each mode with identical probability, hence
entangling the cavity mode emission in the photon number.

Even though the result is not the textbook example of bipartite entanglement,
such as a photon pair entangled in eachs polarization state, but rather two opti-
cal modes containing only one photon, quantum computing has been prominently
discussed involving these very state [464].
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With the entanglement mechanism outlined, the implementation with a bimodal
plasmonic cavity shall be discussed. From the previous example, one can already
infer that the nanoantenna will resonantly respond to the excitation of an electric
point dipole located in the vertex of the L-shape, depending on the specific orien-
tation of the dipole moment. This behavior has already been observed before, as
seen in Fig. 4.14(a), and de novo numerical scattering simulations with a dipole
moment of deg = 6× 10−29 Cm reaffirm this behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 4.18.
In the frequency range between 300 THz and 400 THz the appearance and disap-
pearance of two modal resonances, each for different dipole moment orientations
ϑ, can be witnessed. The dipole moment orientation ϑ is again measured in [◦] with
respect to the symmetry axis of the shorter nanorod.
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Figure 4.18: Scattered
power mapped over dipole
moment orientation ϑ and
frequency ω shows two
modes emerging alternat-
ingly [358].

Due to the expected mode hybridization, the dipole
moment orientations, associated with the individual
resonances, rather correspond to the entire L-shaped
nanoantenna geometry, instead of just one single
nanorod arm. The two orientations that result in the
exclusive excitation of one of the two modes can be
identified as 45◦ and 135◦. At this point it is im-
portant to note that the angle of exclusive excita-
tion does not necessarily correspond to the bright-
est, i.e. strongest, signal in scattered or absorbed
power. The two-dimensional mapping of scattered
power over dipole moment orientation angle and fre-
quency, as seen in Fig. 4.18, shall rather illustrate
the smooth transition from solely exciting one mode
to exciting both and finally exciting the other mode. Regarding the signal strength:
Figure 4.14(a) already shows a stronger scattering response for a dipole moment
30◦ rotated away from the optimal, i.e. exclusively exciting one mode, orientation
(bright purple line above dark purple line). This potentially misleading behavior
originates from scattering contributions of modes that are off-resonantly excited.

The mechanism associated with the nanoantenna, relevant for the entangled
emission, can be identified and observed as the ability to control the excitation
strength of two modes through the orientation of the transition dipole moment, if the
transition frequency is contained within the spectral overlap of the two modes. But
even more importantly, scanning the scattered power of the nanoantenna for the
two characteristic dipole moment orientations ϑ = 45◦ and ϑ = 135◦ over the length
difference between the two arms of the nanoantenna ∆L and the frequency reveals
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multiple suitable pairs of modes, with each mode resonant for one characteristic
ϑ, for different ∆L as Fig. 4.19 depicts. For the length difference scan, the longer
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Figure 4.19: Scattered power
mapped over nanorod length dif-
ference ∆L and frequency ω for
the fixed orientation ϑ = 45◦ in
(a) [358] and ϑ = 135◦ in (b) [358].
The dashed white lines indicate
the selected mode pairs suit-
able for entangled emission with
the corresponding parameters in
Tab. 4.1.

nanoantenna arm remains unchanged while the
shorter arm changes its length from half to equal
length of the longer one. The emerging resonant
mode pairs for ∆L in the range {0 nm, 30 nm}
and {80 nm, 110 nm} show that the entangle-
ment emission scheme can be realized with
many different nanoantenna geometries for the
nanoantenna modes with similar resonance fre-
quencies, lifting fabrication constrains regarding
the precision of the lengths of the arms.

Selecting six nanoantenna geometries with
specific length differences ∆L and perform-
ing the previously outlined spectral fitting by
Lorentzian lines yields the quantum model pa-
rameters as displayed in Tab. 4.1. Purely out of
symmetry reasons, the following explicit calcula-
tions of the quantum physical dynamics are ex-
emplarily performed and analyzed for a nanorod
dimer consisting of a set of arms with equal
length, i.e. ∆L = 0 nm. Consequently, the pa-
rameters for the corresponding cavity QED cal-
culation are taken from the first line of the pa-
rameter Tab. 4.1.

∆L ω1

2π
Γrad
1

2π
Γnon
1

2π
g1
2π

ω2

2π
Γrad
2

2π
Γnon
2

2π
g2
2π

[nm] [THz] [THz] [THz] [GHz] [THz] [THz] [THz] [GHz]
0 374 16 19 130 358 15 18 180

12 379 14 19 100 361 15 17 170
24 387 15 22 70 364 17 17 150
81 369 16 17 150 345 15 17 120
93 376 18 18 140 355 16 16 150
105 384 15 19 80 361 16 16 210

Table 4.1: Quantum model parameters [358] determined through fitting for 6 selected
pairs of suitable modes. The ratio of the values of Γj

ξ and gξ locates the dynamics
involving any of these mode pairs in the incoherent weak coupling regime.

The distribution of the characteristic out-of-plane mode field component is shown
in Fig. 4.20 for a nanorod dimer with length difference ∆L = 0 nm. This field dis-
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tribution identifies not just the fields as higher order dipolar resonances for each
individual nanorod, as is expected, it also shows the mode field expanding over the
whole L-shaped geometry of the nanoantenna.
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Figure 4.20: Modal fields [358]

mapped in a plane 5 nm
above the nanoantenna for a
nanorod length difference of
∆L = 0 nm, ω1

2π
= 374 THz

& ϑ = 135◦ (top) and ω2

2π
=

358 THz & ϑ = 45◦ (bottom).

Additionally, considering the field distribution
around the whole nanoantenna geometry as it is
shown in Fig. 4.20, it is apparent that both modes
will radiate into the far field, since both are com-
posed of highly radiative dipolar field distributions
for each nanorod. In case of ω1, with ϑ = 135◦, the
exciting dipole moment is oriented along the bisec-
tor of the right angle between the two arms. Con-
sequently, the mode fields of both nanorod ends
close to the vertex are in phase, same holds for
the far ends. This results in the overall dipole mo-
ment of the complete field distribution being natu-
rally parallel to the exciting dipole moment located
in the vertex. In case of ω2, with ϑ = 45◦, the mode
fields at the close nanorod ends are out of phase,
as are the fields at the far ends. Hence, the overall
dipole moment of the mode is again parallel to the exciting dipole moment, which
is oriented along the line connecting the geometrical center points of the nanorod
faces closest to the vertex.

This difference in orientation along with the corresponding difference in radiation
pattern allows for unambiguity in identifying the modal origin of photons detected in
the far field. Please note that this unambiguity does not hold for any photon emit-
ted by the nanoantenna into the far field, since there are overlaps in the radiation
patterns. But this identification aspect shall rather be seen as a proof of princi-
ple, since the nanoantenna has not been optimized in any way regarding disjoint
radiation pattern of the emitting modes involved.

Emission In Entangled Modes

With not just one nanoantenna geometry at hand to implement the entangled emis-
sion, but with one specific nanorod dimer selected, the one with ∆L = 0 nm, to
exemplarily perform the corresponding cavity QED calculations, the quantum mod-
eling shall commence. Just as in the previous cases, Dr. Karolina Słowik set up the
cavity QED model, executed the numerical calculations and analyzed the steady
state solutions.
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Modeling the light-matter interaction between a two-level system and two cavity
modes, the Hamiltonian reads [358]

Hent/~ =
∑
ξ=1,2

ωξa
†
ξaξ + υegσegσge +

∑
ξ=1,2

gξ

(
σegaξ + a†ξσge

)
. (4.12)

This Hamiltonian only contains the free evolution of the two-level system, with
a transition frequency chosen to be in the spectral overlap of the cavity modes
υeg ∈ {ω2, ω1}, the free evolution of the two cavity modes 1 and 2, and the coupling
of the transition to each cavity mode according to g1 resp. g2.

The reversible dynamics from Eqn. (4.12) are enriched by open cavity pro-
cesses incorporated through a master equation formalism in Lindblad form [358]:

∂tρent (t) = − i
~

[Hent, ρent (t)] +
∑
ξ=1,2

Γtot
ξ Lcav

ξ (ρent (t) , aξ) + Π Lpum (ρent (t) , σeg)

+γspo
ge Lspo

ge (ρent (t) , σge) + γdepLdep (ρent (t) , σegσge) . (4.13)

These processes include the obvious cavity losses at a rate of Γtot
ξ , but also

an incoherent pumping of the two-level system with Π that propels the emission in
the entangled cavity modes. This pumping can be achieved by optical means [465],
strongly detuned from the transition, without affecting the desired emission prop-
erties. Additionally, the two-level system can decay via spontaneous emission at a
rate γspo

ge according to Eqn. (2.40) in glass, and dephasing is incorporated at a rate
γdep = 100 GHz [358] typical for quantum dots (in agreement with the choice for the
transition dipole moment). Subsequently, the stationary solution to Eqn. (4.13) is
determined numerically with open source software [128].

To analyze the entangled emission, appropriate figures of merit are in need. It
is again reasonable to resort to a far-field emission rate to account for the emission
performance. But unlike in Eqn. (4.6), for the emission in two cavity modes that are
entangled in their photon number, every photon in any of the two modes counts,
since the indeterminacy regarding which mode contains the emitted photon is at
the core of the entanglement. Hence the rate of entangled emission reads [358]

rent =
∑
ξ=1,2

rξ =
∑
ξ=1,2

Γrad
ξ 〈a

†
ξaξ〉 . (4.14)

However, quantifying the degree of entanglement is not as obvious. It has been
subject of general investigations [466], but in light of the quantum harmonic oscilla-
tor involved, the logarithmic negativity [467,468] appears compelling, because it is a
measure of entanglement not restricted to two-level systems.
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Figure 4.21: (a) [358] Mode
populations 〈nξ〉 and
(b) [358] photon number
probability ratios plotted
over pumping strength Π.

From the stationary solution to Eqn. (4.13) fol-
low photonic mode population numbers in the order
of about 10−5 for typical pumping strengths Π in the
GHz range, as shown in Fig. 4.21(a). These val-
ues originate from the equipoise between photonic
mode population 〈nξ〉 and the plasmonic losses Γtot

ξ of
the modes. To determine properties of photons emit-
ted from the cavity modes, the partial photonic den-
sity ρpho is convenient. Furthermore, as illustrated by
Fig. 4.21(b), although the vacuum state without any
photonic population |n1n2〉 = |00〉 is 5 orders more
likely than a single emitted photon, the emission of
two photons is 5 additional orders more unlikely. Con-
sequently, eliminating the vacuum state from the con-
siderations regarding the entanglement measure, will
give a good indicator for the properties in case of a
single emitted photon, the desired scenario.

The density matrix ρ∠one, normalized and projected
in the non-vacuum subspace follows from [358]:

ρ∠one = N
(
Υ∠

vacρphoΥ∠
vac

)
, with N (ρ) =

ρ

Trρ
,

Υ∠
vac = I− |00〉 〈00| , and ρpho = Trtls (ρent) . (4.15)

Here, N ensures proper normalization, while Υ∠
vac projects on the non-vacuum

subspace. A further transformation is required since the density for both modes
populated with one photon does still differ from the state emitted into the far field.
The associated far-field density reads [358]

ρ∠far = N
(
Υ∠

effρ
∠
oneΥ

∠
eff

)
, with Υ∠

eff =
√
η1 |10〉 〈10|+√η2 |01〉 〈01| , (4.16)

the projection onto the imperfect emission through the plasmonic cavity modes with
the corresponding cavity mode efficiencies ηξ. With the far-field density at hand the
required entanglement measure in form of logarithmic negativity takes the form [428]

EN
(
ρ∠far

)
= log

(∣∣∣∣∣∣(ρ∠far

)T2

∣∣∣∣∣∣) , (4.17)

with the trace norm ||·|| and the partial transpose in mode 2 (·)T2. The logarithmic
negativity can be applied to systems of arbitrary dimensions and the value ranges
from 0, the lowest, to 1, the highest.
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tangled emission rate &
(b) [358] logarithmic nega-
tivity plotted over transi-
tion frequency & pumping
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Analyzing the performance of the nanorod dimer
cavity with ∆L = 0 nm with respect to the emission in
entangled cavity modes, different system parameters
demand investigation regarding their influence on the
figures of merit rent and EN .

Starting with parameters that can still be altered
after the actual fabrication of the nanoantenna is fin-
ished. The obvious experimental system parameter
is the strength of the external pump Π. Naturally,
the rate of entangled emission grows with increas-
ing pump strength and reaches the low GHz range for
usual pumping strengths in the GHz range, as seen
in Fig. 4.22(a). However, a GHz change of the pump-
ing strength hardly influences the entanglement at all,
as Fig. 4.22(b) depicts. Even though, extremely low
pumping strengths naturally alter the entanglement,
as a photon must be supplied to be emitted in entan-

gled cavity modes, once the pumping supplies photons, especially with the desired
one photon character, see Fig. 4.21(b), the degree of entanglement is indepen-
dent of the pumping. Consequently, the entangled emission is available at a wide
range of rates - a trait not to be underestimated and purely externally controlled by
pumping.

The next parameter is the transition frequency. While the entangled emission
rate does not depend on the value of υeg, as Fig. 4.22(a) shows, a high degree of
entanglement does require υeg to be contained in the spectral mode overlap, i.e.
between ω1 and ω2. This behavior is expected, since the transition must be able
to couple to both cavity modes for the entanglement to be generated and detuning
hinders the coupling. Furthermore, Fig. 4.22(b) reveals that there is an optimal υeg

for a fixed transition dipole moment orientation. But since the colorbar for the fre-
quency range of about 20 THz covers only 5% of EN values, the need for an exact
match of the optimal frequency cannot be deemed as crucial. Hence, the entangle-
ment generation is somewhat robust against minor detunings, an additional benefit
in light of experimental realization.

Because the coupling to both cavity modes is the elementary aspect of the
entanglement generation, the next parameters are the transition dipole moment
magnitude deg and orientation ϑ, quantum system parameters that influence the
coupling. At first glance at Fig. 4.23 a similar behavior to the previous parameters
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is visible: While an altered dipole moment magnitude only influences the entangled
emission rate rather than the degree of entanglement, the dipole moment orienta-
tion affects the figures of merit vice versa. An increased magnitude causes the
emission rate to rise, since it increases the light-matter coupling rate. The eventual
saturation in rent, seen in Fig. 4.23(a), follows from a fixed pumping strength Π,
supplying the photons.
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Figure 4.23: (a) [358] En-
tangled emission rate &
(b) [358] logarithmic negativ-
ity plotted over magnitude
& orientation of deg.

The orientation shows the expected behavior in
Fig. 4.23(b): While a transition dipole moment ori-
entation of either 0◦ or 90◦ is connected with the si-
multaneous excitation of both nanoantenna modes,
as seen in Fig. 4.18, resulting in the coupling of the
transition to both modes, an orientation of 45◦ exclu-
sively excites mode 2, as seen in Fig. 4.19(a), pro-
hibiting the vital coupling to both cavity modes. Con-
sequently, the degree of entanglement drops to zero.
The rate is not affected, because the photon is emit-
ted into the far field, just not in two entangled cavity
modes, but deterministically in mode 2.

This mechanism that the transition dipole moment
orientation directly controls the state of the emission
is further illuminated in Fig. 4.24(a). In terms of num-
ber states in each cavity mode |n1n2〉, the states for
both cavity modes entangled in their photon number, for one photon overall: |ΨΦ〉
and

∣∣ΨΦ+π
2

〉
, take the form:

|ΨΦ〉 =
1√
2

(
|10〉+ eiΦ |01〉

)
, (4.18)

with the separable emission states |10〉 and |01〉, for one photon in each mode.
Beginning the orientation ϑ scan at 0◦, the dipole moment is parallel to the formerly
shorter nanorod, both modes of the nanoantenna are excited (see Fig. 4.18),
|ΨΦ〉 is emitted with the probability P (|ΨΦ〉) = 1 and consequently EN is maximal.
Rotating the dipole moment, EN drops until it reaches the minimal value 0 at 45◦,
when the dipole moment is parallel to the line connecting the geometrical centers
of the nanorod faces closest to the dipole. In this orientation only mode 2 is excited
(see Fig. 4.18), the emission state is |n1n2〉 = |01〉, the probability for the photon to
be in the other cavity mode is zero: P (|10〉) = 0 and consequently the emission is
not entangled.
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Further rotating the dipole moment causes an in-
crease of EN again, since the probability for the pho-
ton to be emitted in mode 1 increases again. Entan-
gled emission, with EN = 1, is achieved again when
an orientation of ϑ = 90◦ is reached, and the dipole
moment is aligned with the formerly longer nanorod.
The probability for emission in mode 1 is equal to that
for emission in mode 2, both at 0.5. The emission
state is now

∣∣ΨΦ+π
2

〉
and continuous rotation repeats

the same procedure just described, only with |ΨΦ〉
replaced by

∣∣ΨΦ+π
2

〉
and |10〉 replaced by |01〉 - not

shown in Fig. 4.24(a).
With the workings of the emission in two entan-

gled cavity modes illuminated, the final part of this
investigation shall return to the six different nanoan-
tenna geometry sets, differing in the length difference
∆L between the two arms, that have been selected
as suitable for entangled emission. Plotting the rate
of entangled emission for each of these six over the

pumping Π, as seen in Fig. 4.24(b), each shows behavior similar to the original
geometry with ∆L = 0: a continuous increase of rent with Π. At the highest pump-
ing of Π = 10 THz, the different geometries are shown to emit at rates between
rent = 1.0 GHz and rent = 1.5 GHz. Consequently, with all geometries providing
comparable performance, other reasons, beside the emission rate, can enter con-
siderations regarding fabrication giving much desired experimental leeway.

Concluding Remarks

The emission of a single photon in two photon-number entangled cavity modes of
a plasmonic nanorod dimer cavity is implemented. The discussion of the under-
lying mechanism reveals the nanoantenna, when being adequately supplied with
photons, to contribute the entanglement generation itself. Hence, this final exam-
ple shows the nanoantenna to provide photonic functionality way beyond emission
enhancement.

Additionally, spectrally overlapping cavity modes and controlled dipole moment
orientation are worked out as conditions for the entangled emission. Consequently,
a set of different nanoantennas is shown to generate entanglement, elevating the
functionality to a general principle beyond a specific nanoantenna geometry.
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5 Summary & Outlook

Summarizing, to realize the next generation of light-matter interaction applications,
aiming to ultimately approach the implementation of quantum information process-
ing, some possibilities of the localized plasmon-polariton platform are outlined.

To this end, the phenomenon of localized plasmon polaritons has been rooted
in the optical field equations of electrodynamics and the linear metallic material
response in form of the free electron gas model. Considering an interface between
metallic media and an insulator, a surface state of the charge density emerged
naturally, providing the unrivaled field localization associated with surface plasmon
polaritons. Incorporating geometrical constrains on the surface propagation, in
form of closed surfaces, yields localized surface plasmon polaritons, directly cou-
pling to photons and with properties responsive to geometrical shaping.

The photonic input and output of the light-matter interaction is described by
using fundamental elements of quantum optics, such as photonic number states
and both entanglement and non-classical correlations involving photons. The in-
teraction itself is modeled utilizing a cavity QED formalism in form of an expanded
Jaynes-Cummings model. The model is opened up to far-field radiation and envi-
ronmental dissipation through a master equation formalism in Lindblad form.

The first novel contribution outlined in this document is the merger of both the
classical and quantum physical modeling. Consequently, it is possible to benefit
from the fully classical model of plasmonic resonances to determine the param-
eters required for the cavity QED model from scattering calculations. Especially
with the normalization of three dimensional scattering modes not available, the
plasmonic loss rates follow from Lorentzian spectral line fits that in turn are shown
to emerge directly from quantized surface waves. Additionally, the coupling is de-
termined through matching of classical and cavity QED emission enhancement.

With the semi-classical light-matter interaction model in place, a plethora of
applications can be implemented and their quantum dynamics simulated. Con-
sequently, in this thesis the description of the modeling is accompanied by four
different exemplary application calculations. At first, concomitant with experimen-



tal measurements, the fundamental molecular fluorescence influencing through
cavity mode coupling is proven to beget qualitatively proper predictions. Further-
more, the hybrid system of a bimodal nanorod dimer cavity coupled to different two-
and three-level systems is shown to facilitate different quantum optical functions.
These numerical-calculation based investigations deal with the efficient conversion
between bright and dark cavity modes, the triggered emission of single photons in
a specific cavity mode, and the emission in two photon-number entangled cavity
modes.

Subsumption In Research

Countless experimental efforts are currently directed towards the realization of lo-
calized plasmon polariton mediated light-matter interaction, especially in the strong
coupling regime. The lack of reliable, simple, and efficient means of theoretical
modeling has hindered the description of higher functionality involving a plasmonic
cavity, beyond selected geometries. In the weak coupling regime, the outlined
model provides this very description for arbitrary cavity geometries and multiple
cavity modes involved.

The outlined model provides easier means to model arbitrary cavity geome-
tries, compared to Green’s function based formalisms, and benefits from the effi-
cient classical treatment of localized surface plasmon polaritons, compared to for-
malisms entirely based on density functional theory. Consequently, it is well-suited
to accompany, support and expand the diverse experimental efforts.

Additionally, the three exemplary applications involving a bimodal nanoantenna
demonstrate the potential the weak light-matter coupling regime still holds regard-
ing a more elaborate functionality on the side of the optical nanoantenna. The re-
alization of both fundamentally non-classical emission statistics and non-classical
emission properties in the weak coupling regime lift the presumed requirement of
strong coupling to implement any quantum physical dynamics.

Perspective

Ultimately aiming to process, store, and transmit information using atoms and pho-
tons, the more elements and mechanisms that can be implemented in the weak
light-matter coupling regime, the fewer demanding design requirements need to
be met by the fabrication procedure to ensure strong coupling. But eventually, the
strong coupling regime, necessary to conserve the quantum coherence, needs to
be reached attempting to realize quantum information applications.

However, in ongoing work by Jens Oppermann, the light-matter interaction in
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terms of cavity QED is coherently reformulated. Establishing a normalization pro-
cedure of free-space scattering modes [469], the direct calculation of the light-matter
coupling rate via spatial modal energy integration is enabled. Assuming Lorentzian
cavity modes, Jaynes-Cummings model dynamics are retrieved and combined with
input and output in form of far-field radiation modes [470]. Hence, setting up a self-
contained cavity QED light-matter interaction formalism as open and connected
to the far field, no requirement contradicts the outlined weak-coupling model and
consequently the outlined applications can be directly incorporated to aid the devel-
opment towards the realization of quantum information processing involving strong
coupling.
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